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Young W
ild West Stopping a Flood
OR,

SAYING A DOOMED CAMP
By AN OLD SCOUT
.;)

CH.APTER I.

ic

HOP AS A FISHERMAN.

"llfisler Wilct, me likee ketchee some fishee for supper, so
be. "
"Well, Hop, I r eckon you ought to be able to do that. This
is as fine a little lake as I nave seen in a month. No doubt
there are plenty of fish in it."
".Allee light. Me fixee um line pletty quickee, so be. Me
vclly smartee Chi nee. Ketchee plenty fishee."
Young Wild West, the well-known Boy Hero and Champion
Dcadshot of the West, had come to a halt on the shore of a
little lake that had formed in a basin lying almost at the top
of the Shelf Creek Range, Nevada.
With him were his two partners, Cheyenn?i Charlie the
scout, and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy of about b is own age;
and the girls and two Chinamen who traveled with them as
servants.
Hop Wah, who had been ni cknamed Young Wild West's
clever Chinee, because of his extreme cleverness and wonderful ability to perform sleight-of-hand tricks, had hard ly dismounted from his piebald cayuse when he expressed a desire
to fish in the lalte.
Our hero had promptly given him permission, so while the
rest began the work of putting tile camp in shape, for it was
near st:nset, Hop hurriedly got his fishing tackle in readiness.
Hop usually assisted bis brother Wing to put up the two
tents that were occupied as sleeping quarters by the party
right after the camping spot was 'selected.
But on this occasion he left his brother to Jo the worlt
alone.
But while Wild and Jim leol:ed after the horses, the scout
good-naturedly assisted the Chinaman, and in about twenty
minutes everyth ing was in shape.
The girls we have mentioned were .Arietta Murdock, the
sweetheart of our dashing young hem; Eloise Gardner, Jim
Dart's sweetheart, and Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie.
Of course, they helped considerably, since they knew exactly what was reC]nired whenever a halt was made wlth the
intention of remaining over night.
Before the camp was in shape and the horses grazing peacefully upon the lu xuriant grass that lined the shore of the
littlf> lake, Hop Wah had made all the necessary arrangements and had his hcok and line in the water with some live
bugs for bait.
He fish,..d for probably ten minutes without getting a bite,
arc! thr>n thinking he would 8tancl a better chance if he moved
further al..,nt:, the bank, hr pulled up his line and started for

a big black rock that projected out over the water for a bout
ten or twelve feet.
The rock was fiat on top, and afforded a good place t o sit
down; and as it was not higher than six feet ab ove the water,
the clever Chinee gave a nod of satisfaction as he reached it.
He sat down in a comfortable position, letting his feet hang
over the edge of the rock, and then cast his baited hooks
out into the water.
In less than a minute he had a good strong bite, and he
was not long in landing a fish that must have weighed a t
least two pounds.
Hop was nothing if not a good fisherman, and elated over
the luck that had befallen him, he unhooked the fish and threw
it back into a little hollow so it would not flounder about and
fall into the water again, and then put on son::.e fresh bait.
It was just then that Cheyenne Charlie strolled up to see
how he was making out.
He had witnessed the catching of the fish, however, and
as he looked at it he remarked:
"That's a fine one, Hop. I reckon it will go all right fried
in a little bacon fat for supper."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Maybe you wantee cleanee, so
be. "
"Yes, I reckon I'll do ther cleanin'. You go on an' ketch
ther fish, heathen."
Two minutes later the clever Chinee landed another fish,
which was not quite as large as the fir st, but a fine one at
that.
"Keep it up, Hop," said Cheyenne Charlie, with a grin .
.. Try an' git one apiece."
"Lat allee samee teo muchee, Misler Charlie,·· Hop answered,
with a chuckle. "Me ketchee flvee fishee. Lat be plenty."
''Well, I don't know about that. I kin eat thal biggest one
myself. But go on an' do thar best you kin ...
Hop's Juel' continued, for it was not long before a third
fish was hooked and landed on the bank.
Those at the camp C'Ou ld see what ~as going 011, and becoming inte1estecl, all but Wing, who bad :;tarted a flre and
was maldng i)reparations to cook the. supper, came over.
"Wild," said Arietta, as she looked at the fish that had
been caught in admiration, ''I feel as though I would like
to do some fishing myself.··
"So do I, Et," was the reply. "But the sun is pretty well
down now, and as it will take quite a little time to prepare
lines, I think we bad better let it go for to-day. There will
be no need of making an early start in the morning, ~o we
might stay here a while a nd do some fi s hing. ··
"That will just suit me."
" Me, too,·· declared Jim Dart. " I am not much at fishin~.
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YOUNG WILD WEST STOPPING A FLOOD.

I

"Thunder! It's a heathen!" the stranger exclaimed, as the
but it strikes me that this lake must be full of them, and
Chinaman's head popped from the water a short distance from
·
it would be fun to catch a few."

the canoe.
'
"Hip hi! Lookee outtee!"
'·Whattee mattee!" Hop answered, after he had spat out a
The ei:clamation came from Hop, and up came his line, a big
mouthful of water.
fish hoolrnd at the end of it.
Then he struck out and quickly reached the side of the
Whether he did it intentionally or not, the fish swung around
canoe.
and hit Cheyenne Charlie on the side of the head.
As he took hold of it, no doubt with the intention of clam"\Vow!" yelled the scout. "What are you tryin' to do, you
bering into it, it was overturned, and with an exclamation of
foolish heathen? You done that on purpose."
"'Whattee ma.ttee, Misler Charlie?'" the Chinaman asked, in-1 fear and anger, the occupant pitched headforemost into the
nocently. '"Me l<etcbec velly biggee fishee lat timee. Lat lake.
"Hip hi!" shouted Hop, and pushing aside the overturned
bigger !au urn first one."
··i t felt as though it weighed about a ton when it whopped canoe, he struck out along the bank for a spot where he knew
rnr, alongside thPr E>ar. ·· the scout dE}rlared, as he unl1ooked the . he would be able to easily get out of the water.
fish. ''B11t don·t clo that ag"in, heathen. If you clo I'll chuclc . The stranger was scarcely more than a :;econd before he
reached the surface, and the first thing he did was to utter
;ion in ther lake."
an oath and then began to berate the Chinaman who had
"Mc no helpee, lVlisler Charlie. Me no see you."
. 'J'here wa:; a ven· innoce11t look on the Chinaman's face as caused him to take an unexpected bath.
'"rake it easy, my friend," our hero called out.
h e s:dd this, hut Yo1mg Wihl West and the rest were well
Then, for the first time, the fellow in the water saw our
satisfied that he really had done it intentionally, for every
time l1e got the opportnuity Hop would play some kind of a friends looking down upon him.
"What are you people doln' l;Jere?" he demanded, in a savjoke on the 8('011t.
Sometirnes Cb? die would get r;quare with him, but usually age sort of way. "Stop Jaughin' at me, too. When I git out oe
ther water I'll make mincemeat of that heathen. He thought
Hop bad the best of it.
Not. tl1at there was any avimosity between the two, for even it was a mighty smart thing ter upset me, didn't he?'I
1 hough the scou_t~ ver:v often made threats, there _was no ~oubt I "I just advised you to take it easy, my frienrl, ·• ·wild rebe wo_uld go brn \\hole length to help the Chmaman if he peated. "The whole thing wa:; an accident. so you can blame
yourself as much as any one. But where did you come from
.
were 1u danger.
with that canoe, anyhow? We have been standing here quite
.
"
r_;:_wafl the same way w~lh liop, ~o~. . .
J 1 obably he thought as murh o! Chai lie a:" he did of ,any a while, and we didn't see yon before."
,,
..
.
. ,
._
.
.
.
,,
of the rest of the party, and tbat wa8 sa.yrng a whole lot,
I come fl om undei the1 roch, thats whe1 e I come f101~1,
for he had beeu with them lon g enough to become so much
a ti.ached to th Pm, that it is doubtful if he would ham left ~lie ma~ r_etorted, ~s. he reached _the _c anoe ~nd began towmg
it ashorn 1n t~e waJ,e of the swm_m11ng C_hmaman.
them if bis wages were stOl,llled.
The wages. howernr, did not amount to a great deal to the 11 • Our he~·o said no more, but waited until he got out upon
C'lever Chince sinrc he was skillerl in the a.rt of playing draw tnc shelvmg bank further down.
'l~hen h~ left t_lle ro~k and walked down to t.he spot and
]Joker, and always Beemed quite able to get the best of any
assisted h1_m to nght bis canoe.
C'lJrd-sharp wllo sat in a game with him.
Me~nwlule, Hop wa:; making for the c:amp to get on dry
But this was dne to his sleighl-of-hancl abilities, for he
could do about what he pleai;;ed with a pack of cards, and clothmg,
"So you said you came out from under the rock, eh? ·well,
no one would catch b.irn when he chose to cheat.
Charl ie . continued te talk to U1e Chinaman tc let ltim I believe you when you say that," Wild said, nodding to tbe
fellow after the canoe had been attended to. '·But you must
know what he meant to do if he got hit with another fish.
Hop answered him, of course, and then Young Wild West have known that some one was above you, for we were talking,
and the Chinaman was fishing there for quite a few minutes."
h eld up his hand and said:
"Now then, Charlie, if you want any more fish for supper I "I didn't know any one was above me," was the reply. "I
I think you . had better stop tal ldng so loud. I have lieard i was asleep in tiler canoe .. I was putty tired out, an' I went in
that fish can hea1· sounds, even when they are far under the under there to take a doze, that's all. I was a whole lot surwater. If :•on keep · on the way you arc going you will i prised when I found there was fishin' goin' on. But when that
Chinaman tumbled down almost on top of me, I sartinly
frighten them all away."
"All right, then, I'll keep still," the scout answered, with thought ther world was comin' to an end."
The explanation was quite plausible, so Wild did not choose
a grin. '"I den·t mind bein' hit. alongside ther head with a
fish sieh as that one was. Jest look at it," and be held it up. to question him any further as to how he came to be there.
But he asked him if he lived anywhere around there and
lt was a beauty, as theY all agreed.
Charlie proceeded to scale it and get it ready for cooking, received the information that he belonged to a little mining
camp that was only a couple of miles below them in the
IYhile Hop tried for another bite.
The Chinaman figured that if he got another that was of a valley.
"A mining camp as close as all that, eh?" Wild said, somegood size he would liave all they wanted for supper.
There were eight in the party, and he knew that nine or what surprised.
ten pounds of fish 011ght to be enough for them, especially as j "Yes, if you h ad gone on until you turned ther bend right
there woulcl be sollle broiled hear meat and baked potatoes . near ther end of ther lake over there you would have seen
it right below you. There's a deep hollow there, an' there's
and hot muffi.i::.s and coffee to go with it.
This time he dropped the baited hook in the water a little where ther camp is. There's a few men down there what has
struck it rich, too."
nearer to the rock he was sitting upon.
"What is the name of the camp?"
The hook had scarcely sank when there was a sharp jerk,
"Luclcy Hollow."
and then, much to the surprise .of the Chinaman, the prow of
"Well, if we had known we were so close to a camp we cera canoe appeared below him.
The hook had been caught by the frail little craft, and as it tainly would h ave gone on down to it. But as we have already
shot out from under the rock the sudden jerk caused the pitched our camp, I reckon we'll stay here until morning.
Chinaman to lose his balance and, uttering a sharp cry, he You're a miner, I suppose?"
"Yes, I'm somewhat of a miner. I've prospected quite a
tumbled over, landing with a splash in the water. ·
Of course, our friends all rushed to the edge of the big little, but I ain't been very lucky."
"That's a pretty nice canoe you have. It was made by an
rock and when they looked over and saw a canoe with a man
Indian, too."
In 1t right below them, they were not a little amazed.
"Yes, it's a regular Injun canoe. There's a few of 'em
The !:nan was upon 11is knees in the middle of the little
livin' up in this range, you know. 'rhey're putty friendly, an'
.
craft, a paddle in his i:and.
B_nt he was so surprised at havi;11g been. caught by Hop's I got this canoe for a pint of whisky an' a plug of tobacker.
fishmg tackle that he seemed more like a statue than anything Putty good trade, I reckon ."
"Yes, that's right. What is your name, my friend?"
else.
"Most every one calls me 'I'1p Jaggs. Jaggs is my name,
It happened that the Chin~man fell inta the water a few
feet fr~m the canoe, otherwise he surel y must have over- you know, an' Tip is a sort of nickname. But I reckon it's
good enough."
.
turned it.
The man was watch mg the wator wbcre the Chinaman hart ' "Oh, yes! The\·r's nothing in a nanw, an.vhow. •·
di sappeared, and_ the moment he saw tbat he h;1d not obs<:-.rved' "N"''" then, young feller, what's your na1ue'I"' Tip Jai;gs
l asked..
them, Young Wild Wrtit held llJJ hts hand for silence.

I

I

I

I
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YOUNG WILD WES'l' S'rOP Pl .L 1 G A l!'LOOD.
"Young Wild West."
· "Not ther Champion Deadshot of lher West?" and the man
looked surprised.
"I believe that is the nickname my friends have given me."
"By thunder! I've heard of you, young feller. What are
you do in' out In these here parts?"
"Oh, we just came up through this way to hunt up something in the way of excitement."
"Lookin' for outlaws an' bad Injuns, I s'pose."
"Not exactly, but if we run across any of them the chances
are we will have the excitement we are looking for. I suppose there are a few outlaws around these parts. They are
generally found near mining camps."
"I don't jest know whether you kin call 'em outlaws or not,
but I reckon you'll find plenty of mighty bad men right in
Lucky Hollow."
"You don't happen to be one of them, do you?" and the
boy looked him squarely in the eyes.
"Me! ·why, no. Do I look like an outlaw or anything like
that?"
.. I must say that you certainly do."
"My looks Is deceivin', then," and Tip Jaggs forced a laugh.
"But I reckon I'lJ git my canoe an' go on over to tner other
end of ther lake. I've got a short cut to git down to ther camp,
you know."
"All righl, Mr. Jaggs. Probably we will meet again."
"I hope we do," and the man nodded his head in a peculiar way as he spoke. " So you think you'll stay up here
over night, then?"
"Yes, I reckon we may as well. We've got ev,erythlng in
shape, and the horses are in a good patch of grass. We'll see
you In the morning, Mr. Jaggs."
"I hope so," and with a light laugh Tip Jaggs got into the
canoe and began paddling across the lake.
"Well, Et," the young deadshot said, as he turned to his
sweetheart, "what do you think of that fellow?"
"Not a great deal, Wild," was the quick reply. "Do you
know what I think about his sudden appearance from under
the rock?"
"What do you think, Et?"
"That there is a cave there, and that tlie water goes right
inside."
"'I was thinking something like that myself," and the boy
smiled. " I mean to maim an investigation pretty soon. It
strikes me that we a.re in a fair way to have quite an adventure in these 11arts. But we'll let it go tlll after supper."
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near the camp-fire, so they might rlry, while Hop hung his wet
clothing to a <'onvenient limb.
Being a .magician, the <:lever Chinec always r:i.rricd with
him various small articles, as well as some chem icals lo enable
him to perform his mystifying tricks.
The garmeut he wore in lieu of a coat always contained :i.
great many pockets, which were on the inside, and in these
were stowed away a mistellaneous supply of what he deemed
necessary to carry with him.
By the time Hop had completed llis change and looked over
his effects his brother Wing had the fish he had caught frying
in some bacon grease over the glowing fire.
Cheyenne Charlie's wife had lent him a hand, and the work
of getting the supper ready was going on nicel y.
Meanwhile, Young Wild West and his golden-haired sweetheart had been watching the canoe.
They had seen 'l'ip Jaggs make a landing at the other end
of the lake, and after pushing the canoe upon the bank he
had disappeared in the fringe of bushes that ran along on
that side.
The two had taken a position where lhe ground was a
little higher than the camp itself, and as they were standing
there ta! king about the possi bllity of there being a cave under
the rock Hop had fallen into the water from, Jim Darl and
Eloise Gardner walked up to them.
"Did he go straight across, Wild?" Dart asked.
"Yes, just as straight as he could," was the reply,
"Well, 1 suppo e you are thinking about finding out what
he was doing under the big rock."
"Yes, Et and I ha.Ye just been talking it over. She said
right away that there must be a rave under there. Ir c·ourse,
I agreed with her, for that was in my mind almost the moment I saw the canoe come out. No doubt the water runs back
in under lhe bank, and possibly it is from there the lake is
fed. There are such things as subterranean streams, you
know."
"I reckon so. We have seen a few in our travel::;, I think."
"And had quite an experience in some of them, too,"
Arietta spoke up.
;'Yes, we once found a big pile of gold-dust by coming iu
contact with an underground Gtream," our hero said, with a
shrug of his shoulders. "That was quite an adventure. too.
I don't suppose this one is going to turn out anything like it,
hut I am confident that we struck it 'pretty good in coming
here. It won't be dark yet when we ha,·e finished supper,
and as I feel like taking a swim, anyhow, it won't tal,e rne
long to find out wh ether there is a. earn under the big roe!'
'cHAPTER II.
or not."
WJLI> llIAKES A ouicon.:&Y.
;'I'll go in, too," declared Jim. "But say,•· and looking np
Cheyenne Charlie went straight to the larger of the two at a rather tall tree which arose straight into the air close
tents the momeut he reached the camp.
by them, he ad~e~: '"l wonder if :i. rell~w co~,ld catch a
He found Hop just finishing his toilet his wet clothing lying glimpse of the mmmg camp from the top of that.
on the ground.
'
I "The quickest way to find o.ut would be to try it, Jim,·• the
"Had quite a swim didn't yer heathen?" he said a broad young deadshot answered, with a laugh.
grin showing on his' face.
'
'
"That is just what I am golng to do."
"Velly nicee swim, 60 be, Misler Charlie," was the reply.
"Go ahea.~. You are very clever at climbing u tree, as I
"Me velly smartee fisheeman so be. Me ketchee fom' nicee well know·
biggee fishee and um canoe.,:
.Jim d!d not wait to be told a sec~nd time .
.. So yer did. But I reckon yer didn't land ther canoe
Steppmg over to the tree, he Jumped upward and sucthongh, did yer?"
' ceeded in ?atching ~he lowe t branch .
.. Um line 11 0 stlong enough, Mlsler Charlie," and Hop
'l'hen, with the nm1bl ness of a monkey, he startrd to aslookecl as innocent as one who really thought he should have cend the tree.
landed the catch might have done. ·
It \Vas easy after lte got upon the fir s t branch, an(] in a few
...Well, I couldn't help laughln' when yer went over into ther seconds he was nearing the top.
water, Hop. But it's all right. You had a good swim, I
But before he got tbere he called out:
reckon, an' so did ther galoot what was i.n ther canoe."
"I can see it. lt is I:i ing almost directly below us. It looks
"He allee samee bad Melican man, Misler Charlie," the as though you could nearly th1 ow a stoue down and hit some
Chinaman said, becoming very sober.
of the shanties. Quite a little pla•·e, loo, and all in a heap."
"1 reckon so, Hop. He's one of ther kind what don't be"How much of a population do you SlllJ!JORe it bas?" our
lieve in workln' for a liYin', I'll bet. But where do you s'pose hero asked.
be come from? Did yer see anything like a cave under the
'"Well, I can see perhaps twenty-fi, e or thirty men. But IE>t
big rock when you ·was in ther water?"
mo see. I'll count the shanties and teut~ . and tben we cau
'"J\1e see somethling, Misler Charlie," and the Cllinaman form a pretty good idea."
ga •e a· nod and looked very wise. "Um water allee samee go
In a couple of minutes be calleu out that there were exactly
back into um blaclrne bole. Me see lat. Bad Melican man eleven shanties and fourteen tents.
comee outtee um hole in um canof'. He no knowee me Jere."
'"Twenty-five habitations, then,·· saiu \\'ilrl, nodding to his
··I rec kcn you have got that right. But say, Hop, kin l sweetheart. "That means that there must be at least a popuhPlp }er? Yon mus l have got a lot of your things wet."
lation of twenty-five, though probably some or the shant1Ps
"'Me lO H'e some thling:s, :\1isler Charllf'. Lat too bad. Me and tents ,ue oceupied b.r two or more men. \Veil, we·11 sa"
spollee some \'el ly goorll'e firulaf"l,<'rr::. But me makee plenty there are fifty there. Any women or children to be :;e.,n,
rnote . Me gotlei> plenty powdc<'. " '
Jim? ''
Charlie showf·ll bis ext rr mo good nature by assisting Hop
'"Not oae, ·· was the replJ'. "H look:; as though the ramµ
to look ovrt· his eff ,cl,;.
hasn't been in existence very long, for the shanties are uew,
It was tn10 tlial B<• vt•ra l :.11·1 id(':; harl hei>n spoiled by 1.hr and tile tents look preUy while."
'' ater, lrnt those which had -cul were galilerc<l out a.nd placed
'"l'her()':; a whisky-mill there, of courae?"
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"Oh, yes! That's the largest building of the lot. It's a 1 water, for he did not know just how deep it might be at that
long, low structure, situated about ln the middle of the camp, ' point, or whether there were any obstruction or not to interand one side is ·a saloon and the other a store. That ls all fere wilh him.
there is there in· the way of· a business place. I can see a
He found a place where he ·could wade out, and when he
wagon trail winding down to the right. The camp ig in a discovered that the bottom sloped in a pretty steep fashion he
gully that isn't more than three hundred feet in width. · The stepped along cautiously until be was forced to strike out and
houses a re built along in the center of this, where there's a ' swim.
creel- whicn see ms to be rather• shoal, as near as I can make
The water was cool and refreshing, !or it was quite an
out. From all app earances this creek is fed from the ·lalee up . altitude where they had come upon the lake, and he really
here."
I enjoyed it.
· ··Quite likely it is. Well, 1 won't bother tD climb the tree to ! He swam out a short distance toward the center of the body
take a look, for i know about as much as you do now. Come ; of water, and then turned and made a straight line for the
down whenever you feel like it."
! overhanging rock.
Jim wailed a couple of minutes longer, and then he sud- i Twilight was upon them now, but it was light enough for
denly exclaimed:
i him to see when he got within a few yards of the place t~at
''There goes the fellow Hop upset. He is heading straight . there was a black opening underneath, just as Hop had said.
for tho saloon. I can easilv tel! him for he has taken his ' Unhesitatingly the boy swam straight to it, and was soon
shirt off and he is wringing the water from it right now."
I lost to view by his partners.
"Good! Maybe the bath was needed by him. I wonder · He felt for the bottom and found it, for the water was not
what he will tell the men down there."
more than four feet deep there, and his feet touched a very
"He might induce some of them to come up h ere some time · slippery rock.
during tlie night and get reYenge upon us for what happened 1 He waded into the dark opening, and the further he went
to him," Arietta suggested, shaking her head.
the less depth there was to the wa.ter.
''Well, lie is welcome to do that if he likes. I rather think
He could not see a thing, of course, and it was impossible
1
we have a pretty good position here. Anyhow, no one could to even think of striking a light.
hardly get yery close to us without us seeing them. Then,
However, he waded up the slanting side and soon was standagaiu, it a s utldeu attack was macle we have a solid wall ing on a drr, rocky floor.
of rock at our back and on the right, and the boulders and
Th en he stepped cautiously about, and in less than a couple
1 ocks lying in front of the camp on this side would afford us I of minutes he came in conta.ct with what he knew was a
quite a little protection. Let them come, it they want to, little craft of some kind.
though I hardly think anything like that will happen."
Feeling of it, be found it was a dug-out canoe .
.Tim now desrend ed the tree. and then all four walked down
"Ah!" he muttered. "This is getting more interesting than
to the c:amp.
·
'I ever.
I reckon I'll launch this thing and take it outside with
When Ch a rlie ancl Anna learn~d that the mining camp was m~. Then we can come back after I have dressed myself and
just a ~ clos r as Tip Jaggs said· it was they were flUite in- brmg a lantern with us."
terested.
·
Dark as it was the boy knew just where the stream was
.. If we batl kept on going ·for a few ·minutes longer we would . located! so he promptly began shoving the boat toward it.
have s en it, J suppose," the scout's wife said.
·
_He did not have to push it more than a dozen feet, and then
:'Yes, no doubt of it. If we had gone as far as that bend with a splash it entered the water.
.
below there we surely would have found it lying right below
It was just then t~at a light appeared a short distance away,
s
"
Dart
answered
while
at
the
same
time
he
could
hear
hurried
footsteps.
11
:'You go down le1:e to-night, Misler Wild ?" Hop askoJ, very
" I. reckon I had_bett.er make myself scarce," was his conmuch interested.
clus10n, and steppmg mto the waler he began pushing the
' 11
d 't
t H
I
tak
ti
t
canoe toward the opening, where there was a faint light to
:: VI e , 1 on 1mow ye , ,, op.
may
e a no on o. · guide him.
llle wantee go, too, so be.
The footsteps came nearer and the Ilght showed brighter
··r reckon . ther h~~th en must be out of tanglefoot," Charlie behind him, and just as Wild was making ready to give the
obse1 vod, with a gnn.
canoe a mighty push and then swim to the outside a voice
.. Lat light, Misler Uharue. Me wan tee some tanglefoot. called out:
1
Me gotlee lillee pain uow. T anglefoot velly goodee for um 1 "Who'"s there?"
11ain. "
The boy made no reply, and out shot the canoe, while he
'.1'hen h e placed his hand s upon his stomach and made a started swimming after it.
grimace.
"Is that you, Tip?" the voice aslred agaln.
''Well, I reckon vou don"t git none to-night, 'cause !! Wild 1 Our hero turned and caught a glimpse of a man who was
takes a notion ter go down thf' re he wou" t let you go along, holding a lantern standing on the rocky floor of the cavern
:m' ) ou kin !Jct i:11 you're \\ ?rth he won't bring no whisky and looking straight toward him.
back for yer. Wild don 't dl'rnk s ich stul'l' as that, an' he
But he knew that the light did not extend far enough for
ain't in ther habit of fetchin ' it to them what· does drink."
him to be seen so he swam on and was soon outside with the
1
"Lat allee light, .Mislcr Charlie. lf Misler Wild go to um canoe.
'
camp he leltoe me go , too, so be. Me velly goodee Chinee,
and• M!sler 'Vild be knowee lat."
CHAPTER Ill.
Tn loss th an half an hou r th e s upper 1Yas readr, and then
nil l1ands sat down and parto ok of an excellent meal.
~·wo VlLLAINs SHOW UP.
'J'he fish Hop had caught were found to be delicious, and
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were on the watch, and the
wilh tho rest of' wbat they had to ea t made a fine bill-of-fare, moment they saw the canoe glide out from under tbe overludeed.
hanging rock they knew that Wild must have made an lmAll this lime the sun was disappearing below a distant portant discovery.
·
rango to tho west..
The canoe gave a twist almost as soon as it came into view,
"I have h eard say t hat it isn 't advisable lo go in bathing and as the prow came toward them the scout reached out and
1'lght. after ('::t!ing," ou r hero said, "but I don't know as it caught it.
will hurt me any, for I am in t he pink of condition. Anyhow,
W!ld was swimming right behind it, scarcely making a
I am going to 1 is k it. I am going to tak e a swim and try and sound in the water.
find out what the re is uncl er that big rock Hop was fishing
·'How did you make out, Wild?" Charlie asked, eagerly.
from. Cbarlle, you anrl .Jim can stay upon the rock and
"Not 80 loud, Charlie," came the reply.
keep a watch. l am s nrp the girls arP not afraid to stay
Then both Charlie and Jim knew that there must be somehero, sin ee tb e distan ce is only short, and If anything ha.p- one in the cave.
pC"ns they can easily let tis know.~
The young deadshot soon struck bottom, and then he was
.. Right yo n ar (', \Vilt]," th e scout answered, while Jlm gave not long in wading out of the !alee.
a nod. or ap proval. ·'Just get In the canoe, Jim, and 1ake it down further toA few 111 ir:11t<'~ late r all lllrce walked along the shore of ward the camp," the boy said. "There is a fellow in the
tho lak e.
cave who is no doubt very anxious about it. He appeared just
The young cleadsho t found a eonvenient place and was not as I was getting away with the canoe. He had a lighted lanlong In l'emoving his c:lothing, while his two partners 1 tern. but the rays could not reach far enough for him to see
i;11natted ou th o bank close to the. overhanging rock.
I me, so I got outside all right. Now, then, 111 hurry and get
Wild w:.is not goini.: to take the risk of plungin~ into tile · my clothes on."
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Jim heard everything he said, and understood what was re- I was a broad wall of rock that had been formed by the hand
quired of him, too; and without any more than a nod in the ' of nature running obliquely· across the underground place.
It was from behind this the light came, and the boy felt
way of a reply, he promptly got into the canoe.
He quiclcly seized the paddle which lay in the bottom and that undoubtedly the cavern was the hiding- place of a gang
of outlaws who probabl y were preying upon the miners of
started along close to the bank.
" Keep a watch while I am dressing, Charlie," the young Lucky° Hollow, as the camp below was called.
Wild did not deem it advisable to enter the cave just then.
deadshot said, in a whisper.
He had found a way to get in and that was sufficient.
'·Right yer are," and the scout gave a nod and showed that
He had also learned that there was more than one man
he had a gun in his hand.
But though he watched carefully in the rapidly gathering inside.
Marking the spot well, he turned and left it, and soo11
darkness, he saw nothing emerge from under the rock.
Wild was not long in putting on his regular attire, and reached the higher ground above.
Then he went back and found Cheyenne Charlie at his
then he stepped down to his partner and said:
post.
'·No one came out, eh?"
"Did you see or hear anything, Charlle?"' he asked.
'"No, Wild," was the reply. "I reckon tiler galoot can't
"No," was the reply. "Everything has been mighty stlll
git out unless be swims. Most Jlkely this was ther only
here. How did you make out, Wild?"
canoe they had in there."
"Fine. There is another way to get into the cave, and it is
''Well, that may be the case, and if it is, it is quite a joke
on the fellow. But it seems to me that the men who are directly opposite to this one."
"Great gimlets!·· exclaimed the scout. " You don't mean it,
makiug this cave a sort of underground quarters must do it
for a purpose. They are certainly not honest. We are already Wild!•·
'"Yes, I do, Charlie. There is more than one man in there,
satisfied that Tip Jaggs is no good, so it is reasonable to suppose that the man who came so near catching me is of the too, for I heard voices.'"
"You didn't go in, then?"
same caliber."
"No, I thought i~ wasn't necessary to go in just now.
··sa1·tin. But don't you think it would be a good idea ter
git in tiler canoe an' go inside there an' have a look around?'" We'll leave that until later on.''
··Jest as you say. I'm ready to do ~nything."
·· ot just now, Charlie. We might make targets of our"Well, there are. tw~ or three thmgs to be considered
selves lJy doing that. We'll wait awhile. Meantime, we
might look around and see If there IQ another way to get into before we do anythmg m the matter. In the first place, we
the cave. Probably there is. I thlnk I had better go and don't know that the men who seem to want to make their
look right away. You stay here, and if any one comes out quarters in. the cave ~re wrongdoers. Men ta~i:e queer notions sometimes, and 1t may ~e that having discovered the
give the hoot of an owl twice !n succession."
··All right, Wild; go ahead," and the scout squatted upon the underground place they are usmg it for a sort of hang-out.
rock, so he could watch and listen, while the young deadshot w~ere the~ can pl~y cards and feel t~at they are doing somethmg thats a l;tt,e out of t~e ordma~,Y· Another thing is
quietly stepped off in the darkness.
The star:> were shining brightly overhead, but there was no that the,1' haven t done anythmg to us ..
··Yes, I understand what yo u mean, Wild. But you kin bet
moou.
all you're worth that them fellers ls thieves. What would
But there was sufficient light for lhe young deadshot to see they be hidin' that way for !f they wasn't?"
objects quite clearly when he got close to them.
"If they are thieves we ought to be able to find it out soon
He knew that the entrance of the cave weat straight ahead,
and that meant that the eave itself must exten d back quite enough. All we will have to do Is to go down to the min1ng
camp. We won't have to stay there long before we wil! hear
about all that has taken place or is taking place now. If it
a distance.
He got his bearings and then s tarted off in a direct line from happens that thieves are at work there we will know pretty
well where to find them.··
the ii bore.
.. Yes, 1 s'pose so. So you mean to go down there to-night,
Thr• ground was ver,1• hollow, and rocks were scattered about
then?'"
to
were
In abundance, while bnshec> and briars of ail sorts
··Yes, I reckon we'll go right away. It's a pretty sure
he met with.
But Wild did not mind such little thing:; as these, and he thing that the men in the cave don't lmow that we are camped
continued on, steppin!l; with caution even though he was pretty here. 'I'ip Jaggs certainly didn 't know of our presence, so it's
.
hardly likely the othe rs do."
certain that. there was no one around.
·· Bul they lmow some one took their canoe out a little
Still, ii therP was an opening at thf' ba<'l. of the ,a\ c t.he
fellow he had l:leen inside might be banging aroL<nd there un while ago,"' and the scout shool' his head as though he could
not see through it clearly.
the watch for clanger.
.. y s . they knuw that, and it's much of a mystery to them.
_\bout a hL<nclred und fift ~· feet back from the shore of the
l:ike he tamp to a hollow that ra n along in the fo rm or a 110 donlJt. But most likely they'IJ think it was some one from
the mining camp who di:;covemd the way to get Into the cave
gull) a short distance, turning abruptly to the left.
Wild went down this, and when he made the turn he found from the Jake. 'l'hey'll wait a reasonable length of time for
himself before an almost perpendicular wall of roe!, that Jaggs to come bacl., I tlliui" before they venture outside."
"]host likely, when you rome ter think of It," Char!le adwas nearly eovered with hanging vines.
It was not more than twenty feet in height, and extended mitted.
··well, come on. then. Jim is coming this way, so we'll
probably a.i far as fifty fe et across, where it joined in with
rell l!im what we intend to do and he"ll stay with ther girls
the rocky high ground above.
··well, " thought the lJoy, as he ga1e a nod of satbfaction, wltile ,,e take a little walk do\\n the hill to the mining camp."
'l'hey met Jim before they got to the girls, and he was soon
'·If I am not mis taken. thi8 little cllf!' runs about parallel
v, ilh the shore of the lake. 'I'hal being the case, lhis must informer! of the rliscovery the ) otmg deadshot had made.
He was not a little surnri:;ed, bt:t \\hen ll'l had heard the
be the hac-1< part of the ('avern. for lt is a little too large to
he called a cave. Now, then, it seems to me there ought to whole story he gave a nod auJ said:
'·Ifs just about the way it :;!Jould he, ] suppose. What ts
be some kind of an opening here."
Getting close to the rocky wall, he held a revoll'er in his the use of running against a mys tery without solving it?
right band, while with his left be began feeling along among While you han• already sol1 Pd it, Wild, there is a whole lot
io be done. H the cave is a den for a gang of villains, we
thP vine~.
HP kept on advancing uutil he was a little more than half ought to clean them ont; and If, as you say, it iR only the headway to the other side, and then he suddenly found that he quarters for a few who l!J;:p to get l.Jy themsell·es with the
idea that it is something out of the ordinary, 11 hy we won't
"ould touch nothing the ot.b er side of the vines.
The boy gav<:> a nccl of satisfaction, and remained stock have to do it. But you and Charlie go on down to the mtning camp, Wild. I'll stay IH're with the girls, and we won't
ht ill for the spa<'e of several seconds.
AR he listened he heard the nnmistakalJ!e sounds of low have any lantern burning and keep quite still. so It isn't
likel,1· thal they will fiml us. If they do yo11 ean bet we'll
voice:;.
1311t ht> c·o11 Jd not eakh the words that were being said, and gl\ e a good a count of our::;elves. ··
··A!J right, Jim,·· ou r ht>!\) answered. ··r know you wUI.
after llstening a littl e lon ger he careful ly pnlle(l aside the
Now, lheu, w1dl .go at once. l sup post> we wlll find l\Ir. Jaggs
vint>;o and lookell through.
J\'Ittd1 to hiR :;atiRfa<:tion, thf"re was a J'aint ll ght showing there, and he will be surprised when he st>es us. H e don't like
us very well. of co u1·se, but 1 nm eertain that he will treM
to th1> Jert.
As hii> eyes became aeettstorued to 1t lie could see tllat there us with respect after he has known us :i. little while."
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"You havee ve lly nicee swimmee, so be, Misler W ild," Hop
observed, as the young cl eadsbot was really to dPpart from the
c:nmp.
··Yes, but I didn't get my clothes wet like you did," was the
re)lly.
""Lat allee light, Misle:· Wild. Me 'elly mnchee tly now, so
be. Me wantee go to um camp with you."
"Come on. l'ou may as well go, I suppose. There is no
use in tr ying to re(orm you. Yon are bound to have liquor, so
just see to it lhat you use it right. If you get too much of it
in you to-night you will get another sudden bath when you
come back. l won't say a word until we get up here to the
lake, and ihen l '11 throw you in head-first. Now, then, you
know what Lo expect."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek reply. "Me no
dlinkee vclly muchee tanglcfoot. Me be velly goodeo Chinee."
Charlie had already started, aftzr assuring his wife that he
would not be gone longer than an hour, so Wild followed and
then Hop trotted along after him.
As soon as the three had disappeared in the darkness Jim
Dart turned to the girls and said:
"It's a little too early to go lo sleep, but I suppose I will
have to put out our light. There is no need of letting any
one see us here if we can prevent it."
'·Well, Jim, r aru quite tired, and I suppose I could go to
sleep in a very few minutes. I think I'll try it, anyhow,"
Eloise answered.
'·Sleep never hurts any one," Arietta spoke up. "I'll try
It, too."
"So will I," Anna chimed in, and then it was not long
before the three sought their tent.
Wing, the cook. Lad alread y crept into his quarters, so after
Jim extinguished the lantem he sat upon a rock where he
might be able to see if any one approached, and al the same
I ime hear any sounds that were out of the ordinary.
He had not baen sitting there more than ten minutes when
a noise that sounded very much li!, e a footfall came to his
ears.
Tnslantly the boy was all attention, his h and upon a revol \'e r.
He listened for a few seconds, and then the souncl was repeated.
After that it came rapidly, and he knew that one or more
pPrsons were approaching the camp.
They came from the direction of the rear of the cavern,
too, so it was not strange that he shoulcl imagine that tlH'
men Wild had h ard talking were coming.
But he coucli..cle•l that i1 was hardly possible that they knew
or the existenee of the camp.
'rhe footfall s ceased just tlh n, and after a silence of perllaµs two fu]] minutes, Dart be<ame conscious of the near
presence of a man.
A slight ru~tle to his left told him that some one bad
sneaked up during tho 8hort interval of s ll ence.
But he did nut move from hh; position.
The revolver was ready, tllough, ancl Dart simply wailecl .
There was another short silencf.', and then a voice called
out from the bushes loss than ten feet away:
"Hello, what are you uoin' hcl'c?"
"Simply watching, that's all," Dart answered, coolly. "What
are you doin g here? I' ·u been oxµectiug lo h<'ar from you for
th-3 past two minutes."
"·Well, by Urnnd»r!" and tlicn a man stf.'PJJ<'tl in lo view.
"Come on, Martin. You was l'iglit wlien ~ou !>a id you thougltr
you snen a light down thi ,; way a little wllile ago. 'fhern's
some one here, sure enough."
'rhere was a C't 'aslling iu the bushes further on, and then
another man appeal'ed on the scene.
He appeared to be rath er timid abont approaching, however, for Jim had risen to his feet now and held a revolve!'
half raised.
"It's a camp, l\fartin, .. the fir ~-t man said. "Come on. There
ain 't notbin' to be afraid of. It ain't likely this feller is o[
tl1er !<incl what shoots down strangel's afore be knows what
they are."
"You hav e got that.right, my frirncl," .Tim answMed, qlrickly.
"J never shoot down any one unless theri• i~ good occasion
for IL But what do yon fplJow::; want, anyhow?"
"We do11't want nothing. \\'e l'.•a,; comin' along lhar ridge
over there an' my p:11d, 11 hi<-h is named M:irtin, swore he Eef.'n
a light clown thi~ \\ uy . \ \'llt u I looked there wasn't none, hut
he Haid it wtcnt 0llt jesi thPn. We k ept on omin', an' as we
ut closer Wt· »l<'PPPd ](illdN li:;ht, 'c~n;:;p we did11't hnow jest
what we mi~·ht •·lri":<>. 1;11, ·\la.tin wa~; ri~J,t ·canse thPre·,,
a calllp llert:!. Whel'.: ·::; tile I' ie:;l uf ) ou, young- fe ller ?"

"Inside the tents.

We wf're pretty tired out so we thought

we would tum In early to-night."
··How many iH th ere or ye1"!"

··Eight altogether."
•·Ah! That many, eh? Well, what ma<le yPr pitch your
C'amp up here? Why didn 't you go on clown to Lucky Hollow?
rt ain't u. mile away."
.. \·Veil, we cliclu't know there was a mining camp so close
l.Jy until afler we got things to rights hern. We met a man
who said hi:; name was Tip Jagg , and lte told us aboul it."
.. Met Tip J aggs, eh?" and the speaker turned and looked
at his companion. who had come up lJeside him by this time.
"Yes, he said that was his n:::rne. He went across the lake
in a canoe after he had talked to us awhile."
"What are you doin' around those parts, anythow? Prospectiu', huntin', or what?"
"We are doing a little of everything," .Tim answered, and
then touching llrn lantern, which was on the ground close to
him, with his foot, he said:
"You don't mind if you strike a light, do you? Here's a lantern. Then we can see each other and can talk better, I
think."
"Sartin, I'll strike a light," and the f llow quickly produced a match and did so.
When he saw the lantern he picked it up and soon had it
burning.
"Why, you're only a l:id," he said, looking at Jim in surprise.
.. r can't help that, can I?"
"No, of course not. nut it clocs seem strange that you
should pitch your camp so close to a minin' camp an' not
know it."
'·Yes, I'll admit that. But strange things happen sometimes, you know."
'"Oh, yes."
"Maybe you bad better nol lallr so loud, Raker," the man
called Martin said. '"fb er boy says his friends is asleep in
ther tents. We might wake 'em."
.. Oh, I re(:l\011 they are net asleep now," .Jim answered
before Rake1· could speak. "You clon't suppo~e they could keep
asleep while this talk has been going on, do you? They al'e
simply waiting to see what you fellows are up to."
"We ain't up to nolhin'," Martin declared. "What my pa rd
told you is ther trnth. We was comin' along on our way clown
to Lucky Hollow, when I happened ter see a light here. We' e
been out cloin' a liltle prospoctin' to-day, an' we're mighty
tired. 'l'her light sorter surprised m e, tl1 at's alL"
"Been out prospecting, eh?" and .Jim looked at thi> two
f'mionsly. ""Yon haven't "nything with you, I Sf:e. Whal ditl
yo u do with your outfit?"
"We left our things on ther ridge np there. V/hat's th .. r
use of cartin' 'em all down to ther Holler? We'll stock up
with somP more gn•b to-morrow, au· then strike 011t ag'ln."
•·Oh. I see. Then you are going right down lo the Hollow
now?"
"Yes, jest as soon as w<' ldn git there. But s'pose you ask
some or your friends to come out, so we kin see 'em. There's
nothin' like gilt in' acquainted, you know."
"Never min<l about that. You will see them in tbe morning, probably."
.. Young feller," s::- id Ral,er, suclrlPn l y, "I believe you're
lyin'. l'll bet yonr f'riencls has gone down to Lher Holler
an' left you here to wa1eh ther camp. Yon'l'e all alone."
.. Well, what if I am"? .. Dart an swerPd, coolly. at thP same
time half rniHing his revolver.
TnslPad of making a revly, Raker strnl'k a quick l.ilow with
the inlf.'ntion of knocking the revolver from .Tim'll haud.
But the !Joy was altogethei· too quick for him, and sttpping bad;:, he C'alled 011t, sharply:
"Stop right whe rf.' you arc. Hold up your hands!"
•·ne quick about it, too," camP from I he smaller of tlto
two 1ents, and then out stepped Arietta, ri11e in hand.
ClIAPTli;R IV.
HOP )l.\I<E'"3 A WAUP.li.

Young Wild West and Cheyenne Chal'lie proceecle<l on tl1Pl"
way down the ratter ste<•p clescPnt, with the clever Chinee
dose at tlJei r heels.
Once thf'Y turned U1e hend lhal was not far distant from
the <·amp, and tlW littl.i ruiniug l'lllll]J lay almost dirf't:tly heueatn them.
Bnt it· w~emecl that there was a pretty goo1l path leading
<lown to it, though tl1ey were for ·ccl to go in zig-zag fashion.
IL \vus eas)' going dow n , howevec, I.Jut a~ tlJe scout re-

YOUNG WILD WES'l' STOPPING A FLOOD.
Our friends waited until the last, though Hop seemed to be
marke d, if a ny one h a d to hurry in getting back he would
eager to get in among the first.
Ce!'tainly be out of w ind by t h e time he reached the top.
But he stood no show ther e, for the miners did not appear
Wild, however, a ss ured hi•n that he hardly thought they
would be compell ed to do an y hur rying, so they continued on, to take very kindly to him.
Finally he got a glass and seizing the bottl e poured out his
and in a very few m inutes were in the hollow below.
Th e n e ar e~t of t h e .shanties was within a hundred feet of drink.
Then Charlie got his.
t hem as t hey st rucl1: the level, and wallting up what might
"Here's a glass, young fe11er, " the boss sa i d, putting one
be called a sand .v street, th ey did not stop until they came
to th e big bui ldi n g that was occupied as a saloon and a store. before Wild.
"Well, Mr. Hopper," was the reto rt, "I reckou I wou't take
Three or foul· llle u wer e standing outsid e smoking pipes and
any whisl,y. I .have never yet tasted tho stuff, and 1 hardly
con versing w h en th e three mad e their appearance.
Th e conversatio n s top ped instantly, for doubtless the min- think it right for me to do s o now. Haven't yon an ything in
the way of a soft drink?"
ers did not ex pect t o see strangers just at that time.
"Nothin' but water, young feller."
··1.food-eveni ng, gentl emen!., our h ero call ed out, in his
" Give me water, then."
cool a nd ea r;y way. '·I be li eve this place is called Lucky
"Oh, you're only jokin'. Go ahead an' take s our drink."
lfollow. "
"No, 1 am not joking. Give me a little water.··
'·You ha \·e got tb ;;1t right, st ranger," one of the men an"What I've got here ain 't ver y fresh. 'l'ry a li t tle whi s ky,,.
s we red as h e f>Lr·p pcd forwar d and looked closely at the boy
"No; give me a cigar, then."
in the rather fa in t light t hat came from t h o oil lamp hanging
" Jest as you say. I've got some good cigars h ere."
in front of the shanty. " But where did you come from, kid?"
''I'll take one, then, please. "
" Oh, wr; pitched our camp on the side of the mountain up
The cigar was handed over, and then Wild vaid the bill,
there, a litt le before sunset, not knowing that there was such
a place as this so close by. We found it out a little later, so which amounted to a little more ·than ten dollar s, for drinl's
we thought we would com e down and buy a few things we were pretty high in Lucky Hollow.
The men in the place drew back a little ;Jft r>r the y had
needed at th e store."
" A man, a boy an' a heathen Chinee," one of the others been treated, and then Wild had a c ood chance to look them
said, noddi11 g his h ead as though he had succeeded in figuring over.
When he found that Tip Jaggs was not there h e wondered
out a difficult problem. "They' re camped on ther mountain
abo ve h er e, a n' didn't know there was sich a place as Lucky what had become of hini.
He was just going to ask So!E! tnn Dan a.bout him when the
Hollo w. You hear that, boys! Now then, D'.\aybe we'll be
man came in.
invited ins ide ter have a drink."
"1iello, Mr. Jaggs!" the young deadshot said, in his cool
"Maybe yon will, m y fri end,., Wild answered, good-naturedly, for there seemed to be something humorous about the and easy way. "You are not too late yet. I h ave ju st been
treating the gentlemen here. What will you have?''
speake r. ''I'll take the ch ance on it, anyhow. Come on."
"Why, hello, Young Wild "West!" Jaggs answe n,d. looking
.. He'll take th er chance on it, boys; come on," the miner
spoke up, and then he !'ushed forward and extended his hand somewhat surprised. "So you thoul;\'h t yo11 wo11ld l'ome down
here to-night, after all, eh?"
to Wild, who took lt and gave it a hearty shake.
"Yes, we thought we would take a walk down and see what
"I'm called Solemn Dan," the miner explained. "It's 'cause
I ain't mucn on ther laugh . But that may be true enough; sort of a place it was. But come. Have s omething. ''
"A little pizen, Hopper. I s'pose you know who it is that's
yet I'm al ways read y t er take notice of everything I hear said.
You seem to be all right, ldd. Your face is almost as putty as treatin' me."
"Don't know him from a side of sole k ather, .. declared
a gal 's."
"Thank you for the compliment, Solemn Dan," and then Hopper, shaking his head.
"It's Young Wild West, ther Champion Dead shot, an' ther
th e boy boldly led the way inside the shanty.
Those who had been outside when our friends came up fol- man with him is one of his pards, an' this is ther heathen
lowed him so closely that Charlie and Hop were forced to Chinee what's $'posed to be ther best card-sharp of ther country. Most of yer have heard of him, I reckon."
bring up the rear.
"Do you hear that, boys? " Solemn Dan spok e up, rais ing his
When they all got in they found probably a score of men
standing and sittin.g about, all of them looking at them, for hand as if to bring them to silence. "It's--"
"Shet up, Dan," spolrn up the proprietor, quir'ldy. "There
no donbt they had heard the conversation and were on the eve
afn't no need of you repeatin' what was said. We all heard
of expectancy.
"Good-evening, gentletnen," Wild said, coolly, as he waved it."
It was more than evident that the majority of those preshis hand and nodded. "Solemn Dan thought perhaps some
one would a sk all hands to have a drink, and I have decided ent had heard of Young Wild West.
Those who had not looked at him very sharpl y before now
to do so. Come up and call for what you like."
''You hear that?" the solemn-faced man called out sharply. did so, and presently two or three rush ed toward him with
"He's decided ter ask us all ter have a drink. Come up, extended hands.
"Shake hands, Young Wild West," one of them said. "You
boys."
But it was not necessary for him to repeat it, for not a man are only a kid, but you are certainly made out of ther right
kind of stuff. If everything is true what I've heard said
there lingered for an instant.
They all came surging from the little bar that stood in one about yer, you're ther smartest boy in creation."
"I don't know what you hav e h eard said about me, my
corner of the good-sized room.
A sleepy-looking man of fift y was behind it, attired prin- friend," the young deadshot answered, coolly, while a smile
cipally in a faded shirt and a very dirty apron that once had shone on his handsome face . "But I will say that I always try
to do the best I can, and help along all I can in putting down
beeu white.
"Name y our pizen, gentlemen," he called out, briskly, which crime, at the same time doing my best to make crooked things
seemed rather strange to come from one of such a sleepy ap- straight. But it's all right, anyhow. I hardly think you have
ever heard anything that was wrong about any of us, unless
pearance.
"Pshaw!'' one of them answered, with a laugh. "What's ther some one lied in saying it."
use of you sayin' that every time, Hopper? You ain't got but
Wild good-naturedly shook hands with all who cared to
one kind of liquor here, yet you're always tellin' everybody do so, and it was only a very few who held back.
ter name ther drinl( they want."
It was noticeable that Tip Jaggs was one of the latter.
He did not seem to be much impressed by the presence o!
"Habit, that's all," was the reply. "We're s'posin' that this
is a first-class saloon, sich as ·is found in Carson City, Denver the young deadshot as any one there.
.After remaining quiet for awhile h e came up and offered
an' other big town s . If an y one wants a gin cocktail, he kin
git it here. lf h o want s plain whisky, he kin git it, an' if he his hand a second time.
"I heard about you over in Carson City about a year ago,"
wants a sheny cobbler h e kin ge t it. But it all comes out of
he declared. "You cleaned out a gang what was rnakin' counther same jug . Imag ina tion will do ther rest , yer know."
Wild and Cha rli e were not a li t tle a mused, for they had terfeit money, or somethin' like that. Sor t of a deteetivc, ain 't
certainly com e a c ro ss a co u ple of vret ty good characters in yer?"
"No, not tbat," was the laughing reply. "I've never posed
Soleniil nan and Hop pe !', tho propri etor of th e saloon.
As was nsuall .v th e r.a so in t h e s mall mini ng <'amps our as a detective yet, though I've !J elped to ferret out dangerous
friend s came to there was not enough gla s~es to go arou nd, niminalR of all kind s . H's a pleasure for me to do It, too,
r.o Tlopn01· P ~ ncd t.bo ~: " 11·ho Wf> rn nearest t o hi 111 first and a ng it.' ~ tb c s;i mc wa y w ilh my partners. They glory in such
things."
then \\·ashed the &lasses and lot the other corue next.
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"And bow about tber Chinaman? Does he glory .i n it,
too?"
"Oh. _ves. ''
··Listen, boys," and Solemn Dan turned to the crowd,
"Young Wild West an' his pards glories in clean in' out desperate bands of criminals, an' ther heathen Chinee glories
in lt. too. "
'
·
'' Oh, keep still, Dan. Don't yer s'pose e1erybody heard it? "
~1ioke np Hopper, tartly.
" Did you hear it?" was the quick retort.
"T sartinly did."
··well, yer believe it, don't yer?"
"Why wouldn't I believe 'it? I ain't lived in ther West
1·ery long, as you fellers al! know, so it happens that I never
heard of Young Wild West afore. But that don:'t say I don't
believe what he says. Maybe he's come out here to clean out
a desperate band of criminals, or somethin' like that."
"Have you any such fellows around here?" Wild asked,
looking at him sharply.
" I reckon we must have. There's some one bein' cleaned out
of his gold-dust about every other day, an' no one kin find
out who's doin' it. You didn't notice that piece of paper that's
tacked to ther wall over there, did yer?"
"Why, no. But I haven't had time to look around your place
yet, Mr. Hopper."
"Well, jest go over there an' read that. Maybe it will interest you. Of course you wouldn't mind acceptin' a reward
for renderin' a service in ther community, would yer?"
"Why, no. But sometimes I would just as leave help along
a community for nothing as to receive a reward. It's a sort
of second nature with me, and it's the same with my partnersl'
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
"Me, too, so be, Misler Wild," Hop spoke up, blandly. "Me
allee samee likee makee evelythllng allee light, so be. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
Some of the miners laughed loudly at this, while others
looked at the Chinaman ill surprise.
It was not exactly what they expected to hear from a
heathen, and hence their surprise.
Wild walked over to the piece of paper that was tacked
to the wall and managed to read the following, which was
scrawled in rather poor handwriting:
"Two H rrl'I DRED DoLI.ARs' REWARD!
"The above reward will be paid for information leading to
the arrest of the person or persons who have been taking
money and gold-dust that don't belong to them in Lucky Hollow for the past three weeks.
(Signed)
J E~'F Ron!l.&Ts,
"Captain of the figilance Committee."
"Read that, Charlie," Wild said, in a low tone o! voice as
the scout looked over his shoulder.
"Blamed if I kin do it very easy," was the retort. "Jest
read it aloud, won't yer?"
"All right, then," and then in a clear voice that could be
heard all over the room the boy did so.
The moment he ceased, Solemn Dan ran over to the notice
and no doubt would have read It, too, if some one had not
grabbed him by the shoulder and pulled him away.
"Is Mr. Roberts present?" our hero asked, looking keenly at
those standing about hi,Pl.
"I reckon he is," was the reply from a rather ta]} man of
not very imposing appearance. "I'm ther captain of ther vigilantes, young feller."
"Well, I want to tell you that I am going to look for that
two hundred dollars' reward. "
"I hope you'll be able to git it, then. Th'e r truth is I don't
take very much stock in yer, 'cause you're only a boy. That's
one reason why I didn't come up with ther rest an' shake
hands with yer."
"It's all right. Maybe you'll take more stock in me a little
later on. I can·t help it because l am only a boy, you know.
'T'he fact Is I get. tired of saying that, for it seems that the
majority of strangers I meet seem to barn it in for rue because
r am not a few } Pars older. They don't stop to think that if
T live l will be a rnnn some day. But that's all right. I aru
going to call on .ma for that two hundred dollars· re1Yard
between now and 1'!1 ndown to-mo rrow night."
"Huh!" "H' i ~imPrl some onP bPhind Mm. "That sounds
lika braggin', iF r Pl"f' l ' h"ard an~· brnggin' don<: in my life
afore. Jf'st a-i if h<' kin fiucl n11L who 's !Jeni doin' ther
i;tealln' aronn<l hr;·p."
Wild JnokE'fi f' irnt ,,1~- at lh" :'\'Pak<';-. antJ 11 he11 h " Io11nd it
11 aa Tip Jagg ;; lte ~as greatl ) please'!.

"All right, Mr. Jaggs," he said, smiling ln a pecul!ar fash ion. " If I were inclined to wager, I would l!ke to bet s ome
money that I' ll do just as T said. But T am not, so we'll
let it go at that."
''I'll bet yer a hundred dollars yer don't find out who's bc'3D
doin' ther stealin' here in Lu cky Holler!" exclaimed Ja ggs,
drawing a buckskin bag from his pocket.
"Me takee lat !Jet," Hop spokA up, just in time to get ab(>arJ
of the scout. who stepped forward Pagerl:v.
"You don't mean ter say you have got a hundred dollarc:,
do yer, heathen?" Jaggs said, scornfully.
"Lat allee light. Me gottee plenty money, so be."
•ro prove that be had, Hop showed a big roU of bills, and !H1
promptly stripped one, which was a hundred-dollar notP,
from it and placed it on the bar.
Jaggs was not long in covering lt with five twenty-dollar
gold-pieces.
"There yer are, heathen. Now jest let Hopper hold tiler
stakes. He knows what ther bet is."
''Yes, I reckon I know what ther bet is all right," the
proprietor said. "If Young \;v'!ld West don 't land ther person
or persons what's been doin' ther stealin' here in ther camp by
sunset to-morrow, you win ther bet, Tip."
"And if I do land them, the Chinaman wins," Wild added.
"Yes, that's right. All right, I'll hold ther stakes."
CHAPTER V.
,

CHARLlE TELLS A LlTILE f:ITO Rt".

The majority of the men in the saloon seemed to have their
doubts about Young Wild West accomplishing what he had
promised to.
But there were a few who seemed to take a great deal of
stock in what he said.
"It will be a mighty good thing if they're ketched," one of
them declared, shaking his head. "From what I've heard
say, as much as eight or ten thousand dollars' worth of golddust, as well as some money, has been nabbed from us here,
an' in less than a month, too. There's sneak-thieves among
us, but they can't seem to be found out."
"Don't say it's as much as eight or ten thousand dollars'
worth Jenks," the captain of the vigilantes spoke up. "Put
it a little less than that. AJ3 near as I kin find out it's somewhat less than five thousand dollars'· worth of gold, an' about
a thousand in cash what's been stole. But that's mor e than
enough, of course. I lost six hundred dollars ther night afore
last which was took out of my pocket while I was sittin' right
in this room asleep. I'd got a little too much pizen aboard, an'
was takin' a nap after gittin' tired of watchin' a game of
draw poker. I don't know who was sittin' near me, so l
can't suspicion who it was what robbed me. But it sartinly
was somebody what belongs right here in Lucky Hollow.
There wasn't no strangers here, l know. That's why I drawed
up that little notice -which is tacked on ther wall over there.
If Young Wild West is smart enough ter come here as a
stranger, an' bein' only a boy at that, ter ketch th~r thie:Vin'
rascal what took my money while I was asleep, hes sartrnly
welcome to ther two hundred dollars."
There was a murmur of applause at this, which told pretty
well that Jeff Roberts was quite a popular man in the camp.
Our hero could not help smiling, for he felt that he could
get hold of the thieves at almost any time he chose, and
there was no doubt in his mind tha t 'rip Jaggs and those he
had heard con,ersing in the cave were the guilty parties.
But he was not read y to go ahead with the game yet.
He was inclined to wait until the following day and then
nab the villains and bring them down to the mining camp.
In case they were not in the cave when he went to look for
them he would wait, but he felt sure that he would get tLem
before sunset.
Turning to Tip Jaggs, he said, in a casual way:
"I don't suppose you were robbed, were you?"
"l wasn't, eh? W ell , I reckon al.lout a hundred ounces or
clean dust waR r emoved from my tent three nights ago. I'm
one of ther vigilantes, too, Young ~'ilcl West, an' { don't mind
tellin' yer that I'll be wi!Hn' ter rhi p in fifty dollars for
yer if you git th"r thie\ es... .
" Thieves, Ph ? Then you thrnk 1Ji<>re are more than on" of
them?"'
"Well. 1 ,-ouldn"t sa) aE: to that, llut it would sor ter look
so 'cause it ain't lfkel : one man ronld do it alon'!'. He mui<t
h~ve Romebod~ tPr sortPr kr"p a '; at<' h while h" 'R doin' th e r
jobs."
"Yei;:. thal. Rou•1ds r<'-;:i~n 11alll". 'l'l1 ° rhanrP::; <HE' there are
al least thr ee worldng . ..
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"Maybe them Is. There might be four, for all I know." had been in ther.. school room but himself, nineteen boys an'
"Yes, or five, or six, or a dozen. But I hardly think there three gals. Of course, he wasn't goin' ter blame ther gals
are that many, though, for they would certainly be seen to- for takin' ther pocketbook. He didn't want ter blame any
particular boy, either, but be thought of a plan ter find out who
gether here In the camp; that is, if they live here."
"If they don't live here where do they live? There ain't was tber thief. He let ther gals go ou~ for recess, an' then
be called all tber boys up an' stood 'em In line nigh about
no placp within thirty miles of us ...
.. Oh, of course they mus1· live right here. Probably there tber whole length vf ther schoolroom. 'Now. then,' he says,
are but two of them, and they are sharp enough to keep from kinder mad-like as he picked up a big switch an' bent it to
being suspected. Are you working a rlalm here, Mr. Jaggs?" see If it was all right, 'l want all you boys to shut your eyes.
"I've got one staked out, but it ain't worth workin'. I do I know which one of yer stole my pocketbook, an' I'm goin'
a little prospectin' now an' then, an' two or three times I've ter give him ther greatest lickin' be ev.er had in his life.
Shut your eyes now, an' don't open 'em until yer hear ther
been mighty lucky."
thle! yellin' llke anything.' Well, we all shut our eyes an'
"Where do you go when you prospect?"
he stepped along ther line, goln' back an' forth jest as though
"Up over ther ridge, generally."
he hadn't made up his mind which one be was goin' ter hit
"Does any one else do that?"
"Well, I reckon most every one here has had a chance with ther whip. 'I've got you,' he said suddenly, an' then
at it, 'cept them what was lucky enough ter strike it rich there was one boy near ther tall-end of ther line what opened
his eyes an' dodged back. Well, ther teacher didn't lick hlm,
right down here near ther holler."
"And most o! them are paid for the time they put in at 'cause he knowed right away be was ther thief, an' when he
told him ter hand over tber pocketbook, ther boy done it
prospecting, I suppose?"
mighty quick. That thief got expelled from ther school, an'
''Most of 'em, I reckon."
later he got shot for stealin' a
''There must be plenty of gold in circulation here, then." I beard that about ten years
"You would t}l.ink so sometimes, when eYerything Is goin' cow."
"That's a putty good story," the captain of the vigilantes dehere in full blast. Hopper gits a lot of It, 'cause he's ther
onl y one here in business. If we want anything to eat or clared, shaking his head. "I wonder if that wouldn't work
wear we've got to buy lt or him, an' if we want anything to in this here case. We ought ter be able to git all tber men
together."
drink or smoke we've got ter buy it of him."
"He says that's a putty good story,·· spoke up Solemn Dan.
"An' if you want t er play draw poker here's ther best place
"He wonders if--"
ln camp to do it, too,'' Hopper spoke up proudly.
But some one clapped a hand over the fellow's mouth, and
"Yes, that's right," Jeff Roberts spoke up with a shrug of
bis shoulders. "If four or five men sets down with a couple be was cut short.
of hundred dollars apiece, and they play long enough, you git
"I was thinkln'.," Charlie went on to say, "that we might
all ther money. You're a foxy galoot, Hopper, an' there ain't try it right in here. We can't tell but what ther thief is
right among us at this very minute. S'pose yer all line up an'
no mistalce about it."
"I dldn't come here an' start business jest for tber fun of shut your eyes. I'll bet a hundred dollars that Young Wild
it. I'm here to make money, an' as long as I do It honestly I West wlll be able ter find ther thief inside of ten seconds.''
"Pshaw!" exclaimed Tip Jaggs. "This ls what I cal! tomdon't see why anybody should complain."
"There ain't nobody complainin', Hopper," and the captain foolery. I'm sorter tired, an' I'm goin' over to my tent an'
'Or the vigilantes again shrugged his shoulders, while a have a good sleep, so I kin start out early in ther roornin'.
Any qne else goln'?"
broad grin showed on his face .
"I am," spoke up one o! the two men who came in last.
.Just then two men our friends bad not seen before saun"So am I,,. the other said, and then all three promptly left
tered into the place.
Like the rest of the Inmates, Wild and Charlie looked at the saloon.
But even then no one seemed to have any suspicion of
them as they came In.
But there was nothing about them that would indicate they them, though of course Wild and Charlie were well satisfied
that they were the guilty parties.
were any different from the general class of miners.
'rhere were others there who did not seem to think that
However, when one of them called Tip Jaggs aside, the susCharlie's suggestion would amount to anything, even though
picions of our hero were aroused right away.
The taller of the two appeared t o be rather uneasy, and they were pleased at the story be told.
looked at them with more than ordinary interest.
Some of them left the place, too, while others turned their
Finally he walked over t o the bar and bought a drink.
attention to the card-tables and began playing draw poker.
Then the man who had come in with bim Rtepped up beside
"Charlie," said Wild, as be stepped over close to the scout,
him, followed by .Jaggs. and they all bad something to drink. "was that a true story you were telling just now?"
'·Any luck to-day, boys?" Hopper asked, rather cheer"It sartinly was, Wild," was the r eply. "I wouldn't have
full y.
thought of it if it hadn't struck me that there oughter be
"No," was the reply from one of them. "We had a mighty some way ter find tber thief in a bunch of forty-three men. It
bad day of it, so we thought we b ad better leave our outfit s"artlnly would work, an' I know it."
on tber ridge an' come down a n' git a supply of provisions an'
"Yes, there is no doubt of it. You must teJI Jim and the
whisl•Y. We're goin' ter stril;e out ag'in ther first thing in girls that story some time. I know it wlll please them a
ther mornin'. There's no ena of gold-d1;st stowed away in whole lot. That teacher certainly was a pretty shrewd
ther cr evices. an' some of thPS<' times we might strike a big sort of a fellow ."
·
Yein an' then we'll be rich for fair."
"Well, I reckon be was shrewd. He got paid for teachln' an'
"I reel: on you wouldn't want to stay here very long if you be got paid for preachin', an' anyone as kin draw two salaries
got a big pile," .Jaggs observed, shaking his head. "There's is putty smart. But what are you goin' ter do about this here
too mauy sneak thieves around to suit me."
thing? We know jest who tber thieves are. Why can't we go
.. You bet there is," chorused three or four.
an' nab 'em? They would own up to it mighty quick if they
Cheyenne Charlie had b en wanting to say something for found ther muzzles of a couple of guns starln' 'em In ther
some little time, and no longer able to resist the temptation, face."
he held up his hand to attract the attention of all bands
"They might, Charlie, but we will let 1t go for to-night. We
and said:
our men now, so we'll let it drag along until the day ls
·•See here. Ii seems a Jlttle surprisln' to me bow there could know
over, just to make it appear that we are going to fatl
be sneak-thieves l!vin' right here in this camp an' not be nearly
in what I promised to do. Of course, I don't care anything
found out. How many men is supposed to stop here?"
the two hundred dollars' reward, but it will please me
"There's jest about forty-three as near as we kin git at," about
a whole lot to show the simple-minded men here how easy lt
Jeff Roberts answered, quickly.
"He says there's jest about forty-three, as near as we l~i n ls to catch a gang of thieves."
"Well, it's mighty easy for us in this here particular case,
git at," Solemn Dan chipped in.
.. Yes, I know be does, " the scout answered. "But that's but it's all on account of a little luclc If Hop hadn't went
all right. You needn't. say nothin' more jest now. I was fishin' on that rock up there by tber lake we wouldn't have
jest thinkin' of somethin' that happened when I went to !mowed who to suspicion."
•·Well, I don 't know about that, Charlie. Of course, we
school, which was only a mighty short time. One day ther
teacher, which was a lanky galoot what was a minister be- w uldn't have known of the existence of the cave, but I
sides a teacher, an' preached in ther schoolhouse on Sundays, think I would have suspected the three men who went out
missed bis pocketbook, which he said bad more thP.n a hun- right after you suggested that they be lined up so that the
dred dollars ln it. It bad been layln' on bis desk, an' no one tliief might be picked from their number."
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But he did not go more than a hundred feet, for he could
. "Yes, I s'pose that's so. I'd take Jaggs for a thief any
I hear the footsteps continuing on down the descent toward the
·
time, as far as that goes."
"Well, there are several others here who might be taken Hollow.
He listened until he knew they must be half way down,
for thieves, as far us their looks go. But that don't say
that. they are. A man can't help it because he is rough and then he turned and walked buck to the camp.
lookmg. Ho can keep himself clean, for ther.e happens to be J Anna ant! Eloise were cut of the tent, too, now, and Wing
plo1:t:r of water ir: these parts, but that wouldn't make him was awake, though he was rubbing his eyes as though it was
have mu ch of a polish, if he didn't keep his hair combed and hard to keep that way.
"I wish Wild would come back soon" Arietta said, after
.
his whiskers trimmed."
1
· ''Yes, but I kin generally tell a scoundrel by his eyes. Some- . they had tall<ed it over for a fow rhinu·tes. "Tbose two men
1
times you kin see it around ther corners in hiS ruoutb, if he's certainly must have been the ones he heard ' talking in the
I cave. I am sure that the cave is nothing mol'e than a robbers'
shaved."
'l'he young deadshot laughed, for he was satisfied that the den."
-i ''It certainly looks that way," Dart retorted, with a nod of
scout was getting to be a pretty close student of faces.
Hop 1Yas eager to get into a game of draw polrnr, but satisfied his head. "But I don't quite understand where they do all
that for the most part the miners there were a pretty honest their thieving,. unless it is from the miners below."
'"They might be able to do quite a bu$iness there."
lot, Wild told him not to do so.
"Yes, but it seems strange that they haven't been caught."
.. We'll stay for half an hour longer, and then we'll go back
"May].Je they are very clever," Anna suggested. ·· ~bey l"Il:ay
to the camp," he said. "Probably to-morrow you can have
your fun, for we are coming down here some time durin"' the he stealing on the sly, and from those they associate with
I daily."
"
cay."
"Allee light, Mis!er ·· WiJd." was the meek reply, so the i '·Well, I don't know. We will wait imtil Wild corn cs back
Chinaman satisfied himself by watching the playing until it I and hear what he has to say . He may find out something
was time to leave, and then all three took their departure and down there."
"Oh; he'll find out a lot, you can be sme of that," Arietta
clilll lJed the hill to the camp.
declared. "That's what he went down there for."
With the lantern burning brightly now, they sat down
CHAPTER VI.
to wait for the return of Wild, Charlie and Hop.
THE BEES AND THE BEAR.
But they all kept a good watch, just the rnme, for there
Marlin aml ,Raker were a badly frightened pair when they
' was no telling but that the two men might find more to help
saw the rifle in the hands of the girl leveled at them.
The surprise Jim gave them was quite enough to astound them and come sneaking back to make an attack .
But nothing of the sort happened, and after what seemed
them, but when Arietta appeared it was complete.
"I thought you might need a little help, Jim," Young Wild to be a rather long time, they heard Young WilU West re. "
,,
.
West's sweetheart said, with a smile. "I really couldn't stay tu;,nin~..
. You I e a!l ht up here at the camp, I s~e, the yo1.n.,
in the tent any longer after hearing the conversation."
"It's all right, Ari.etta," Dart answered, without taking his deadsl1ot said, as he appr.oa~l,;ed. ··Thought l t better not to
. ,
.
.
eyes from the faces of the two men before him. "But I re~am in the dark, eh! Jun·
Well., y;e did stay 1~ the dai k for awhile •. but ~-ftei VI e
reckon I had them dead to rights. I was expecting some- I
thli~g to happen, you know. It was a pretty quick mo'vr one 1 had .~· v1s1t fr~m a ~:m?.e of ruffians and got. nd of,, Lilem we
of them made, but I happened to be a little qui cker, a:,,l he th?" .nt 1~e might a:s .v. el~ keep the lantern ;1,flited.
OL, .1 o.t _had a v1s1t fi om two men, th~n.
didn't knock the gun from my hand."
"Ye~, a11d I have strong reason to b~}1eve that they are
•·Say, gal," said the fellow called Raker, hr~.r:cly, "jest put
tl1ri r,nns :-:m: heard tallung rn tl1e cave.
down that rifle will yer? I don't like tiler looks of it."
·•r will put qown after awhile, you ~cou ndrel!" was the . "Q11!te likely. But. we ,~uve SP,t:ll them, and you are nurely
.
,
reply. ··If I did the right thing I wouk put a bullet through n~-:~t m wh~t you thm~. .
flley ,had .plenty 01 time t ~et do~:,n there before you
J
you. Tliat's what you are deserving of."
"No, no. It's all a mistake. ·we jest thought we would ' left, thats sme. So you saw tl1 11, eh .
"Yes."
Rcare ther boy a little. We didn't think there was any one
"And did you see anything of T!;i .Jn~gs?"
else here, an' sometimes it's fun ter scare a boy or a man,
~
"Oh, yes' The two men are hi i:; pa rds."
either."
Then Wild sat down ancl told them all that had ha1Jpened
"Well, when you attempt to scare that boy you are making
•
.
a mistake," Arietta retorted. "I I:rardly think you could . clown in the mining camp.
When he came to the part of it whel'e Chat·he had tolu
frio·]Jten me either. "
.'."rr we h~d lrnowed ' you was here, gal, we wouldn't have 1 the . story about his scho_o1 clays, he _Dl lowed him to tell it
sa id a word, but we would have gone right on about our I agam for the bene.fit .of Jim and the gn ls.
lJusiness. Don't think we meant ter rob you, or anything like I The scout told it rn about the same way, t:nd e;·en An~a
that, 'cause that ai~i't ther kind of men we are. We're jest declared t~at it "'.'as about as good a story .as she had heard rn
honest prospectors, a little rough in our ways, but both nas a ~ong while, ";,h1cl~ ple~sed her husband 11nme1~sely.
·Well, Wild, said Jim,. when the whole thmg had been
good hearts in us, an' we wouldn't harm a hair in any one's
to~d, "it's too ba~ there isn't a. larger rewa:·d. offered, for I
head, unlqss they was tryin' ter do us an injury." .
. "You say that very nice," Jim said, a ring of sarcasm in thmk th;is one w1l~ be t~e easiest we have picked up !n a
his voice. "Don't think you can pull any wool over our eyes., long while. Why, it wont take au hour to settle the whole
vVe know just alJout what kind of fellows you are, and we'll '. business."
"No, of course not. But there may be more lhan three in
take care to remember you, too. Now, then, I reckon you can
go on, and see to it that you keep right on going, too, for I the gang. I want to find out for sure before I go ahe!d. Of
am going to follow you up, and should you stop for a second course we could easily go right down to the mining camp now
and catch the three and no doubt 1'orce confessions from them.
I'll seurl some hot lead after you."
"Come on, Raker," Martin said, excitedly. "I reckon we But I'd rather wait until to-monow, and it may be possl ble
can't make 'em understand that we was only foolin', an' it's · to catch them in the act of thieving. VVc;Jl stay l'ight here
ther best thing for us ter go right on. Maybe we'll git better I and the first thing in the morning we·11 be on the lookout !'or
acquainted with 'em to-morrow, an' then they'll listen to us. them. 'l'hey wll! certainly leave the camp rather early on
They kin sartinly find out what kind of men we are If they'll the pretext of going out prospecting on the ridge ..,
What the boy said was satisfactory to his partners nnd I he
·
take ther t rouble ter go down to ther Holler."
"That's right," came the reply. ''I'm mighty sorry this thing girls, and when they had talked it over until they became
happened, bnt sometimes a feller makes a mistake in trrin' tired, Jim Dart went on watch for the first pal't of tbe night,
ter hnv~ a little fun. ·we tried ter scare ther boy, but he didn't as was usually tbe case, and the rest sought the tents.
The night passec1 quietly e11ongh, Jim 1·01:sing th e s<'ont
scare fl!r,a cent, arl! now we're put down as thieves, I s'pose."
when it came his turn, and Charlie waking Wild bter 011.
"That's just what you are put down for," .Jim answered.
The ' young deadshot resumed his Yi15il unlil daybreak, nnrl
Tile two now wallced slowly away, looking over their shoulclers a;; though they feared they might be shot before they got then he got up and took a walk towa1·Ll the Jal;e.
Everything was quiet there, and when he imw tlw.t the
out of s ight.
As soon as they got well back into the darkness they started canoe he hac.l brought out of the cavern w.Ls l:•iEg wberfl it
on a run, and Arletta laughed aloud as she heard their hurried might be seen, he decidec1 to hid 1' it, and th!is keev the 1ilJains puzzled over its disappear:wco.
footsteps.
Ile found a narrow ,litlle inll't 11Nlr at ha11d, an<l pushiug
True to his word, Jim started along after them.
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the canoe In It, he bent the bushes over so it would be con- I He was not long In getting to the top, and he reported that
cealed, and thus not llkely to be found unless a search was some of the miners were uo and stlning, but that for the
made !or It.
most part the camp appeared to be still asleep.
"We may want the canoe before the day is over," he
"See anything of them three galoots?" Charlie asked.
thought, "so it's just as well to keep it out of sight."
"No," was the reply.
When he got back to the camp he found Charlie just coru"Well, all right, then. Most likely they ain't goin' ter be
ing from the tent.
in runch of a hurry about gittin' away. But yer want ter be
"Momin' ag'in, I see," the scout said, with a nod.
on thcr watch so you won't miss 'em when they come up."
"Yes, and it looks as though it's going to be a fine day,
Jim came down the tree after awhile and then there was
Charlie."
nothing to do but to wait until breakf~st was ready.
"~t's putty fi_ne weather here about all ther time.
There
When it was ready all had good appetites, us usual, and
ain t much ram ln this part of ther country, you know. they were not long in disposing of the fare the Chinese cook
What water there is in that little Jake comes down from ther had prepared.
top of ther mountains as ther snow melts."
"Now then," said Charlie Jooking at Hop "If you're willln'
"Yes, I know that. I was just thinking as I was looking ter go ~ut with me ter look for a bear jest git ready. All I
at the lake that !! It were to break away over to the left the want you for is ter help me git ther skin oil' an' to carry
hollow below would be fiooded in a jiffy. The mining camp ther hams In. You're putty good at that kind of business,
would be wiped out almost as quick as the snap of a finger. Hop."
There is only a rather thin ridge of rock that forms that end
"Allee Jlght, Mlsler Charlie," and Hop grinned broadly.
of the basin."
It did not tak e the two long to get ready to set out, and
"Well, it ain't likely that anything like that will happen leaving Wild and .Jim to look after Tip Jaggs and his two
unless an earthquake comes along."
pards, they started off t o the right, malting for a thickly
"That's right."
wooded ridge, which the scout declared was just the right
"Didn't see anything of any one around, did yer?"
kind of a place to find a bear.
"No. Everything is as qulet up here as if there wasn't a
They trudged on, climbing over rocks and leaping over
mining camp within a hundred miles."
crevices until they had placed a mile between them and the
"S'pose you wasn't )ookin' ter find any bear tracks?"
camp.
"I never thought of that, Charlie."
Then as they were passing through a thicllet the scout
"It sorter see1ns to me as though there oughter be an stopped and held up hls band, warningly.
occasional bear around these parts. It's jest ther kind of a
"I hear bees buzzin', Hop.·· he whispered. "There's wild
place !or 'em."
honey close by, an' that means that we're likely ter 11trlke a
"I have no doubt but that you might find one If you made bear at any minute."
up your mind to and kept at It for two or three hours."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie,,. came the reply, and then Hop
"I've got a notion of Iookln' for a bear. I'd jest like ter produced a big home-made firecracker from one o[ his pockets.
pop over a !at young one. A little juicy bear meat wouldn't
"What are you goln' ter do with that'?" Charlie asked.
go bad for a !)hange."
"Shootec um bear. Misler Charlie,'· was the reply.
"If you feel that way, why don't you take Hop and go out
"Don't try no sich foolishness as that. Put that thing back
and hunt for a bear? Jim will be enough to help me look after in your pocket."
the villains who have such a snug hlding-place In the big
"Lat allec light, Mlsler Charlie. You waltce. Maybe me do
cave."
somethling velly funny ..,
"Maybe I w111. I s'pose ther heathen would be wlllin' tor
··Yer ain't goin' tcr try to play a jol,e on a bear, are yer?"
go."
''Never mind. Mc Y lly f<martee Chince."
"Whattee you talkee 'boutee, Misler Charlie?"
"See here,·· and the scout raised his finger warningly, "don•t
The voice came from the tent, and as the two turned they you try to play no joke on me, either."
saw Hop on his hands and knees, looking at them and
"Allee light. Misler Charlie. Mc no do lat."
grinning.
"See to it that you don·t, 'caui;c if )·ou happPn ter set that
"That ain't. none of your business, heathen,~ Charlie an- firf'rra<'ker ot'f anywhere close to mr "·hrn l don't know it,
swered, ·tartly.
yon'IJ go bark to ther ramp "·it11011t a pi;lail. 'T'hat's as sure
"Lat allee light. Misler Charlie. You tall•ee 'bont<'c me. aR guns. T\r thrPatenPd tf'r rut off th at blamed pigtail
You say maybo me go with you to find ee um bear."
of yours a lot of tlmf's, lint this t tmr I'll do It. sure.''
"What it I did?"
'·.:lfo no 11la)- no tlkk on yon, Jllislcr Charlie."
"Maybe me no wantee go, Misler Charlie."
"All right, then. Now. then, romc on. There's a hhe of
"You don't have to, then. I reckon I could get Wing tcr hees ~.omf'Wh<' rf' <'l•'sn h,r. an' I lrno11· it. Ilc<in> like honey, an'
go with me."
1 l!kr hPa1i,;. \\'r"ll Rf'e who gttF Fatlsfled fl"st."
"Wing allee samcc foolee Chinee. Hf' no skin um bear
Wh0n tilr~ gol lo ihl' rrli:;r l'f ii1r !hickel they found themvel\y muchee qulclrne llkee me. Me Yelly smartee Chin<'e. scl 1 rs at thr top or a steep bank.
Me go, Misler Charlie.··
A <i<'ad tree rcarPd its1':f 1111 1·lo~c to this. anct about ten
"We'll see about i t arter breakfast."
f<'et from the irronnd was a IJolr.
"Allee light. Mayhe me shooteo um bear, so be.··
Aronnd this brcf' "·ere s11·ari 1 1i11i::-, ns though they bad been
"Maybe yer will, an' maybe yer won't. I reckon if you latr>J;· di:<turhcrl.
did shoot one It would hi' tber first."
"TIH'rc·s .th<'r hil·r, l;t>athrn, ·· the scent wh18pcrcd. "Now,
"l\le shootee um bPar wifh him blp;gee flr»clacker. Alice then, wp'll lrok for ther bear.··
samee 1'lf> bang. Um bear cllop do'l\n and die velly m11chcr
"Mayhp wr> allrr samN' g-itft'(' somr hone~-. l\IlslN Charlle," •
qulckee."
Hop f'llggrstcd, as he struck a match and lighted a hlg black
"Wild, there ain't no sensf' ln talldn' to that heathen." salrl cii:ar.
the scent, In disgust. "He"s always got somcthin' foolish
·· l\rn»bc we will, an' maybe 1Ye won't,'· was the sarcastic reto say."
joinder. "Yon fifaY hcrr an' l'l! make a circle around ther
"You know that q11ite well, CharllP, so what is the use of t rrr. J'Ye got R notion that thrrr·s R llrar rlose by. Ther
keeping him going? But Hop don't menu an~· harm, of hrPs sPem to know it , tco. :rn· t hnt's wh;it"s makin' ·cm so
course."
excited lil;c. Wow 1 bl:rnierl if !Jl';·r ain't a fre~h track.·•
"Oh, I know that. But sometlmrs h<' makPs me fe<'l like
He pointed to the ground, whil h w11r, rather soft at tbat
doln' somethin' to him."
poiPt, anrl s11re rnoni:;h, the print of a bnar·R paw eould be seen.
"And every tlmf' yon do something to him you g<'nerPlly
Further on thrrc wrre plent;· or them, and lra,ing Hop
get the worst of It."
standing therr. 1h<' scout held his rifle iu read iness and folWing now rame out of the tent, and aft<'r a Yi~it to a neig h.. lowed tbe tracks.
boring brook he startrcl in to prcparr th<' breakfast.
Hr had no ~oonr>r dis2.ppParcd h<'llincl a clump ot hushes
Then It was not long before the girls made their appear- than the dr1·pr C'hln<'e stepped rnftl.1 to ihe tree.
anre, and soon there was an aspect of grrat ;i<'ihi 1.1- in tho
::>En era! bc12s were hmnrning aronn<l O\l\"<ide of the bunch,
ean1p.
l>nt. he ctid not sre m to mind thr111, and movcll along slowly.
The smokc from the fire rose straight lo1H1rd fhc sky, <'nd
\\'h1'n hf' 1111s within sii: fcc>t rf the trpc Hrp lool1rd in the
finally the coffee began to hoil in lhi· pof !h;1t \Yas snsprnlkd dirrction tlw smut had t:il-:('TI, ~nd not sc>eing anything of
Ol"f'r it.
him he> raln1\.1· Pgh1Nl !he fni;<' of thc nachrr and then tossed
Wlld Rnd his lwo partnt"fs waJl<nd up the hill a :'hort cli~- it upward and into l.h(' boll' in thr trc:>e.
tan cP, anrl thPn .Jim clPC'icled lo a!>cr11r! the !1ec• again and
Jfr rlirl not Jlnii;H lhrri> for nu instant, !or hP knew tb•.t
baYe a look at the mlnlni; camp below.
,,omrthlng "as going to nappen.
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Back to the thicket he i·an . and then crouching down, he seen me comin' with a lani·ern when he was glttin' out. He
waited.
i was swimmln' along, 'cause l could hear ther sounds he made
It was not more than t.wo seconds before a loud explosion in ther water. That means that we ain't safe there no more .. ,
sounded, and the tree being rather rotten, w_as split into pieces.
" We didn't intend ter stay there over a day or two more,
No doubt the greater part of the bees were either killed or anyhow, ., Martin observed, with a. shrug of his shoulders.
stunned by the exnlodine: cracker. but there were enough left '' Ain't we got everything ready ter let ther water out of ther
to create a great disturbance, and Hop was forced to put a lake an' haYe it come rushin' down ter wipe out this here
handkerchief over his h ead to keep from belng stung, eYen camp? That"s ther best scheme we've ever had in our lives.
though he was not a little distance from the danger zone.
n' look at ther gold-dust we'll git from doin' it as soon
He listened, expecting to hC'ar from Charlie, but failed to as ther water :;oaks in ther ground an' leaves ther Hollow
do so.
· bare ag'in. ··
''Lat too bad,"' he muttered. shaking his head. "Me th1inkee
"Yes, we'll git. an awful pile out of it. But maybe we'll
!vlisler Charlie allee sarnee git.tee velly tnuchee mad, so be. drown a whole lot by doin' it," and the leader shook his head
H e-- ··
i as though he did not quite like the idea of that part of it.
Crang!
j "Well, if we don't drown ther men J:i.ere they'll lynch U8
At that instant the sharp report of a rifle rang out.
putty soon, anyhow," Raker declared. "If things goes on
"Hip hi! hoolay! ,. Hop shouted, leaping to his feet and I ther way they"re goin' now. it won't be very long afore they'll
ru11ning back through the thicket. "Misler Charlie shootee um find out who 's doin' all ther stealin'. Then, you know as well
hear. Me velly muchee glad, so be.··
·1 as I do that they would make mighty short work of us, an' I
Then he made a half circle and worked his wa3r around wouldn't blame 'em, either, for we sartinly have been rakin'
until he came in sight of the scout, who was standing over in ther dust. We must have as much as five or six thousand
the carcass of a half-grown black bear.
dollars' worth of gold right now, besides ther cash we have
''Thought you was smart, didn't yer, heathen ?" Charlie said, took in. I wouldn't have been so much in favor of wipin'
1\S he came up.
"You went an' blowed ther beehive all to out ther camp with ther flood of water if it hadn't been for
pieces with a firecracker, didn't yer? Had an idea I'd come Jeff Roberts puttin ' out that notice of a reward. He would
tearin' along ter find out what it was· an' git stung, I s'pose. hang us in a jiffy if he knowed we was ther thieves.~
But I ain't no fool, so yer had your trouble for nothin'.
" Young Wild West is goin' tel' try an' git ther reward, hi>
got ther bear, too. Now, then, you jest git to work an' skin says,., Tip Jaggs ohserved, with a grin . ''It will be a funn ~'
bim, an· If you don't hurry up about it off goes your pigtail." , old reward he'll git. r hope he's down Jn ther Holler when
Hop could see plainly that H would not do to even tall{ I ther flood starts. That will be gittin' rid of him mighty easy.
back .
I think we had better set off ther nitro-glyrerine to-morrow
He drew the 8harp hm1llng-lmifC' he carried and _promptly mornin' an' let ther thing go. We've got it all fixed so it won't
went at work.
take nothin' more than a rifle shot ter do ther trick. Then all
But as he looked up and founcl Charlie glioning broadly h e we'll have ter do is ter lay snug in ther cave till ther wate1·
'
settles an' then go down an' gather up ther wealth what's lPft
lm e1u it was all 1ight. an yhow.
in ther camp. But we'll wait till mornin' aforn W f'. makr, up
onr minds jest whPn to do it."
CHAP'l'Elt Vll .
They had entered the tent by this timP, and a lantern bad
4. · DASTARDLY PLOT.
heen lighted b. Martin.
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Tt was a rather poor sort of coolong outfit the three had,
'
' . e e ow ca e . ar i_n spo e up.
but they had manaaed with it right along and soon a firi>
would make me mighty happy to do it, too. ·
"'
. . '
.
"Well, it would sorter make me happy ter flog ther kid an' had been started and some b~con wai; s~zzhng in a frying-pan .
ther tall galoot with him, too, ,, Raker added, with a dry sort
Then coffee. was made, while Jaggs 'I\ ent to the store to get
cf laugh. "But it wouldn't do for us ter fix it up that way, some hard bread.
110 as any one could know It. We'Ye been working on ther sly
"You had better buy what we want ter take a loni:i: with us,"
for some little time, an' w:e've had mighty good success at it, Ra k er suggested, as he got started .
so there ain't no need of us doin" anything now where there
'Tm in a hurry for m y breakfast, ·· wa: the reply. " Wr l<in
would be a chance ter git caught. I'Ye told yer right along git that after we've eaten. We'll all go over together."
that this business of ours would come to an end some time,
Then, in a few minutes, he returned with the bard bread
an' it strikes me that ther end is putty near at band now. they needed for breakfast, and al] three ate hea rtily.
Somethtn' mighty funny happened to-night jest about dark,
By this time nearly every miner in the camp was stirring
Tip. Our other canoe was took out of ther cave by some one.
Smoke could be seen coming from the shanty chimneys and
I heard him doin' it, but couldn't git close enough with a rising from the fires that were kindl ed near the tent.'3 scatJantern ter see him. But ther canoe was took, jest ther sa'me. ·• tered about.
"It was, eh? Why didn't you tell me that afore?" the leader
It seemed that every one in Lucky Hollow was preparing
asked, in surprise.
breakfast at about the same time.
"Well, I ain't had time ter tell yer anything yet. I didn't
"Well, Tip," Raker said, as he was finishing his coffeP,
want ter start up an' tell yer about it In ther saloon, did I? "Have you thought about start.in' ther .flood this mornin'?"
.An' you was whisperln' about how you met ther kid what
"Yes, I've been thlnkin' a lot about it. I made up my mind
calls himself Young Wild West as we was walkin' along. I when I was comin' back from ther store that we might as
Ain't had no chance. But I've told yer now, so it's jest as well do it now as any other time. As you say. our live::;
good."
wouldn't be worth a pinch of snuff If it's found out that we'rp
"Yes, ifs jest. as good. But how in thunder could any one ther thieves. That beln' ther case it's better for us ter clean
find their way in ther cave to steal ther canoe?"
out them what would take delight in cleanln' us out. 'An
"That's where ther puzzle comes in. But you kin bet that ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,' as I've often
tt was this here boy, or one of his pards. You jest told us heard say. Ha! ha! ha!"
how they seen you come out from under ther rock. Well,
It was a diabolical laugh the villain gave utterance to, and
Rin't it likef':v that they _nosed around until they found their his two companions joined in.
w;:iy in ther rave?"
I Nothing short of fiends could have laughed at such a propo"Jf any one done it it was ther heathen Chinee, then, 'cause : sition, but it might have been due to the fact that the three
he was in the.r water s wimrnin' around, an· maybe he seen had been raised in ignorance, and from their earliest rether cave,·• declared Jaggs.
.·
I membrance had pursued the calling of thieves.
"Maybe it was tber heathen, then. But ·what's ther differ- i It might have been due to the length of time they had
cnce who It was'! Thi>y all know that there·s a cave there ; been in the camp that enabled them to keep from being caught
now, an' most likely whoever it was what took ther canoe in their work.
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But, anyhow, since they had been relieving the miners of
their wealth right along they had not once fallen under suspicion.
After breakfast was over the few cooking utensils were
washed and 1mt into the tent.
Then Tip Jaggs lighted his pipe and nodding to his companions said :
"Now, then, we'll go over to ther store an' git what we
want. We may as well buy enough ter last us for about
three days. We.. kin give it out that we won't be back afore
that time, which won't make no difference, even if it ls a lie,
·cause it ain't likely there'll be any one here when we do
come back, to-day, maybe."
"Well, I don't know about that," and Martin looked at the
sides of the little hollow and shook his head. "It sorter
strikes m e that most of 'em would ..have plenty of time ter git
away from ther flood, 'cause they'll see it comin'. Ther water
in 1her lake ain't goin' ter tumble down here all at once, you
know. If I had my way about it I'd start it in ther middle
of ther night."
"I'm ag'in that," Raker declared, shaking his head. "You
.oughter know as well as I do, Martin, that it wouldn't take
more than half an hour for ther water to all git away from
here. If we done it in tner middle of ther night, them what
got away would be back here gatherln' up what was to be
found. But if we do it In ther daytime, they'll all light out.
Some Of 'em will go down along ther holler, an' some will
go up ther sides an' foller along after 'em. Then when ther
water goes down they'll all come back ag'in. By that time
we wanter have all we kin git hold of hid away somewhere.
We kin be wet to ther skin an' make out that we was caught
in th er flood but did'n 't git drowned. That's my scheme."
"An' that's ther right way ter do it, too," exclaimed Tip
.Jaggs. "Raker, you sartinly have got a good head on yer.
Even if we don't git hold of everything In ther way of dust
here, we'll sartinly git ther most of it. We kin do that even
if there ain't a man drowned by ther flood. But say, won't
there be a change in this here camp after ther flood comes,
though.··
Then he gave a fiendish laugh and his companions joined In
as they had done before.
Reaching the store, they purchased what food they needed,
ai; well as some cartridegs for thelr revolvers.
'rhree or four customers came in while they were there, and
they chatted pleasantly with them.
When ,they were ready to leave Jaggs told the storekeeper
that they would probably be gone about three days, and when
they came back they meant to have all tb.e gold-dust they
C'Ould carry.
··Then," h e added, with a chuckle, "we'll git a couple of
horses somewhere au' go back after ther rest of it. We
know putty near where we're goin' ter git it, too, don't we,
hoys?"
"I reckon we do," Raker answered, with a laugh. "It's there
wa!tln' for us. "
"You must have found it, then," the storekeeper said,
looking interested.
"You might say we have, but we ain't been a.ble tar git
our hands on it yet."
·•I hope you git plenty of it, boys. I'm in hopes that some
day Lucky Hollow will be turned into a regular town. But
it don't seem as though that's goin' ter come about, 'cause
ther boys ain't glttin' rich &o awful fast. Still, I ain't kickin'.
T'm gittln' my share of what's spent."
As .they passed the part of the building the barroom was
located in they saw Jeff Roberts, the captain of the vigilantes,
standing near the door, talldng with Solemn Dan and two or
1hree other miners.
"Goin' ter make a little trip ag'ln. eh, boys?" Roberts said,
nodding to them pleasantly.
"Yep. A three-days' trip this time, Jeff, an' when we come
back we'll have plenty of. dust, too."
"That's only what yer think. But I hope yer do," and the
Ylgilante laughed good-naturedly.
"He says that's only what you think, but he hopes you does,"
Solemn Dan exclaimed, with a nod of his head.
"All right, Dan,'' Raker answered, with a grin. "We'll remember what he said."
Then they passed on and were soon climbing up the rocky
ascent toward the lake.
As they knew just where the camp of· our friends was located, they took pains to keep away from it, since they did
not care to be seen.
\.Yith 1lrn bundles strapped upon their backs, it was laborious 'll·orll:, and when the y finally reached the shore of the
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lake and were out of sight of the muung camp thE'Y WPre
breathing hard from their exertions.
" I ain't .goin' ter use mY canoe this roorri!n' ..hoys, ., Jaggs
said, shaking bis b.ead. "Anyhow. it wonldn·t (~I e but one
of us, an ' ther prov:isions we've got."
"An' it woulcln'.t do to take it, anyhow, " spokE' up Martin.
.. S'pose Young Wild West an' his pards is watchin'? ...
"I was thinld.n ' of that, too. Well, they ain't goin' ter see
us go Jn by th,er waterway. We'll go around to the1· bac.k.
It will be balf a mile further to go, but 'IYe·1·p got ter do
it that way, that's all."
After :i rest they starte.d to make their way around at least
half of the lake. . .
Of coul'se, they kept in a dlrPC'tion opposite to that where
our frends were camped.
It was easily half a mile around to the rear entrance of the
cave, as we must call lt, but once they got there the three
.v illains seemed to be well paid for thB walk, for they began
talking gleefully .
Unaware of the fact that the rear entrance had been dil!lcovered the night before, they pulled aside the hanging vines
and went Inside.
Around the end or a wall of rock they made their way, and
then came to a rather small portion of the cave that WM
lighted by means of a rift in the side.
It looked something like a hab itation, for a few things were
scattered about tb.at suggested that some one o~cupled it. ,.
The stores they had brought with them were promptly
placed .out of tho:i. way, and then the three sat down to smoke
and talk over what they intended to do.
"We. oughter ha\e one of them canoes, J s'pose," · ea.id
Jaggs after he had thought awhile. ''Jt would be easier to
git to where we've got ther nitro-glycerine set ready ter
exploc;le. If we go around to ther left we'll b<' putty ~lose to
them what's camped up here."
"Maybe they'll go on down, or ham gone now," suggested
Raker. "S'pose we go an' see.''
"Jest ther thing,·• Martin declared. "Bnt do yer think we've
got enough of ther explosive stuff over there?· There's a lot
more right here, you know. "
"We've got more than enough," said .Jaggii. "What'll' here
kin stay here, unless it happens ter go off when ther big shock
comes. Why, it wouldn't take more than half a can ter blow
that thin place ter pieces, anyhow. You know as well as I do
that ther rock ain't ten feet thick. an' there's a little lea.k in
it, anyhow. That's what feeds ther creel; down in ther
Holler. When that busts open an' ther whole weight Qf
ther water gits headin' that way, there'll bl' ther blamedeet
llood since ther time of Noah's Ark.·•
"Let's go an' see if Young Wild West an· his gang shoWR
any signs of go!n' down to th er Holler, .. said Raker, . impatiently.
His companions nodded assent to thi~. and then all three
went outside by the way they had ·entered.
As they passed beyond the hanging vines and let them drop
into place they never once drE>amed of sueh a thing as any
one being in the· cave.
But there was, .just the same.
Crouching behind a rock within ten feel of 'IYhE're they
passed were Young Wild West and .Jim Dart.
CHAPTER VIII.
WILo · cr, A;-.-s 'IO SAVE THE DOOJIIED CAMP.

Young Wild West and Jim Dart proreeded straight to the.
lake when they left the camp.
.
They knew quite well that there was no dangPr in leaving
the girls behind, and all they wanted to do now was to catch
sight of the tbree i,ien they ·were looking for when they
ascended the side. o! the mountaill.
·
But at the !lame timE' thP.y mDsL be rarrful and not be ·seen
themselves.
After looking arouud for a few minutes, .Tim s uggested that
he climb a tr~e and take another loolr down in the little
valley below.
·
The young deadshoi gaYc his approval to this, so the boy
was not long in pi9king out a tree that s1.1itE'd him, and then
he went to the top. like ::i squirrel.
'Phe sun was up by this time. and more or less activity
showed Uself in the miniug camp below.
.As .Tim took a good look arnnnct he saw sereral men near
the saloon and storP:
Some. were walking about a n•l olher$ staDding still. bt•t the
distance was a . Utile too far for him to pick out those !Jc was
looklng for.
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One thing about It, there was no one coming up, as far a11 form of huge pillars and kept the ground from caving In
he could see.
above.
"I reckon they haven't started yet, Wild," he called out
But by keeping on straight ahead, they soon came into that
softly trom the tree-top.
part of It that was occupied by the three robbers.
"Well, stay there awhile, if you don't mind. "I'll go over
There was much more light here, so it did not take the two
and see If the camp is all right."
boys very long to see about all there was to be seen.
Fi11ding the little group just as he had left it, be sat down
They sat down in a convenient place and waited until they
on a rock to wait until Jim had made a good observation.
finally heard footsteps outside.
Tu less than five minutes a call came to him from the tree,
Then the vines were pulled aside and In came Jaggs and his
and he promptly arose and started for it.
j two companions.
"They are coming, Wild. I just saw three men leave the ' It was all so easy that both Wild and Jim felt more like
store, and they are heading right this way. · I reckon they , laughing than anything else just then, even though they were
must be the ones we want. They seem to be carrying a lot well aware of the fact that the scoundrels were desperate and
of stuff with them."
1no doubt would fight hard if put to the test.
"Well, that's all right. They want to make It appear that
The boys listened to all that was said, and when they realther are going out prospecting. Anyhow, they need prov!- !zed that it was the intention of the three men to flood the
sions in the cave, if they intend to keep It for a hiding- mining camp th~y felt like shooting them down without mercy.
place."
But Young Wild West always kept cool, and he thought It
'·YeG, that's right. Well, I'll come down now."
over quickly ~nd came to the conclusion to let. them go as
"\,\'ait <1. minute or two and make sure, Jim."
tar as they daied, and the? catch them red-handed.
"All right," and Dart remained silent.
Jim feared that they might explode the nltro-glycerine and
But presently he called out that he could no longer see the start the flood before they would be able to prevent them, and
three men who had "Ot so close under a point ot high rock he told Wild so.
that they had disapp~ared.
"That's all right," was the reply. "If they do get a little
··They are coming up, just the same," he declared, and then ahead of us we can easily change the course of the flood. , I
he descended the tree.
suppose you took pretty . good note ot how the land lies at
·'Well, .Jim," our hero said, with a satisfied nod, "Tip Jaggs th~ end of the !alre nearest the hollow?"
.
left his ranoe across the lake over there. Maybe they will use ! . W;,ll, I don t know as I took any particular note of it,
it to come over to the cave, or they might go around and get 1 W~ld.
,
.
in bv the other way. They came out that way last night
I did. Theres a dry water-course runnmg right down from
when they visited you at the camp, that's sure."
the spot where they intend to cause the explosion. But it turn~
·•Oh, yes. I am satisfied of that," Jim answered.
a_ little to the right, and there is only a thin wall of rock and
··As we have time enough, we'll just get into this canoe dirt to prevent it from going down the otlier side of the ridge.
and paddlC' over to the mouth of the cave. We can get it If that could be blown up there would be very little water to
far Pnough 11nder so we can stay in it and watch. The vil- go down into the valley, after all. I'll tel! you what I'll do.
la ins can't escape if seen by us, no matt.er which way they 1As soon as they go out we'll find the nitro-glycerlne they @ay
go. for the: must go around the lake at one end or the other." they hav_e ~ere, and take It along wlth us In case v:e need it.
.Tim ga,,e a 1lod, and the two at once made their way to But I ,,thrnk we will be able to stop them from settrng off the
thP ranOE'.
I blast.
P11lling it out from under the bushes , Wild held it until
"All right, Wild; just as you say."
his partner got in.
"I can't see what they. are thinking about, anyhow," the
Then he stepped in himself.
:voung deadshot w_ent on, shaking his head as he watched the
.Tini already had the paddle in his band, and he at once three men preparmg to leave the cave. They ought to know
f:fartod for the overhanging ro<' k.
quite well that even .If they do flood the mining Ntmp and
The <'anoe was not long in reaching It, and then under it cause many of. the mmers to be drowned t hey won't hC' able
tllP,. "ent, Rtopping just as they got about ten feet back.
1 to get away with any of the booty. Why , those who csc-a1ie
"ft isn'l .;o bad in here now,·· our hero obserYed, as he looked wll~ come b,?ck when the water subsides, and <'atch them at
i 11 to the tmd<>rground place. "'J'here's ligllt coming in from the11· work.
eomC'wbere, .Jim. Last night it was as dark as pitch."
:·w~n, never mind," Jim answered.
"It's their w<: y ot
·· 1 ha1·C' no doubt of It, Wild," Dart answered, as he pushed thmkmg, so let them go ahead."
th" C'anoe gently to the side of the passage and held fast to
"They think the camp is doomed, but I. know better ...
a jl1ttini:; point of rock.
1 They were talking in low whlspe!'s, of course, and there was
'l'llP two found they could look across to the other side of no danger of tho three men overhearing them.
th0 lak<' with the greatest of ease, so they settled down to wait
J<~nally Jaggs and his companions left the cave to go ahrad
pariPnt1,- until the villains arrived.
with their fiendi sh work.
It was as long as fifteen minutes, however, before Tip
They had scarcely got outside when Wild arose from his
.l;iggr. and his two pards PU• in an appearance.
hiding-place and ran lightly into the cave.
\\'ild and Jim saw them when they stopped where Jaggs · He was ln a hurry to flnd the ('ans of nilro-glyrerinc he
hrirl left his canoe, and they watched them with smllin""
knew we ro stored somewhere there.
0
f a<'<'S.
Luck was with him, it seemed, for in less than two mlr.·• ThoF<' follows think they are mighty smart, Wild,~ Jim utes he found the dangerous stuff in a crcviee.
d<' clar<>d, turning to his companion.
There were three cans there, each weighing pC'rhaps tlnh e
.. The,.·,-e been pretty smart, it seems. See how they haYe or fifteen pounds.
0
lrirk rl thC' unsuspecting miners."
The boys knew the naturf' of niiro-glycerine well C'nO'l!;h ,
"Y<'s, that's right. But they can't trick us."
so they handlPd it carefully.
··~ot ,· er~ mt:ch. Now. then, if they use the canoe to come
One can was lifted gently out h y Wild and plar('d into
O\"f'I" WC' will s1:nply paddle inside and hide this one some- .Jim's hands, and then he took up another and
with a uocl
when'. for it won't do to let them find it .1ere when th<>Y of satisfaction Jed the way out of the rav<'.
rom<' in.··
Out they went, treading carefully, ·cor fear 1h" · rPight ·slip
Tl wal' not long before they sa ~· the three men start around and cause the cans to drop from their hands.
t thp oth<>r end of the lake, and then they knew it was their
If such a thing were to happen they wonlrl hr hlown to
intf'ntion to Pnter from the rear.
atoms, as they well knew.
Tbpy watched them until they disappeared from view. and
But they had been through so many perils that 1hP._,. iwa rrrh'
t hPn at the suggestion of the young deadshot, Jim pushed thought ot the danger of what they were doing now.
·
the ranoe hark into the cave.
They hurried along through the little gully, and t liC'n lip to
TTC' paddled along until he found a place to land, and thrn the level above.
they both strpped out.
Just then they caught sight ot the three scoundr!'lF. who
rt was light enough for them to see what they were about, were sneaking along, showin'g well that they were afraid th<>y
i;o Wild soon discovered a suitable place to hide the little might be seen by some one.
.
<'raft, and It was promptly hauled from the water and
One of them had a Remington rifle, and it was <>aR~- fer om·
· dn1gged into it.
two friends to guess that they meant to explode' thr nitro.. No~, then," our hero said, "we'll go on through and find glycerine by firing a shot.
the other entrance.··
Wild and Jim went along after them, keeping ll~ r·l o~P as
The C'llVPrn wai; full of rorks, some of whirh were Jn the they dared, and when they rPllrhed n point where the youn~
1
·
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not close enough
deadshot declared the course of the flood might be turned in that. Now go ahead, and be sure you are camp?"
..
the
at
right
all
everythi1'.g
Is_
harmed.
to"b.e
can
his
down
put
he
them,
of
ahead
got
.villains
the
case
Oh, yes. I thmk Charl!e must have shot a bear, fo1 we
of explosive and said :
1
I left." ·
"::;let yours right on top of this one, Jim. Now, then, prob-, heard the report of a rifle just before
"Oh, he'll get a l;lear, all right. But never mind th::it now.
ably you can see what I referred to. If they open the end of
bears on hand
the lake up there the water will swing around this way for a We have got something more important than
short distance, and then it will go straight down into the~ just now."
The girl then walked away, just as she said she would do,
hollow l;lelow. Of course, there is enough water iu the lake
watching the three
to flood the camp and wash away about everything there is . and Wild quickly joined Jim, who wasrock.
the
behind
sitting
still
were
who
men,
blown
be
should
here
right
rock
big
this
suppose
But
there.
"Well , Jim," the young deadshot said, ··Arietta ·will stand
aside?"
~here and be .ready to shoot at, the n!tro-glycerin e if the
over
be
would
torrent
the
of
course
the
that
plainly
"I can see
demands it. Now, then, lets see 1f we can hear what
occas10n
bethat
of
thought
never
I
"But
answered.
Jim
changed,"
mean to do."
fellows
these
Wild."
fore,
"Well, I did. You know we were talking about how dan;
CHAPTER IX.
gerous it would be for those in the camp below if an opening happened to occur at the end of the lake."
-rwo EXPLOSIONS.
"Yes, we were talking about that, sure enough."
Hop Wah ,-;orkecl rapidly and soon had the pelt removed
"I loolted at it this morning, though I said nothing about
it and I noticed that the water-course could be changed over from the bear.
Then Charlie condescended to help him, and it was not
this way quite easily. But come on. We can't remain here.
wer·e cut from the
There ls no need of letting them go ahead with their game. long before tl1e portions of meat he clesired
carcass.
Our plan might not work, you know."
"Well, heathen," he said, with a chuckle, "I reckon we may
!hey had been .watching. th~ movemen~s of the three vilback to camp with us, too.
lams while the brief conve1~at10n _was b~rng hel~, and w~en 1 as well have a little honey ter take
there, so you jest nm on clown there an'
they saw them pause _and sit down behmd a_ big r??k t . ey I. I'm in a hurry to githoller
·
tree."
knew they were not qmte ready to go ahead with then fiemsh git some from that
the Celestial deCharlie,"
Misler
honey,
tee
wan
no
"Me
work.
.
" I reckon we may as well cr.eep,, up _clos.e. to them and hear clared, shaking his head.
"Oh, yer don't, eh? Afraid yon might git stung by ther bees,
.
what they are talking about, .Jim, Wild said.
I s'pose. Well, if r done ther right thing l'd make yer go an'
.
·'Right you are," was the reply.
good ah' hard, too. But as 1
Just as th~y were about to m<?ve_ from the spot ~- footstep J git some, an' let yer git stung
to ther camp, so come on.
sounde~ behmd .them, and turnrng they beheld Ai iett.a ap- jest said, I'm in a hurry to git hacl'
an' tuck ther hide
shoulder
your
on
hams
them
of
one
Put
hand.
m
rifle
proachmg,
Thin.king sh.e had not seen the three ~en who were so clo_se under your arm."
Hop obeyed with alacrity, for he was glad to have the opby, Wild mot10ned for her to stop, which sh~ promptly did.
portunity of getting away from the beehive.
Then he quickly steppe~ over to her and said:
Charlie led the way at a quick pace, and in a few minutes
"Well, what are you domg here, Et?"
"I thought I might as well c~me out and see wha:t was he got back to the camp.
.
Only Anna, Eloise and Wing were there.
Have you seen anythmg of
going_ on! "'.'~~d," she answered.
rtnd w::is s1twork
moming's
his
finished
had
cook
The
the v1llams?
ting with his back against a tree, pufilnr, lazily on a cigarette .
;?hey are within ~wo h_und.red feet of us right now;;"
"Where's Arietta 0ooal?" the scout asked his wife, as he put
.
then.
then:1,
by
seen.
berng
of
nsk
the
ran
I
Ah!
"You certainly did, little girl. But it's all right: I am posi- down the bear me;t he had been carrying.
to ftnd cul what
tive they didn't see you, for we have been watchmg them for , "She couldn't seem to stay here and wait
reply. •·She just
the
was
Charlie,"
doing,
were
.Jim
and
Wild
mean
they
suppose
you
do
what
But
time.
little
a
quite
insisted on taking her Remington and st.arling out. There was
.
to do?"
no need of Eloise or me trying to persuade her not to. You
"I don't know, Wild. Make an attack on us?·"
"No; they intend to do ~omething worse than that. They know how Arietta is."
"I reckon I do, gal. She's sartinly got a mind of her own.
are going to flood the mlmng camp J;>elow and drown all the
she says she's goin' ter do a thing, she generall>' does
When
expect
They_
way.
the
of
out
get
to
unable
miners who are
it's all right. She knows her business iJUtty well, an '
But
it.
there
is
that
gold
the
all
of
hold
.~et
_will
they
by doing it that
she will git into any danger. How long has fibe
likely
ain't
it
"
.
.
when the flood subs1d~s.
·'The scoundrels!" Anetta exclaimed, her eyes flashing . Are been gone now?"
"Well, I should say about twenty minutes. ''
. ,
.
they as heartless as all that'!"
"An' Wild an' Jim left right after I did, I s'pose?"
"Yes, Et, they are heartless and i~norant as well. They don~
"Yes, shortly after you and Hop started out to hunt for a
seem to stop to think ~hat they might stand a poor show of
getting hold of the booty when ~he water goes down. Bu~ bear. You got the bear, r see."
"Yes, and we come near gittin' a whole lot o"\ honey, too."
. .
listen. You see those two ~ans nght over the'.e?"
,, Me no likee honey," Hop declared, shaking h s head. ·'Me
·'Yes, Wi Id . Nitro-glycerm e, I suppose. Did the v1llams
shootee off um fireclacker and malcee bees velly mad, so be.
put them there?'"
Len Misler Charlie shoo tee um bear."
"No, Jim and I did lhat."
"Ther foolish heathen was bound ter play a trick on some"Ah! What do you intend t.o do?"
he picked out thet•
"\Vell, I don't know exactly, but .Jaggs and his two men body, an' as he was afraid ter do it ona me,
•·It was a .putty
have more of the glycerine further up there. Tl ey intend houey bees for it, .. Charlie said. with grin.
tba11 half or
to explode it, and when the rock gives way at i.he end of t~e mean triclr, too, for he must have kiped more
Jake the water will come rushing first this way, and then it ther swarm."
"Where yon go now, Misler Charlie?•· Hop asked, as he
will turn sharply . t.o the right and down it will go and flood
leaned against
the camp. But if such a thing should happen an explosion saw the scout pick up hts rifle, which he had
right over there where the cans are would change the course a tree.
"I'm goin' ter take a sneak around an' see what Vl'ild and
of the water instantly. I am as sure of tha.t as I am of
anything, for nothing could prevent it. 'l'here isn't as much Jim is doin', heathen," was the reply.
"Me wantee go, too, Misler Charlie."
of a slope this side, of course, but if the water once got
"Well, if you think you kin be mighty still an' not make
running this way it couldn't go down into the valley."
ther gals ain't afraid
"I can see that much, Wild," the girl answered, with a nod any noise, why, come ou. I reckon
for he's about
of her head. "But what is the use of letting them cause the ter stay here. They kin watch Wing putly soon,
ready ter go to sleep now.,.
explosion over there?"
This was true enough, fo1· the cigarette had dropped from
"I don't intend to, if I can help it. But you wait right
his breaHt.
here. Don't stand too close to the nitro-glycerin e, either, for, the cook's hand and his chin was resting u11on he '''ould like
Hop grinned and acted very muC'h as though
the chances are that it might explode from the shock, if the
to play a joke on his brotlier, but 1,nowing that it would be
other should happen to go off."
as he moved
•'All right, Wild. I'll get over a couple of hundred feet, out· of place just then, he started after the scout,
ancl I'll tell you what I'll do. If they explode the stuff I'll away from the camp.
Charlie knew about the wav to go to kf'AP from being seen
send a bullet into one of these cans and set that off, too."
about, and he
'·Tbat'fl it, little girl. I was just going to tell yon to do by tbe tln·ec Yilla!1:s sllo111d tlley lie anywhere
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led the way a round to the right, and placing a rocky eleYa- and prevent them from doing it. Of course, we have got to
lion between h im and the lake, he went on, followed by the stop the flood, that's certain.
f'l e ver Chi nee.
j " Sartin. Do you know about where ther nltro-glycerine is?"
Luck was wilh t he m, it seemed, for they did not go but a
''Yes, pretty well. You come with us and we'll soon get it."
short distance before t11ey came in sight of Arietta, who was j "Do you s'pose they kin see It from where they are hidin'?"
sitting upon a boulder, rifle in hand and watching intently . " No, they have got to creep around this way a little and
something a sho rt distance away.
.
then go up the hill there. It can be seen from there. But
"Now thr n, h eathen ," t he scout whispered, " see if we ltin we won't go that way, for that would bring us in their sight.
snrprise her. W0'1l see how close we kin git to her afore We'll creep around further this way."
sh e sees us...
1 The young deadshot and Dart had certainly become tired
Hop gaYe a nod and grinned broadly, and then stepped of waiting for the villains to make a move, and as Wild said,
softly al01 g after the scout.
they decided to go and get the nitro-glycerine out of the way
They m anaged to get within about fifty feet of Arietta and prevent the explosion.
when Hop ca used a stone to roll down the hill.
Wild now led the way around, and as soon as they were
Instantl y the gil'l tur ned her gaze that way, and when she safe from being seen by Jaggs and his companions they
saw who t he y were she gave a nod and smiled.
approached the spot where they knew the dangerous explosive
"'l'hat was your fault, heathen," Charlie said, shaking his 1 must be located.
head at th e Chin ama n. "S'pose we had been sneakin' up on
After making sure that the three had not come around the
some one we wanted ter git hold of? You would have spoiled rock, Wild crept forward boldly and possessed himself of the
th er whole business. "
can of explosive.
··Me ~o h elpce•. Misler . Charlie, " Hop ans~ered. "But
He came back with just as much caution.
ev,~lythlm,g al'.ee llg,ht .. ~~~ssee A.lietta no care.
"I reckon we have got to do something with this," he obWhe.r? s Wild an Ji m . Charlie ask ed, as he got close to served, "so we'll take it around to where the other two cans
th e waitmg girl.
.
are. I thln!t we will have time, boys, for they don't seem to
"Right over there about a hundred yards distant," she an- 1 have the nerve to go ahead with their game"
1
swered. " You can't see them from here, for. th.ose rocks are
It took the young deadshot about five minut~s to get around
in t~e way; But th e . th ree sc?undrels are sittmg down not 1 to where the other two cans had been placed, and he promptly
verJ far a v. ay, and Wild and Jim went over to find .out what placed the one he had taken near them.
they were tal kin g about. What do you think, Charl!e? They
Then he went over to where Arietta was stationed and
mean to send .the water that's In the l,~ke down into the camp said:
·
be,!ow and. wipe !,t, out., of existence.
"Well, Et, I reckon there won't be any explosion. The vil1
Great g.m!ets. the - Cout exclaimed, his eyes opening wide. 1 lains seem to be a little squeamish about setting off the nitro" Yer don 't mean that, Arietta!"
glycerine, so I thought I would go around and get it and
''That's just what I do mean. Wild and Jim heard them 1 spoil their game. But you had better stay right he re, anytalking about it, and they have everything fixed to do it, too. how. I reckon we had better go and get them now, though I
They mean to explode some nitro-glycerine and break away I1would have much preferred to catch them r ight in the act."
the basin over there so the water will have a chance to come
"All right, Wild," the brave girl answered. "This Is as
tearing down ."
good a place as any. When I hear you shouting I'll run over
" You kin bet all you're worth that they won't do it, Arietta." and get a better view of what takes place."
"If they do it we are all ready for them. Do you see anyThen Wild was not long in joining his two partners and
thing over there ?" and she pointed to the two cans of nitro- the Chinaman.
glycerine, which glistened in the light of the morning sun.
He had barely got there, however, when there was a move"Yes, that ain't ther stuff they're go1n' ter explode, is it? ment made by the trio of scoundrels.
Why, that wouldn't let ther water go down into ther camp."
It seemed as though they had settled upon a plan of action.
"No, of course not. But should they cause the explosion· The fellow called Raker came trom behind the rock first, a
at the right spot I am going to explode these two cans. Wild rifie in his hand.
is sure th at the course of the water· would be changed inThen Tip Jaggs and Martin followed a few feet behind, actstantly, and I agree with him."
!ng as though they were very n ervou s.
"Yes, but what's ther use of lettln' them go ahead with
"Let them go until they find out the can is gone, boys," our
ther game?"
hero whispered, a smile on his face .
"I hardl y think Wild intends to let them go ahead. This
"An' then when they begin ter git excited about it we'll
Is only a precaution, you know."
go over there an' nab 'em, eh, Wild?" the scout asked.
"All r ight. S'pose you stay right here an' me an' Hop will
"That's it exactly, Charlie. But I fear if we get them and
creep alon g an• find Wild an' Jim. Then we'll know somethin' expose them to the miners th ey ha ve been robbing so long
more about It. "
there will be a lynching. The chances a r e we won't be able
Arletta gave a n od of assent, so Charlie at once started in to prevent it, either, and I don't 111,e lynchings, and never did."
the directi on ·she tolrl h im Wild and Jim had gone.
"Well, maybe you kin put a little sense into 'em, but as far
Hop came alon g, t his time being very careful not to make as I am concern ed, I think they oughter be lynch Pd. "
the least sound .
·
"I know you do, Charlie, but th ere are so me thin gs you and
As they moved ar ound a clump of rocks they came in sight I don't quite agree upon, as you kno w .. ,
of the two.
"I always agree with anything you say, W ild, so there ain't
They wer e crou ching within thirty feet of the three villains goin' ter be no lynchin', then. I'll h elp you stop th er gang if
who were takin g it easy under a big overhanging rock.
they seem to want ter do an ything like that. "
Before the scout was half-way to them, however, Wild and
The four watched from behind the ro cl\s and saw Raker
Jim were seen creeping away.
creeping stealthily down the hill.
'
"This way, heathen," Charlie whispered, as he turned to the
At length he came to a stop behind a boulder, and dropping
left. "'VVe'll meet 'em over there. They're up to somethin', upon his knees, pushed the barrel of the ritle straight out and
that's sart!n, an' we'll soon find out what It is."
took aim.
In something like a minute later Charlie and Hop were seen
Then he raised his head suddenly and looked sharply
by our hero and Dart, and then they quickly came together. around him .
.. What 's goln' on, anyhow, Wild?" Charlie asked, eagerly.
"I reckon he can't see his target," Jim Dart whispered.
"There has been a whole lot going on, though nothing much
The villain now turned and nodded to his two companions,
has happened yet, " was the reply. "Jim and I have been who had squatted a short distance away, their eyes fixed in
listening to a convers ation of three of the worst scoundrels the direction the shot was to be sent.
that eYer Jived. They mean to fiood the mining camp and wipe
Raker said something, which could not be heard by our
out al! who get in the way of the rushing water."
friends, and then he changed his position slightly and again
"Yes, Arietta jest told me about that. But why don't you pushed his rifle over the top of the boulder.
do somethin' t er s top 'em?"
He seems to be go!n' ter shoot at somethin', anyhow," the
"That's just what we mean to do now. We got tired of scout observed, with a chuckle. "Maybe he's gain' ter fire a
hearing them talkin g about it. It seems that they have be- shot whether he sees a can of nitro-glycerine or not."
come chicken-hearted all of a sudden. They have been sitting
"That might be, Charlie. But he don't act as though he is.
there talking it over for nearly half an hour, and not one of He appears to know jest what he ls up to."
them seem willing to fire the shot that will set off the nitreJust then Raker laid his cheek on the stock of the rifle and
alycerine. I have made up my mind to go and get the stuff ' took aim.
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YOUNG WILD WEST STOPPING A FLOOD .
He was staring around him like one who had just been
awakened from a sound sleep when Arietta and Hop came up.
The moment he saw them Martin seemed to realize that be
was in peril.
He made a move to pull a gun, but found that his wrist had
been broken when he fell, and with a shriek of fear he called
out:
"Don't kill me, don't kill me! There's been an earthquake,
an' I'm almost dead now."
"You think there has been an earthquake, eh?" Arietta said,
calmly, as she paused before him. "Well, I happen to know
just what kind of an earthquake it was. One of your friends
caused the first shock, and I am responsible for the second.
So you meant to wipe out the mining ca.mp, did you? Oh, you
scoundrel! If ever a man deserved hanging it is you."
"Mercy, mercy, gal!" the wretch cried, and then by a great
effort he got upon his knees in a begging attitude.
"Hop, just take his weapons from him and fix him so he
can't use that other hand of his," the girl said, coolly. "Wild
and Charlie will soon catch his two v1llalnous friends and
'
then we'll all go down to the mining camp."
"Allee light, Missee Alietta," and Hop went to work quickly
1
and soon did as she directed.
CHAPTER X.
Martin did not offer the least resistance, and when he found
CONCLUSION.
Down in the little valley the miners who were just going his good arm bound tightly to his side he looked at the broken
to their ~ork heard the two terrific explosions and, startled one and shook his head.
"It sartinly was awful, miss," he declared. "But I didn't
beyond measure, they fled in every direction, no doubt expectRaker who set
ing it was an earthquake, and that they would be wiped off the do it. I didn't want ter do it, either. It was done
it if Tip
off ther nltro-glycerine. He wouldn't have
face of the earth at any moment.
at last
But right upon the scene Young Wild West and his friends Jaggs hadn't kept on tellin' him he was a coward, an'
he couldn't stand it no longer an' said he would. I let him
were shouting with joyous triumph.
Even though the plotters had carried out their intention of call me a coward as much as he wanted ter, but I made up
exploding the nitro-glycerine, which must have been placed my mind I wasn't goin' ter be responsible for no one bein'
somewhere so Wild did not notice it when he got the other drowned by a flood. I wonder if there's anything left down
·
now?"
can, the camp, which had been doomed but a short time before, there
"I rather think that everything is about the same as it wu
had been saved.
before the explosions took place," Arietta answered. "I don't
But what about the three foiled villains?
They had been hurrying away with the intention of getting mind telling you that when the second one occurred the torrent
of water was changed. It is all running down over there now,
back to the cave when the second explosion occurred.
So close were they to it that they were hurled many feet and if you w111 talrn the trouble to look you will be able to see
you the truth."
and when the vibration had ceased they lay prone upon th~ that I am telling
The wounded villain gave a gasp as he stepped a little aside
ground.
to see what lay before him.
Arletta could see them, though Wild and his partners could and was able
The lake was fast being emptied, but the water was pourinr
not.
She leaped over the boulder she had been leaning against the wrong way to do any damage to the little valley below. no
"Well, I'm awft:l glad!" he declared, and there was
when she fired the shot, and started toward them.
On either side of her was a torrent of water, but the one doubt in the girl's mind that he thoroughly meant it. "I've
about all my life, but I never took no one's life
that had started first was now dwindling into almost noth- been a thief was
some putty good reason for it. There wasn't
unless there
ing.
was
Only the water that had rushed out at first was trickling no reason in killin' a whole lot of men what thought we near
down that way, for right above an upheaval bad changed the friends to 'em, an' that's why I backed down when it got
course, so that it was all running in a direction almost op- time to bust ther end of ther lake out."
It was just then that Anna and Eloise came In sight.
posite to the valley below; and down a long, jagged, slanting
'J' hey had been unable to wait any longer, for they had
hill to the gully that wound its way toward the rear of the
seen the terrific stream of water, and were anxious to know
big rave.
"Wild, Wild!" the girl shouted. "! tbinlc the villa!n s have what had happened.
"Don't be frightened, girls," Arietta said, with a smile, as
been killed. They are lying still as death over there.··
She pointP.d in the dirention she saw them, and then the they came forward. "It wasn't an earthquake. It was only
young dcadshot and his partners hnnied to th e spot fol- some nitro-glycerine that exploded."
They looked relieved when they heard this, and listened in
'
lowed by the clever Cbinee.
silence as she briefly related the whole thing.
But they were not dead by any means.
Martin, the prisoner. hung his hea.d during the recital, for
The girl's voice l:Jrougbt at least two of them to their sPnses.
They were Tip .Jaggs and Ral;er, and as quick as a flash 1 he knew that he was regarded as bemg as much to blame as
they were upon their feet and running for their Jives. · his companions.
··My fool blather allee samee wakee uppee?" Hop asked,
T,bere were w many rocks and bush PS near at hand that
they got out of sight before the young deadsbot and CheyennP looking at Anna with a grin.
"I should say he did, Hop," was the quick reply. "He was
Charlie could see them.
He
Arietta could easily have shot them with her rifle, but she sleeping as ustt'al when the first explosion occurred.
jumped to his feet, of course, but when the second happened
did not care to do so.
She simply !old the way they had gone, and then after them 1 he was as much frightened as either Eloise or myself." stay
"Ile allee samee velly muchee fool Cbinee, so be. He
went her dashing young lover and the scout.
in um camp. Me go and see if Misler Wild and Misler Charlie
Hop waited until Arletta came up.
"Lat velly muchce blgee noise, Missee Alietta," he declared, ketchee um two bad Melican men."
"Hold on, Hop," spoke up Arietta. "I think you had bet-shaking his head. "Mll velly muchee 'flaid, so be."
"! was badly frightened myself, Hop," she answered, and her ter stay right here In charge of the prisoner."
"Me takee urn plisoner, too, so be, Missee Alietta."
face was just pale enough to show that she was telling the
"All right, you can do that, then."
trutb. "But I knew what had to be done, and I did It."
"Me takee velly mucbee quickee. He walkee allee light.•
"You velly blave girl, Missee Alletta. Me lllrne shootee llkee
and so saying the Chinaman pulled out the old-fashioned slxyou. You shootee allee samee likee Misler Wild.•·
"I hardly think so, Hop. Most any one could have hit the shooter he usually had upon his person and made a threatencan I aimed at. Of course, It might be quite a daring thing ing move toward Martin.
"I'll go, I'll go, heathen!" came the exclamation. MDon't
to do, since I didn't know exactly what the consequences might
point that thini at me. It might go off."
be."
"Go off velly muchee qulckee," and just then Hop pve a
Meanwhile, Jaggs and Raker were still fleeing, wh!Je Martin
sharp pull upon the trigger.
had recovered sufficiently to rise to a sitting posture.

. The next instant there was a crashing roar that sounded
like a burst of thunder, and Raker turned and fled from the
spot.
"Great Scott!" exclaimed Young Wild West, "there must
have been more of the nitro-glycerine there, for he has exploded It. There goes the water, too! This way, boys."
Sure enough, the explosion had broken away the rock at
the 61.Il.d of the lake, and the water was pouring down furiously, swelling at every second.
. Re~ardless of the fact that he might be seen by the fleeing
v1llams, Wild ran around toward where Arietta was stationed.
Charlie, Jim and Hop were right after him and as they came
'
to a. big rock the girl saw them.
Wild waved his hands to her, and then the brave girl placed
the butt of her rifle to her shoulder and pressed the trigger
She had aimed well, and the result was all that could b~
expected.
The nitro-glycerln e exploded with a terrific roar.
Tons of earth and rock went flying through the air.
The result was marvelous. The course of the raging torrent was changed.
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YOUNG WILD WEST STOPPI NG A FLOOD.

Sure enough, the weapon was discharged , and Martin felt
th e flash of th e powder.
He let out a yell of terror and went rolling upon the ground.
The girls di d not linger any longer, for they knew the
Chinaman was simply trying to frighten the prisoner, and
that he would surely take good ca re of him anct see that he
did no t get away.
As they reached a point from which they could Jook down
into the camp they saw a crowd of miners coming that way.
But neither Wild no1· Charlie or the two men they had been
following were anywhere to oe seen.
Presently a shout sounded, however, and they recognized
Cheyenne Charlie's voice.
Then two shots rang out, followed by the old familiar
cowboy call the scout' was in th e habit of giving When he
wa~ victorious in anything he undertook .
"Well, girls, they have got them all right," Arietta said to
Anna and E loise. ·•we need not h urry so much, so be careful
how you step in going down here, since it is a >"ery roclty
path."
They went on down for perhaps a couple of hundred yards,
and then the foremost of the miners met them.
Jeff Roberts, the leader of the vigilantes , and Solemn Dan
were among them, and as neither of them had seen the girls
as yet, they evinced no little surprise.
But Wild had told them that the girls were with them at
the camp, so they guessed right away who they must be.
"Where's Young Wild West, gals'!" Roberts asked, politel y.
"He went after two of the thieves who have been robbing
you people down at the camp," was the reply. "I think he will
soon show up with them, too. We have got one of them on the
hilJ up there. There were three, I think."
'"Three of 'em, eh? Do you mean to say Young Wild West
found out who they was?"
"Oh, yes, he found that out last night."
"But has this got anything to do with ther earthquak e?"
"There was n o earthquak e," Arietta answered, laughing
lightly. "That was only a little nitre-glyc erine that was set
off. The three robbers planned to break open the basin so
th e water from the lake would run down and drown you
people out. But we stopped them from doing it, and the camp
Is saved."
The miners looked at each other in amazemen t.
By this time others had come up, and nearly all of them
heard the last of what the girl said.
They began plying the three with quest.ions, and Arietta did
her best to answer in a way that would malte them understand readily.
But this seemed to be a hard thing to d<i, for the most of
them conld not comprehe nd how it was possible to prevent
the water from rushing down that way after it had once
s tarted.
"Well," said Arietta, becoming tired of it, "lf you will wait
until Young Wild West comes he will be able to explain it
to yon much better than I can. Ah! here he comes now.
Yes, it is as I thought. They have got one of the prisoners,
an yhow. I suppose the other is dead."
··And here comes ther Chinee down ther mountain with
ano ther one," Roberts called out, excitedly. ··It's Martin, too,
by thunder!"
"He says it's Martin, too, by thunder'" cried Solemn Dan,
turn ing to the rest of the men.
Wild and Charlie reached the scene with Tip Jaggs just
aho ut the time Hop brought Martin down to the little plateau
wh ere the girls had halted when the miners met them.
"Gentlem en," said the young deadshot, in his cool and
easy way, "I reclrnn there's been a lot going on that you
k new nothing about. You all had a very narrow esca]Je, for
If things had gone the way 'r.ip Jaggs planned them, the
mining camp of Lucky Hollow would have been wiped out
ot existence before this time. It may seem wonderful to yon,
but we saved the camp for you in the nick of time. That
girl tbere," pointing to Arietta, "fired the shot that caused
the second explosion, and that was what saved the cam[I."
Our hero and the scout had been Jed quile a chase before
they got close to the two villains who were doing their best
to elude th em .
Raker had fired a shot which came very close to the scout'i;i
head, and before Wild could stop him Charlie had answered
1t and laid the scoundrel low.
Then Jaggs threw up his hands and begged for mercy, and
qui ckly became their prisoner.
. .
As h e was being led toward tbe crowd on the mountams 1de
he begged for his life, and declared that he would take them

to the cave and turn over all the gold-dust' they had stolen
from the miners if he would be allowed to go free.
But, of course, Wild would not listen to anything like that.
About every man belonging to the mining camp had reached
the scene by this time, and when he had got them to something like quiet, our hero started in and told them the whole
story.
·
"I could easily have taken the three scoundrel s prisoners
last night, and no doubt one of them at least might have confessed. But I thought we would let them go their full length.
It was not until this morning, however, that we learned of
their intention to flood the camp and wipe you all put, if they
could . Then it was necessary for us to do something . They
fooled us a little, but I am happy to say that the course of the
torrent was delayed in the nick of time, and there's the camp
down there looking as peaceful as it ever did before."
A ringing cheer went up, for by this time the men had
al)out recovered from the fear that had come upon them
when they thought an earthquak e had happened.
"Boys, there's got to be a lynchin'," one man said, excitedly. "Who's got a rope?"
"Hold on!" shouted our hero; waving his hand. "Don't
you think it would be be ~te r to take these two men to the
sheriff and let them be punished according to law?"
"No, no!" came the excited cries from nearly every man
there.
.
.. See here, Young Wild West," Jeff Roberts said, coaxingly ,
"I reckon it ain't ther first time that two scoundrel s like
they are has been lynched. Now, then, there ain't no use of
you makin'" any bad friends with us. Maybe you kin stop it
if you shoot down a few of us, but you'll have ter do that
afore you kin stop it. I'm tellin' you that, my boy. If you'll
jest go on up to your camp an' let us alone, everythin g will
come out all right. I promise you that."
Wild thought for a moment, and then turning to his partners, he sajd, in a low tone qf voice:
"Boys, I reckon these men are determine d. They will go
the limit t6 lynch the two scoundrels . I don 't want it done,
of course, but what are' we going to do about it?"
·'Come on back to ther camp, Wild," and Cheyenne Charlie
took hold of his wife's arm and at once started away, all
though well satisfied with the way tbin,gs were turning out.
·It was against his will, but the young deadshot knew there
was not possible chance of appeasing the wrath of the miners.
They were good fellows, n early all of them, but their minds
had been made up, and it would be useless to try and stem
the tide after it once had set In so strongly.
Jt was fully an hour later when our friends were sitting
quietly at the camp and watching the torrent whi ch had
abated considera bl y, since nearly all of the water was out of
the lake by this time, when Hop was seen approachi ng, followed by Jeff Roberts and half a dozen others.
"Evelythl ing a!lee light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman exclaimed. "Um camp allee sarnee saved, and evelybody velly
muchee happy, so be. Hip hi! Hoolay!"
•'All right, Hop," was the re11IY, and turning io the miners,
the boy added:
'"I suppose you want to find the gold dust and money that
bas been stolen from you."
"'That's right," was the respectflll reply, "if you don't rn ind
showin' us where that cave is."
"'Well, come on, then."
Charlie went with him, and It was not long before the
miners were swarming into the cave.
They had little difficulty in finding what had been stolen
from them, ancl a little later they all went do wn to the camp,
after forcing our hero to accept the $200 reward.
·when quiet once more reigned th e young d~adshot turned
to his companio ns and said:
"Well, I reckon there's no Leed cf us paying a visit to
Lucky Hollow even if Hop loses the bet money. Tllere has
been a lynching there, and I feel ashamed to go there. I
might have stopped it, but maybe it's better as it is. We'll
break camp and strike out for Utah. I think we'll ride across
a hundred miles or so, and then turn down into Arizona.
we will smely find something on tbe way, or if we don't we'll
come upon some excitemen t somewher e about the Grand
Canyon, I am sure."
Next week's issue will conta in "YOUNG WILD WEST AND
THE MAIL-CO ACH; OR, ARIETTA AND 'rHE LADY IN
BLUE."
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CURRENT NEWS
Josef H,ichter, the Austrian, who made a number o:f sensational flights on Long Island last summer in the Schneider machine, is at the military aviation field, near Augusta, Ga., with a Hex Smith machine. He intends to
make demonstration flights.

A campaign of New H.ochelle, N. Y., school children to
clean front and back yards and to look after the cleaning
of streets and alleys begun recently. Mayor Frederick H.

Discharged from the Paterson General Hospital the
other day, Antonio Parago, a steeplejack of No. 352 Grand
street, told a thrilling story of his peril when he was caught
a prisoner on top of a 105-foot smokestack: He was rescued by Frank Fennimore, another steeplejack o:f No. 2D
Pearl street. "I went to the top all right, seated in a
boatswain's chair," he said. "I climbed in over the rim
and descended a short distance inside to scra-pe away a
corrosion about the chimney. There were fires in the
boilers and the gas fumes began to bother me. I became
weak and dizzy, and the next thing I knew I was in the
hospital." Fennimore's rescue of Parago was attended by
great difficulty.

Waldorf and President Edward J. Cordial of the city council have offered gold watches as prizes for having the cleanest yards and for the most work in inducing others to clean
their yards. The children will form corps to patrol the
streets to keep them free of litter. They will ask every
Julian W. Curtiss, treasurer of the American Olympic
person seen throwing papers, fruit skins and cigar stumps
committee, announced the other day that he had receiYed
upon the pavements to throw them into receptacles that
a check for $1,800 from the Intercollegiate Association of
will be set out by the General Improvement Association.
Amateur Athletics of America as a contribution to the
Olympic f1md. What pleased 1lfr Curtiss even more,
\Yithin an hour alter he had left the train that brought however, was a much smaller amount-$38.!H, to be exact
bim from his home in Princeton, Ind., Daniel McReynolds -which Jack Sullivan turned in from the newsboys, who
was haranguing a crowd near Eighteenth and Market are showing a lively interest in the team and its success.
streets, St. J_,ouis, the other morning trying to auction a The money was collected in small amounte, from pennies
$20 bill :for a minum of $15. When he fotmd no takers he to quarters, and the youngsters who shout, "Extra!" have
put up a $10 bill, saying he would not take less than $7 done their part in a way to indicate keen _a ppreciation of
for it. There was not a single bid from the startled crowd. the efforts being made to send a strong and representati>e
Ile was arre~tecl After telling the police what he tried squacl to Sweden.
lo do with the $20 bill and the $10 bill he offered a $5
bill for $3. Hxamination proved the man's money was not
A tale of a .mouse lhat ate $292 in a brown paper parcel
connterfeit. He was taken to the observation wnd of the left in a cupboard was told the other day to Magistrate
City Hospital.
Freschi in Yorkville CouTt, Rew York, by Mrs. Emma
Wei11s, of No. 1627 AYenue A. Mrs. Rosie Porges, of No.
-:\"early an entire Equad of fifty soldiern. giiarcling a pas- 642 Rast Thirteenth street, said that wl1en she went to a
thinking she might die :from
~enger train, which was proceeding from '.\fexico City fo hoRpital on February J 3 last,
Weiss $.'292 and a pair of
:rifrs.
handed
she
opcrntion.
an
fift:r
Zapafoh;
by
killea
were
C'nernarnca "11-ith pa<>sengerl"l,
mileF soni h of here the otlwr e ening. rrbe train returned aiarnonc1 earrings, tb be gixen to llfrs. Forges· sister, Ura.
later with 6f.leen of Lhe dead, including the enginef'T. rrJw l'ccili;:i Klapner, of No. 70!) Fiflh aw.'Tme. According to
other hodicR were lrft on i.he field. The p11s;:;enger "!rain :'.\Im. Porges, when Rhe left the hoEpitaJ she hastened to
"·as pn11ed back to the capital city by a freight. A ,fore<' of ~I ro. \Teise. only to be told that a mouse bad devoured· the
2.'iO Z11patids fired from behind rocks for an hour and a $2fl2. She got the diamonds and $42 from Mrs. WeiEE.
half. It ii; believed that they f'Uffereil Rnrnll losPeP. Tl1e
nai sr. Ille thirty-one-year-old faithful rnare that jogged
r~:ptaiu of the Pquacl and six soldierR. all wounrlNl. haYe
along the roads of "F'all Rirer. ?.lass., £or many
~ercucly
by
nry
nj
i
escaped
train
!he
al'o returned. Amer.icans on
tlie late Susan L. Munroe ho1cling the reins, has
1rith
rr;
yea
floor.
lying on the
just become an l1eiTef\s. 'rhe mare has inherited a sa1i.ngs
According (o Ilic latest reports only one-sixth of the bank account and shares of stock in two of; the richest mills
excantion nel'e;:;s:iry to open 1he Panrima Canal to naYig;i- in Fall River, all of which is to be l1clrl for the animal's
tion rernainNl lo Le clone on :\larch 1. fl nd this muRt he benefit hy a trustee. and the income l!$Cd for her comfortrompletrd in nine months if Col. Gor,lhills is to reaeem able maintenance ancl Ruppoxt. Provis'ion has also been
hi~ prnmi:::c to ha Ye fl n .A merican ba tlle;::h ip-probably the macle for the at+flndanre oE a 1cterinarian, and when she
.famous old Oregon- pa:::::; through i he watn'i\·a y on Jan. 1, pa:'"'es a\rny to the e11uine hE'aYen she is to hnYe a fitting
Big fip:llre~ are r<'c1uirwl tn tell 11·lrnt the canal b11rial. Hnmor has i.t that Dais1·'s accolmt and stock
HJ1~.
workers haw hf'en cloing and 'rli<1t tJi p1· IHl\C' lo do. fJad mo11nt up . as high as $100,000. 'some persons in Fall
February theY tool 2.fl4B,~10 n1bic yarrls of l':nth and River rliFC'onnt the rnmor. hut it is certain that the mare's
rock nut of thE> c11nal_prism. making ihe iotcil excavation bank :wcount is in the Fa 11 River Sav:iJJgs Bank, the oldest
up to March. 1 ()::l,18:i,08fi ya rrlR a nil ]Pa 1·ing 32,141,29:3 K 1·ings bank in thE> city, "'·hile her mill stocks a.re more
tha.n gilt edged.
yards still to be remoYcd.
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The Specter of the Pueblo
OR,

THE PtlANTOM HAND
By PAUL BRADDON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER I.
,JUS'l' IN" TIME.

"Faster-faster, my good Lipon. We must go still faster; t hose cowardly curs must not overtake us now/' and
t.h e rider dug h!s spurs deep in to the I] I.livering flanks of
the noble lieasf. in · hfa wilrt encle<:l\'Or to increase hi;; already headlong :::peed.
"One more effort, 11i,y generous friend, and we are safe,''
he cried, as he saw a elump of trePf' ri sing in the distance.
" Once more--"
Crack !
"Ah ! ye murdering villains. you're at it again," he mutt..ered, as a bullet went singing by, uncomfortably near
his head. Then, turning quickly in his saddle, with carbine raised, he took deliberate aim, and fired,
Crack! and one of the two foremost of his pursuers
thr ew his arms wildly in the air, reeled in his saddle, .then
fell headlong to the ground.
A yell of rage went up from twenty maddened throat~;
· then, in quick succession, as many rifles spoke out, in
sharp and vengeful tones.
"Faster-faster! good Lipan, brave Lipan. We are almost there. One moment mbre, and then we will defy
them."
· The gallant steed exerted himself to the utmost to increase his speed; but suddenly he stumbled, plunged forward, and threw his rider over his h.ead.
The luckless horse~an struck heavily upon the hardened.
road, an d then lay still, completely stunned.
. The h~rse, quick~y recovering, stood shivering by the
side of his unconscwus master .
The .pursuers_ came thundering. up.
.
.
T~e leader, with a _dark and malignant smile of tr1.umph
on ~1s f~ce, threw ~1mself to the ground and hnrned to
the mannnate form in the road.
"At last," he muttered, gazing ,down at the fallen man
at ,his feet-'.' at last ~he viper is in my power!"
rhen turnmg to 1~1s followe~s; he ordered them to secure the horse and bmd the prisoner.
His orders having been obeyed, and tl~e prisoner thrown
-liko a sack of meal-aero ·s the hack of a powerfo l horse,
anc1 there held in place by Lhe rider, the band, at the woTd
o.f cumrmmd, again started off at a brisk canter.

When the prisoner came to himself, he was lying upon
the grouJ1Cl in the shade of a noble oak.
,~cross an open space to his rig hi, and situated on a
slight eminence, was a large and well constructed adobe
bousc- in fact, a perfect :Jiexiean mansion. It was one
story high, and surrounded on all sides hy a broad piazza
or veranda, and at some little rli~tance clown the hill, so
a,; not to obstruct the view from thA hr;uf'r, was a wall,
running completely arounr1 the grmnirh. :rncl pierced both
in front and rear l;y a ga tew~y.
At some distance further to ih c right was the exteni::iYe
ruins of an ancient Pueblo.
One of those remarkable monuments that to-day speak
to us with eloquent tongue& of the genius ancl industry of
the aneient dwellrrs on i.hi s continPnt.
Of these particular ruins strange and weird stories werP.
told; stories that, while they Jistenefl tcr their recital,
blanched the cheeks of many a strong man, who, in thP
hour of bloody battle, knew no such word as fear.
But as all this is not wholly nnconnPdNl with onr "o'E'r
true tale,'' we'll not anticipate.
On t he prisoner's left was a thick gr.ove 0£ oaks aml
forest trees, and beyond-as he well knew-was the hroar1
and fl.owing river.
About him, reclining at their ea~e in the shacle of th~
noble trees, or lying on their hacks in the full light of
the burning sun, were many l\k"licans and half-brPed s-11
part of the gang that had made him prisoner.
But one-their leader-he did not see.
He endeavored to raise himself on his elbow, and then,
for the first time, cli;:;covE'red hO'i\' firmly he had been
b
cl
0
~~r~ing his fate, he sank hack upon the ground.
Soon he noticed a stir among those about him, and turn
ing l1is eyes in the direction of the house, he Faw the chief
of the party rapidly approaching on hor~eback, closely fol
lowed by a brace of his companions.
Reaching a point neaT where he lay, the 1\fexican leader
dismounted ancl approached him alone.
This man was a ta11 and splendidly built person, of,
perhaps something less than thirty years. He had a dark
and handsome face. that, strange to say, at times even
wore a pleasant expression.
His dress was of the richest, and of the true Mexican
cavalier style; lending to the wearer a dashinir. not to say
romantic appearance.
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- Spe1wrr. Prrmi t mr lo :ll'l'Ure ,YOU r am prepar en
reto
care
he'll
as
give· him q1tilr> as 1rnn11 .-1 rcceptio11
c<"ire."
rf'hcn. htrnin~ f 0 hi:;; Jicu tenant., he COD tin 11ed:
'' Builrl a firn abmtt the free."
"Ah!" rriPo Fuente:;;, "11r'll Fer 1>hat your nerves a.re
mad<' nf, '' and hP i;tPpped bark a 1lozen paces or more, anrl
seized n riflo: then. laking deliber ate iiim, he fired ..
'T'ho hall- a ~ hr h:i(! iulcnd ecl-pa FFed i>n close to D11y
hen
ton'::- head that it cni a Iurro\Y throug h hiR hair, i
bound.
was
he
burier! itself in the tref> Lo which
'rhe gang loudly cheere rl t.hiR e\hihit ion of skill on the
part qf thrir ro111rnamler.
Dayton nercr moved a mu:,cle.
The Mexira n now for some time amuse d himsel f in this
innoce nt sport. each hullet, a8 he £red it, passin g within
a hair's bre11flth of hi::: vicum 's head ann lodged in the tree
behinn him.
At laRt, r;rring hr could liWe llffect his nerves in this
wav, Fuente ~ loudly called to his men:
i'Tortu .re him- torture him!'' he cried. "until he howl11
for mercy ."
'The heartle~ s men hasten ed to obeJ, when- Crack -crack -crack ! and lhr>c of the villain fell
head-lo ng.
,IOll ...
The others Rprang to t hejr fret, only to find themse lves
had
who
ers.
follow
hiR
of
group
Tlwn going t ow:i rrl a
nded by no less than thirty mount ed men, who evi.
r1nif>lly hrrn watrhm g thll intervi ew betwee n their chief surrou
of dentJ:v mt':rnt h1L<1ine f'~.
(Ind the rri;:;oner, altbm1 gh they rould not hear a word
said:
he
them,
of
thr com rr«atio n. ilncl adnrrs sing ODf'
"r1•dro , lak<' Ht(· it ;u;si1-ff!nrr e~ you may ref[uir e and
CHAP TER II.

"So!" he said, lookin g down into ihe fA.cP of. his prisoner. "you'n " found ('lit \\ h"rf' ynu are, f Fee.,.
''It'i; enough for me to know L am in you1· power, villain,'' rdurn ed the other.
"Seein g that you do kn0w thif'. would it not. be as well
to we milder langua ge?''
I
.. Tn <Jn(' whorn l i;o thorou ghly clespi~e ai; yourse lf,
him."
of
n
opinio
real
my
l
concea
to
have no '~i~h
"J?ern rmbrr. ~·ou 111·r not iit the palal'e in Santa Fe.
the
You lia\'e11't rhr pmrer ai1rl rre::ttige of your uncle,
here."
you
t
go1 ern0r. 1o proi.ee
"Jhit tl1at powrr will :ivenge me."
"Don·1 J'o1· a rnnmrn t :fl:dter yourne lf with Lhe idea.
When vo11 ;1rc nul of the way. l too shall be gone- and
Hut. do you know what I am going to do with
JJOf nl .. 11<'.
you?"
"l <':ill •'ar:ily imagin e your black and villanou~ heart
11 ill 1·• 111c<'iY<' ~o metl1ing Fnfficientl.v diabol ical."
'11ho handso m" fealnre ;; of the 1.Ie21.ican worked eonand
'llisi1el.1. 11 .-~ he li s t<'nNl to this speech of hii; victim ,
hatred
deadly
of
sion
bendin g t•nrnrd him 11 ith 11n expres
on hi .~ far<', hn his:<ed throug h his clench ed teeth:
·"l'lrnt tnu ~hall br :iilde(l to thr alread y long debt 1 owe
paid, T promis e
" ' drht which :o:ltflll now spef'di l:y be
:r1111.

hind hirn 1o yondrr Lrer."
SENO RA OAJIUJ,.A. PUENT' ES.
.\nd >ery !'non lh<' yonng man was lifted to his feet and
had
he
shade
1<f>1·nrP]y honnd to the nHk bene11th whoi<e
The party which had arrived so opport unely was comtly
~,, long bcrn lying.
posed of AmeTi cans and friendl y Navajo s. They eviden
For a lim<' aftrr hi e:; orcler had been execut ed, lhe M:ex'- compr ehende d the work that was laid out for them, and
f,
if'illl 1•h irf ~r<' mf'cl Jr,~ t in though t: then. arousin g himsel meant to do it.
asked:
,
hr• "brnpt h· :id rn11rf'r] tnwar<l his prison er, a.nd
'fhe Mexica n" and half-br eeds, i;;eeing their danger
to
lived
never
" \\ 01 il r1 YOU :-n vc your liff> ?"
many
but
ns;
weapo
sprang toward their
''.~Jwak. J am liRtPni ng." said the oiher.
reach them.
'•, '\'<'ar tn me that yo11 will givP. up all pMten sions to
The fight was i;;hort 11nd dPcisiYe, and, while it was in
see·
will
you
fhP h;inr] nr ~PUOrifn °Eugeni(l f'arden oR; that
progrcRs, one 0£ the new-co mers hasten ed to the tree where
WiJl quit
h1>r r:l('f' nn ll101'f'; rh:if, Within threP nay~, JOll
Dayto n was bound, and cut the prison er loose.
tlw tPrriln ry nf J\rw \lcxico and ni>ver return . Swear
"For heaven 's sake, Oscar, " he cried, "how came you
a're
thi'. :mil lhP 1nomrnt you haYe taken the oath, you
to allow yourse lf to fall into that villain 's hands? But
frer>."
then, why necrl T ask? J suppos e you were on your way
ant toneR, "you
1
"\\ 1nt '." r-riPrl lhr ~·011nr mRn, in indign
-anrl a lone, tn i=:er the beauti ful Senori ta Eugen ia?"
no le1\s t.lrn n
woulcl lrnn' rnr>, likn a <'l'3VP11. Rwear to gi"l'e up her whom
"Ye~, Clayto n. and he was in ambus h, with
I lovo am! flpf' thA ('Ollllf ry. ill order thaj, a. poltroo n like twcniy oC his villano11s gang, to jnterce pt me."
his
you. 1rt;1y. wi/1)(111L frar of pnniAhmi>nt, gei her jnto
'' \\"rll, ola rellow, we'll talk it all over by-and -by; lint
po1~ er? X o sfr, nevPr l"
now, if you ain't too far gone, just take this rifle, and heljJ
"1'h"n ,rn11 r:lrnll dir!" hiFFrd !hr .Mexican, "and die ns to rxtrrn rinatr the vP.r111in from the Face of the earth.' '
.
1-Urh fl ,]nw »nrl h0rrihl e rlf'aih ai; i;;hall make you wiFl1
"Yo u may jwl. bet I will," exclaim ed Dayton , eagerly
di
licks
yon hnn nrq>r hr>en born!.,
good
"All I ask is a chance to put in one or two
''Do your wor~t - do your worst, .Juan Fuente s, but be so good a caUf:f', and r belie1e , even if I was dying, ra
s1u·r> of t hi .· : You 1<hall never hear me cry for mercy, and manag e to do that," and ~eizing the rifle, he rushed into
my clrath 11·i ll be avenge d. 'l'herf> is one-n ot far from the thicke~t of the fight.
nce
llf're. Pren 11ow. 1Yho will h1kf' r;trift :rnd certain vengea
Tt wa~ soon oYer. l\Jan~· of the gang, includ ing Fuente s,
for 111.r death. "
inio the wood s, and then, by a eird mamigecl to e~cape
F·nPnte s took 11 ~nddrn step backw ards and glance cu..itouf' route, re11checl the house on the hill, and, secm·arounn him Sllnpiciou8ly.
iug the ,o:raif>;: IJt>l1iml them, prepar ed for an assault .
", ome one not far rrom bere, Ph:·" then, after a mo('l'o be contin ued)
ment, he added, with au air of relief: "Ohl I unders tand
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
A VAJ_JUABLE APPLE TREE.
An offer of $30,000 for an apple tree in Oregon was
made recently by an Eastern syndicate and refused. The
i ree uears a yellow apple known as the Chelan, said to be
different :from any other Oregon variety~ The nursery company which now owns the tree will develop the :fruit. Its
keeping properties are said to be remarkable, which is attested by the preservatio n of several boxes of the fruit in
cold 8lorage for two years without deterioratio n.

but the South American cat is covered with round, black
spots much like those of the leopard, but smaller in size.
These spots contrast strongly with the surroundin g fur,
which is of a grayish white color,' very different from the
reddish color of the North American wildcat. The fur of
the South American wildcat is not so thick as that of his
North American cousin, but the skins are said to dress well
and make good robes and rugs.

GULLS ON LAKE ERIE.
Lake Erie and Sandusky Bay, :filled with ice from fifteen
to twenty-two inches thick since January 1, thousands of
gulls are coming to the waterfront here daily to fe!U!t on
food thrown out to them by sympathiz ing citizens.
The gulls, of which there are millions on the ice daily
off Sandusky, are protected by la.w. To shoot one is to incur a heavy fine. They are the favorite bird of the :fishermen, for they remove a.11 floating refuse that :fishermen
throw overboard.
This has been an unusual severe winter for the gulls.
When food became scarce in the lake and bay, they venCHICKE~S 11 DAYS UNDER SNOW.
tured to the shores in the rural districts. Ice and snow,
F. P. lJarby, of Clay Centre, Kansas, writes of a unique however, covered the things their appetites craved.
Finally
<'xpcri cncc "ith chickens during the recent snow period as they found the food set out for them
here.
followF:
The other clay, while my wife was trying to get her
PLANS FOR BICYCLE RACE.
cl otheolinc prop out of a big snowdrift, an old hen poked
The Newark velodrome manageme nt under the direction
her lwad on t of the opposite side of the drift. After looking 11ronncl a while the hen flew to the barn, about fifty of which the American Olympic cycling tryout is to be held
:r nrds away. She had been under the rnow eleven days. on Saturday afternoon, May 25, announced recently the
The ne·d clay I dug out two more that were under the snow cGnditions and course. The principal change from the
original plan is in cutting the race from 200 miles to 100
~ornr four or five feet. The hens were all ·right and seemed
Ycry glad to get out of their dungeon. A hole had melted miles, and having the finish ten miles on the velodrome
track, instead of twenty-five.
eround each hen as large as a bushel bMket.
Ninety miles of the struggle will be on the Jersey roads
and over some of the toughest hills that could be found.
118EH I~ THE NOR'l'HW EST.
There will be one circuit of thirty miles, which will be
01ring io tl1e deep snow this has been a hard winter upon covered :first, and then a fifteen-mile circuit,
which will be
tb<' deer. :mcl many have died of starvation in the boundary gone over three times. That completes
the ninety miles
rfot rict. °E•en some coyotes have crossed the big divide for on the road. The fiiteen-mi1e circuit
will be over the aame
lark of food.
roads as the first thirty miles.
For Forne Lime past herds of black-tailed deer have
'l'he start will be in front of the Yelodrome. The conha ll nled !hr snbmhs of Greenwood, ~Ianitoba., Canada, in testants will be sent off individual ly at
one minute inter~rareh of food.
To protect their weakened bodies from val!!. The first leg will be up South Orange avenue
from
tlH' c1Jrotc~ lhe def'r have elood in herds of fifteen or twenty. Newark through South Orange,
over the South Orange
!-lid OJi,er wired the provi~cial game warden asking that mountain reservation through to Madison,
and then back
the (;m crnmrnt supply food for the animals, and in the over the Morris Turnpike through
Chatham, Millburn,
rnr11 n ti n1r !hr t1err arc being supplied with food at various Irvington to Grove street, Irvington, and
over that road to
p0ints nrouno thr cit:1'. Deer will be scarce for a few sea- South Orange BYenue, Newark, and then
to the velodrome.
F on~ un lrs::> the shooting of them is prohibited for a year. The same route will
be followed for the fifteen-mile circuit,
but the turn will be made above Millburn. Jn this the fa~Ot'TH AMERICA N WILDCAT SKINS .
mous old Irvington-:Millburn cycle Derby course will be
.\ n importing :firm of New York recently rcceiled a coYered.
~hi pmrnt of tiger cat skin~ from Paraguay ::md the Arg-enTh ere 11·ill be a rare at the l'f']odrome that aficrnoon, the
tine Republic, and placed alongsi<lr a lot. of North .A mrri- pr oc rrd ~ of which \Yill go lo foe Olrmpic
fund. Prizes will
can wildcat slcins the difference in colnr and marking w:i i; he girrn to lhP hrelYe nwn to fin i~ h. and
thcFc 1\1 elve men
very noticeable. Both anin1als are of about the same size, 1rill make up the Olympic team.
FLAGPOL E GOES BY RAFT.
The large, high flagpole presented to the Centennial committee by the Whitney Company, Oregon, to be erected in
the City Park, which was later presented to the committee
ha.r ing charge of the 1915 exposition at San Francisco,
rrns to1rod by the launch Pilot recently to Stella, where it
will be placed in one of the HaJ;Dlllond Lumber Company's
µi I iug rafts to be taken to San Francisco. The stick is to
hr <•reeled on the exposition grounds at the Bay City, and
will be the longest single-stick flagpole in the world.
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THE FLOWER OF

~ff-IE

WILDERNESS

OR,

KI"f CAR'TERt THE BOY RANGER
BY COL. RALPH FENTON
(A S E RIAL STORY)

fingers opening and shutting as if i n fan cy h e could feel the
C'HAYJ'f<:R X \". (continued)
beneath them, his teeth gnashing like those
He ground his huge, Rtrong teeth Ravagely, glaring at the ~oJt, fair flesh

beast of prey . With a shu dder of honor Nell
brave girl like a wolf-(lent011, his blootlshot eyeballs rolling of some wild
lips moving in a prayer of heartfelt t h anksher
back,
d~·cw
11·ic:keclly, while his tawnv fingers twitched convulsively in
g1vmg.
their longing to get at that ronnc1, soft, wl1ite throat..
"Saved !" she whisper ed. " H eaven be praised, I am
"Choose, girl!" be crierl harphly, bis empty hand moving
I mu st fly, ob, I mu st. but who will
slowly, painfully for liis hu11iing knife ancl missing it-for rn:fe for the moment.
of this lodge?"
out
am
I
once
me
help
l1is 11Tist was shl.1 bandagecl fro1?1 the rc8ult of' Nell's cera familia r voice behind her redeaT,"
Nell
will,
[
'
tain aim-a low sJrnl'i of !'age bur~1ing from hi,; li]B, as he
startled amazement she turn ed
of
cry
a
with
and
sponr1cd,
user(){:a] !!.'cl how h i8 ar:n liacl been n.rnde1·erl :J 111ost
only t o gaze int o t he living
deerskin,
the
in
opening
tlte
to
his
met
cl'l'R
~
q
fearle.
less hy this ::rnung creutlll'e wl10~e
"'hose dead face an d
brother
Her
!
brother
snllcn ones with u qunrer. "\Vhidt r;lrn1l il be, .the wigwam face o [ her
lying on the floor of
moment
Yery
that
at
was
lrnac1
se1erec1
or Black Wolf, 01' Rl1all ~·our lieal1 liang ldore it he,;icle this,
under the chief's
froi.n
rolled
had
it
where
lodge
he
t
tl1e li'air Hair'Hr For the lant time Task you. 'l'liink wcl'l,
blanket.
fllr 'tis life or death, or--"
"Kit!" she prrnted, wonderin g if sh e was insan e or
"::\[oiwter !" Nell cried, her voice quivering with fury.
dead? Your bead--"
"Ficrer demon that yon are, so confident o[ yolir hruLe dreaming. ''Kit, you are not
. "Hush! I will explain
fJuiekly
answered
he
safe,'
"ls
,.:trength you little drearn that Heaven has raised up a
and make no noise if
now,
rne
with
come
but
later.
all
frielld io stand between y011 and yom virUm in the holll' of
gain the woods once
only
can
we
lf
life.
your
rnh1:
you
a
aye
hundred
11n.nger ancl need. J\ilv answer is no a
and Ned are, wa itDonald
Nell,
thousand times no! " Coward, mu rclercr, cur, sl~ye/ or more we arc sale. Quick,
re is much to be
the
and
timber,
the
of
edge
foe
on
ing
women ancl. C'hilr1ren, 1 clefy you, [ c'lcspiAc you, anrl I warn
friend, the redclear
onr
silenced.
haYe
you
Ah,
yet.
done
Y011 not to lay your hand on me if yon Ynlue vour si11ful
out of the way
put
be
could
renegade
the
if!
1\011·,
skin.
you
as
m~TC'V
little
life. For I ·i~ll.:voll J will f'!l1ow Y011 ·as
we--"
as
go
would
all
ea~ily,
:is
as
Slll'~
a;
or
\\'olf,
Bnck,'Hlack
lJ:t\'e shown me antl. mine.
"My dear Nell, 1 really cannot let you leave me in this
] fen1·pn l1c:ns me 1 will--"
manner,' and Renau d's mocking Yo icc was in her ear,
tool
":'i i aybc frien<l comr through l1ole tl1aL broLl1er cut in
iron grip on h er arm . "Sweet one, you would fl y
Renaud's
bac·k of·lodge ?"the 1·cdpkin interrupted with an ugly leer,
your friends? 11Ii pretty one, never t r y it again,
l'e
lea
and
pale"Does
ficrc:e rnge in eYery line of l1is F\Y;nthv f11l·e.
iu tl1e snake's jaws ·can easier escap e his foe
clove
ihe
for
Locks
Golc1en
the
!
1.'gh
l'ool:'
:i
face .v,irl tl1ink mad' Wolf
eYcr hope t o leave my sight her eaf ter l"
can
you
Rpeak;:; with a crooked icrngne, and Black Wolf must split it~ than
to tall· straight. Where friend now that save her?" laughing moeking1y.
"TTore !" ancl wiih a ligl1Lning-liko Rpring Nell was upon
OlIAP'rER XVI.
he>r fer!., the gleaming bl<lrlr fl.asliing before the horrified
C>ye · oC ihe Incl ian wlio c1icl not dream tha t she had a.
.!.'£ THE TORTURE STAKE.
wen.pan in her pO'lf\e~Hion. Rut he "'tlS too late, for with her
hr:nL ti 1l'obl1 i ng, 11rr bloorl lioil ing, fm·y and vengeaucc
J'oor Nell ! Poor, brave, loyal, hapless Nell, ull lier eff'fr1w.~li11g with a \10nrnn·s l1orror of a bloody cleecl, the
to gain her own liberty and free her brother WC'rc in
forts
aiming
breast,
his
into
~teel
kcr•n
the
plllnged
J,m1·p !f:irl
for his l1cur(, her inLention to kill, for well she knew that nin, for once more the cunni ng foe had fo iled her, onl·e
ii w;1~ hrr life or lii~ 11011-, nnrl she was determined that il mor·c she was in the merciless, relentless power of the halfbrnecl, a far worse enemy than the savages even. And mcctshmilrl lie tlw lnilcr.
i11g the ghLtery, snak ish eyes of the renegade, she RhnclWOUncltJ1e
f1•om
broke
ngonY
.\ ~iiril! sh1·id: of 111011_~1]
dcred, for knowing the nature of the man she could. reacl i n
forsln.ggcrccl
lie
::urns
his
thrm1ing11p
:rntl
lip>'.
e:liirC::i
rd
w:url, c\ 0ry nlom of hi · fnst-Cailing strengU1 mergecl into every line of his evil, swarthy face the horrors that were to
thnL 011e lm;t effort to reac:lt he r throat, buL it wns in vain, he hers.
"So you thought to escape me, rny beautiful spitfi re?"
for h0 oa11k io the gr011na ere h is murderous objed was ncsuill with a wicked grin . "You thought the way Wllil:l
he
iuwuy
his
faee,
her
seeki11g
cyckills
rnrnpJi~hcc1, his glaring
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lrna killerl mark Wolf?

Ah, GoldPn II stretching out

hi~

spasm of kf>en pain
.
rnonc111· 11i.~·ht this hour, U10:e 8hi ning locks of yours will : A muttered curst> broke from Renaud's lips, and lns
bt> hanging- i'rom my belt, and the ·rnHures will pick out the twitching fingern do~ed about 1.hP horn handle of his huntf'\e, ilrnl 1'1e ch ief loved io look into, while the wild beasts : ing knife, the quick, murdt>rous desire to silence with one
ol' the forp;;l "ill be rnarl~ing ancl fighting over your proud kee_n, true lu~ge of that huge hlacle, ~be feebl_e breath :fl.uthcad. J)n yon like the picture I have drawn for you, my terrng back mto the lungs from wlnch all hfe seemed to
1
beauty? .Black Wolf was only a poor Indian, he was not Ihave fled. The temptation was strong, and but for the
goot1 enough to mate with the haughty sister of the boy presence of the other excited redskins drawn hither by their
ranger, his lodge was too humble for her to be mistress of, I chief' s loud groan, he would have finished the work begun
but her body shall be given to the wolves, her head will Iby brave Nell, his beautiful captive.
It was some moments before the renegade could believe
seHe as a plaything for their cubs to roll about on the
hillside. For Black Wolf was my friend, my brother, and . the evidence of his own eyes, and not until he beheld Black
1
I will avenge his death," the false-hearted villain . added, 1Wolf's wild stare of troubled amazement did he realize that
with a great show of sorrow over his red brother's fate, yet his hopes were all in vain, and his dream of becoming a
all the time he was secretly rejoicing that the chief was chief whose word was law, had fallen in ruins at his feet.
at last removed from his path, his hatred for him being al-1 Al1, if he could only have been alone with the wounded
most as strong as it was for the helpless captives now in Iwarrior when he gave vent to that first groan, he would now
his power. Mercy was a word of whose meaning he was be a chief of whom the whole band stood in awe.
ignorant, :m<l none lmew it better than did Nell Carter.
j Stifling a bi tier oath between his set teeth, the renegade
Nell's only answer was a glance of such utter loathing stood bending over the wounded brave, waiting for him to
and contempt, that the scoundrel gnashed his teeth, hiss-1 speak. The others were gathered around him, and one
ing between them:
young man had run with the speed of the wind to his
''Better for you, my beauty, had you sheathed your Ilodge, returning with a cup of brandy which Black Woll
lrnift>, anll let the chief live. Then, there might have been ; swallowed greedily, his strength being restored almost ima grain of mercy for you. Now, you must expect none, I mediately, and his reason with it. He recognized Renaud,
for you gave none. You sent him out M the world without 1 and, motioning for him to raise his head up higher, he
an instant of preparation, his spirit entered the hunting I asked in a low, husky voice:
gToun<ls of hi s fathers as poor and .naked as the hour he I "What has happened to Bla<·k Wol.E that his strength
was born. So shall your paleface friends behold you next, · bas all fled from him and he lies like a strong and mighty
EO shall yo~r spirit be welcomed in your paleface Heav~n, Ioak that has been laid low by the keen-edged lightning?"
and they will a11 know of your poverty, and long to drive I and then as the half-breed hesitated and made no answer,
you forth to dwell among begga;s and outcasts. Does the the chief added significantly:
pictur~ pl~ase you, U:Y fair-haired beauty?" . . .
"Has my paleface brother Jost the use of his tongue that
Agam ~ell ga.ve; him a look of contempt, disdammg to he cannot tell his brother, the chief, what is wrong? Have
a71swer lum , and _if looks could ha'(e slam her, the br~ve the palefaces split his tongue to keep him from telling the
gnl would have ched t~en and t~ere. He wan~ed to tern_fy j great white chief at Fort Leigh liow be guided his maidens
her, to see her tremble m every hmb, a weak, frig~tened gll'l home to him? Or is my brother overcome with joy beto whon: the name of Renaud was a terror, but i.nstead ~he cause he lrnows that Black \Yolf is still able to speak to
defied him, her proud head held erect, her red lips curlmg him?" a sarcastic ring in the redskin's every question. for
in scorn.
he seemed able to read the renegade's 1ers thoughts.
"Our~e he1· .I'' lie muttered fiercely Ul1der 111"s breath. "I
~
The swarthy face of the gnilty half-breed flushed hotly,
will tame her or kill her in the attempt. She's done me his treacherous heart telling hiin that the wily savage read
one good turn though, did she but know it, knifing this his murderous designs, and he found himself wishing he
tawny c1e1il at my feet," casting a glance of bitter, burning had silenced the chief when the opportunity was within
hatred upon the prostrate form of Black Wolf, and at the his reach. Still it would never do io betray his true feelt>ame tin1e giving him a kick when no one was looking. "Of ings to one who had the power to order him put to death
eourse I must pretend that I am almost broken hearted at if he so willed it. 'rrying to appear natural and as if noththe loss of my red brother, for it would never do to let ing out of the usual way had happened, he said slowly:
these other red fiends suspect the true state of affairs. Blast
"I thought you were dead, and when I first saw you
i.l1em, it's all ri.ght when you're lord and master, and boss move, then heard you groan, T could not belieYe my own
of the entire business, but it's a horse of another color when eyes nor ears. But thank--"
they're the head of the heap. But I reckon that I have a
"Why Black Wolf like lying the fallen oak when he
thing or two to say now that he's out of the-good Heaven! is 80 strong, so powerful, so mighty a chief?" the redskins
am I dreaming, or did he move his hand?" staring at the again interrupted impatiently. "Can my· white brother
scowling face of the apparently dead savage, a wicked glit- answer that?"
ter in his own black orbs.
"Maybe it would be better if you were to ask the Golden
Straining his gaze he breathlessly watched for a sign of Locks how you came io be lying like a dead ma:n with a
life about either the face or body of Black W011, hoping that knife wound not a quarter of an inch from your heart?"
it was his fancy playing him a. trick, and just as he drew a the renegades suggested.
long breath of relief and satisfaction, believing that all w&.e
well, the auppo&ed dead chief suddenly (I'OD.D.ed lcud]J',
(To be continuw)
lirc:HEf' Yan
.

Loeld , .rnn liaYr

rigid limlH, whilP

bnt hastened yonr <loom. and berore to- 1swept over liis dusky rouni.enamc.
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TIMELY TOPICS
Eighty workmen bareJy esraped 1nth their lives the other
morning when the River Spree broke through the tunnel
now being bored under thr river for the extension of the
Berlin subwar Jo the northeas t of Berlin. ·The entire
downtown section of the subway was flooded, and damage
to the extent of seYeral millions was done. The downtown
traffic will be interrupted probably for a month, and the
completion oi the extension has been indefinite]} deferred.
Completion oi the United States Baseball League was
announced a.few days ago by W. C. Nicssen, who said that
Chicago would get the franchise which was under consideration by Charley \Vhite, of New York. Inability to
procure a park in New York, Hr. Niessen said, gave the
place to Chicago. The league now includes Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Washington, Brooklyn, Richmond, Va.;
Reading, Pa., and Chicago. 'rhe .first Chicago game is
scheduled to be played the latter part of April at the North
Side Park.
The name of an American citizen who was arrested lately
near Potsdam, Germany, as a spy, has just been made public. It is that of a musical student, A. W. Parent, of Polaluma, Cal., who has since been released on proving his
identity. He was motoring near Potsdam, when he stopped
to watch the e~·olutions of a battery of artillery, and innocently took a photograph while the newly introduced field
howitzer was being explained to the gunners. Re was immediately anested by the soldiers and held in custody by
the police of Potsdam until identified. The photograph, on
development, pro>ed to be absolutely harmless.

der fnr $:i.'l, accompanied hy a requPst that (; rdrben he re-turned. 'fhe "Baron,. refnEecl to give her np. 'l'he polire
were inf'lnned, aJJd both mif1gets are now 11 i th their f:i 1111 ly
in Bobe1nia.
Mute evidence of. a mortal combat that may have or.curred renturies ago was latrl y revealed to .T. K. Mag111rn
sen, a timber cruiser on thr slopes of Mount Baker. L,1i11g
in the l'lwer edge of Rooserelt glacier werr the crumbling
bones of a buck deer of more than ordinar.1 F-ize. Digging
down into the ire, the cruiser uncorerr>rl the remains of a
second animal. the body in 1111 excellent i;la(P nf prri'en ~
tion. The antleri; of the animals were lightly i1Jterlockrd,
showing that the deer had died in battle. From the po~i
tion of the skeleton anc1 the body in t.he glacirr, ;\fagnus~en
is of the opinion that they had been carried a Jong distan 'e
down the mountain side. As the glacier :fl.all's only four or
five inches a day, the b'attle of the bucks mny hare occurred
centuries ago.

It is expected that within a few days ex-Senator L ouis
F. Goodsell will turn over to the Palisades Park Commission a large tract near Highland Falls for State park purposes. He says he has the matter under consideration, but
has not yet come to any decision. The tract Mr. Goodsell•
contemplates giving to the commission comprises fivli hundred acres, and is on a high elevation. It is adjacent to
land which J. P. Morgan, Mrs. Charles 'l'racy and other
residents of Highland Falls, it is reported, will also pre~ent
to the Palisades Park. All this land will be used for a
State park in conjunction with the proposed boulernrd be-.
tween New Jersey and Albany. Mrs. E. H. Harriman re~
In sinking a shaft at a colliery near Doncaster, England, cently gave ten thousand acres near HaITiman to the eoma short time ago, water was encountered . It was pumped mission, to be used as a park.
out at the rate of 7,000 gallons a minute, but the supply
seemed inexhaustible, and the engineers were about to give
up. But some German engineers came to the rescue. They
Battling against grim perils which brought death near
bored holes around the shaft to a depth of 400 feet, lined them several times, Clarence E. Eddy, a mine owner of
these with steel lubes and pumped down a freezing mix- Idaho, known as the "poet prospector," accompanied by his
ture, which soon turned the ground and the water into a wife, arrived at Los Angeles, Cal., the other clay, after one
great block of ice. Through this the boring was continued of the most unusual wedding trips ever recorded. They
as though rock; then the shaft was lined with iron plates. walked one hundred miles through Death Valley, cro::;,ing
'l'his done, warm waler was pumped clown the tubes to from Leland, Nev., to Ballarat, Cal., being nine clan n1Hl
thaw ont the ground gradually. The frost wall was so nights in• the greatest natural depr~ssion in t lie -C nit ed
strong lhal it has required three mouths to thaw.
States. They wore khaki trousers and high-topµccl boot~ .
Although the Hclu.v marriage took place in ~ratllc lhrc'c
\"irloria ancl Ut·l' lcbcn .NniJcr, l\\iu dwarfs, 11ere rccent- weeks ago, it had been planned long before t liat (he J1011ryl.r bought from a Bohemian prasant woman for $35 by a moon trip was to be a tramp through Death \ ' alley. H11l
Berlin nrnseum manager whn ralls himself "Baron'' Singer. Eddy was called Rast aft.er the ceremony, anc1 he and Ii rs
Disliking lo hr rxhibit.Pr[ ;J S rrenk~. the girls appealed to bride took a Pullman ride to New York City. "T ha Ye
llwir motlirr fo (<J kr I lir>m liomP. f•'rau :\ aidrr offered to made twenty previous trips through Deall1 Y11llr.Y, bnt r
gi1r:• tl1f' ''Htlrrin" h>1r!, ilw $:3:), h11( lrn rrfusecl to let them cannot recall one that canie as near finishing 111<' as Lhi~,"
gu 11t any pric<' . Fr::111 N11ir1er <'ame to Rerlin, a wealthy said Edrly. Mr. P,c1dy is known in tbe North11 Psl as the
Bol1"mian l;irl,1 airl1ng lwr. anrl nnr rlay after thP Fhow Yic- discoverer of the "Lost Packer" mine and three "Loon
t~ria wa..; wi : m1g. ~ ext morning the manager gut au or- Creek" mines in Idaho.
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Fri ends of. Harry Y. HntlfortJ. th" n<ilurali~t and explorer, who i;: on a seienlific <·xpecl ition in. the Canadiun
"Barren ],and=,'' arc anxioucilY imaili11g news of him .
Thrir anxieiy is cau se(! by a ldlcr rcccivrd rcceni.ly by
('apU1in H. f'. Ot;bon, of thio l·ity, from A .. J. Rell, the Do111inion govemment agent ::it Forl ~lmith, N. W. 'J'. , datrc!
.fnnuars 15, t('lling "of Hadford"s desertion by his JJl<]ian
gl'icl('~. AC't·ording to Bell. lli c l1rn lndian s who we1·r H<Hlford"s ~olc rmnpany on the expedition on ll"hirh lie ~tarted
las I ~llll111 1 1'1' , yi~itecl Fort Hcsolution in n e1.:Plllber. rl11H :'
~air] !hey !tad left Ifa<Horc1 two monthcl earlier, 011 ing lo
;1 cl i ~; 1g1'e<' t11Cll t.
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GOOD CUltRENrl NEWS AltrflCLES
1

r.rhc Supervisors of San Franci:<co haYc pm=scd an ordinance requiring all dogs on the streetti lo he muzzled.
This action was taken because dogs haYe biilen a score of
persons during t h e last few weeks, and it is claimed by
h ealth authorities t hat many cases o[ rahics have bern
found among the dogs of the city. 'l'his ordinanrc was
bitterly opposed by dog fanciers, and pa ssed only aHer a
determined fight had been made.

.:\[Mnli~L-Ah, kind frjend, it i& rlPedR, not words, that
1.:011111.! Fricnrl- Oh, I don't h.11ow Dic1 you ever Sf'nrl a
leiPgram?
('ohen~!en (to his chauff c ur )-(io t<lo\r on dis roadt,
unclt don't hit no t elegraph poles! I chu. t got some stock
in des V Ctitern Union!

"Why arc yo u crying, rny liHl c man?"' "Cos I don ·t
want to go to ~choo l. " "B11t wb.v nnt ?'' "Cos si,.tcr
jilled the i:;choolmaster la "t night!"

Little Girl-Your papa lrn:; only g0t one leg, ha:;n't
V cteran's Little Girl-Ye~. Lit! Ir Girl-Where's
he?
President Comiskey, of the White Sox, declared the
orie? Veteran's L it tle Girl-H ush, dear. It's
other
his
other day t hat exhibition games in the Sonth were a thing
of the past as far as making money was concerned. Six- in h eaven.
teen major league teams touring the South, one club get"Oh, uncle, here
Hi8 city niece (visiting the farm):
ting off a train at Southern cities as another one gets on,
lhc road!"' Unt:lc
down
pedaling
whcelmcu
of
lot
a
come
giving them continual exhibition spring games, is someglad them Iclmighiy
I'm
'Yaal,
eh?
"Pcdrllin',
Jo,;h:
Ile
South.
thing which no city can stand, either :~forth or
favors California as a training place and likely will go lers ha s fo u nd somethin' u se ful lo <lo!"
there again in 1913.
Profes or Jam cs Rollin Stonakrr, of the drpartment oi
physiology of Stanford l:"n iYersity, Cal., has just decided
that purely vegetable eaters arc Jc. s durable than meat
eaters. His conclusion is founded on unique experiments
just completed. Placing four rats in rotary cages with
speedometers attached, the professor discO \'ered i.hat in
twenty-five months a meat eating fema le rat ran 3,4A7
miles and a meat eating male 1,4.47 mile , while a vegetable
eating female coverecl 447 miles and a vegetable eating
male 200 miles.
.An emetic admini stered hypodt>nni cally to Freel Tupper

Wifie-"Dearie, I ,.;tarted to-day to economi ze on our
honseho1c1 expenses.'' J1 nbuy-"C:oocl ! How di<l ~·ou c1o
it?" " .ife-"I went lo aJJ bakt•ri c,: for bloeh around
and th en J bought a dozen doughnuts aL the uakcry that
puts the smalle~t boles in them."
_\ ~' oung wife recently 1rcnt inlo a groeer',; <hop and nd.
i.lic grocer thus: ' 'l bought three or four ha Ills
here a month or ~o ago and tllt'.r 1rcrc fine: have you nny
mor<.' of lhe111 ~·· "Ye,;, ma'am,., r eplied lhc grocer, "Lhe1·c
arc ten ol'. tho;:;r 11am;; hanging 11p there now." " 'iVell,
if you're s11r0 the~·' r r off lh r ~ame pig I'll take three of
them," replied lh • yo ung 1rifc nwekly .
tlt-•~8;:ed

of Xaslrn::i, N. H., the ot.her day, netlecl $13 in bill8,
-which Tupper is charged with haYi11g stolen from John
Hall , a lumberman. After the two men had hired a room
in a lodging house Hall accused Tupper of taking his roll.
Ai. th e police station Tupper wa seen lo pnL something
into his mon lh and swallow it. . \ physician injected a clrng
under the sk in o r Tuppcr's arm and llie prisoner soon
began to cough up rnoneY, i.he police sa.r. Fir~t en1110 :i
$.) national bank note anu l hc11 a * 10 yellowback. 'l'hc
police will U5e the bills as evidence.

'·Do you think any girl eyer propo,0;: in leap yf'ar, a'i
Ute) ~aY . .TPnnil'~., he ai<kr~l. ''\"ol 111111·~;: :-:he i ~ obligi rl
to," :rn,11crcrl i.he lllaiclen. " 11 ·1i ! I had1d ll10ught of
tlrnL'. he "aid. aftrr tl pa11se. '·Hu!, Geol'g1\., i<!lC :;aid,
l<1 ying hrr hand n!reclionatcly upon hi,; arrn and looking
into hi~ c•rcs, "you, ] a rn ;:urP. \rill Jll'1<·r fore<' rnr• lo
llwt 111111lilinlio11." '':\o-rr-tlrnt i, lo :-:ar-of" C'our~c
The i\"t' wa~ hrnkl'11, al\d lltrr>e 111i11ulr·s
nnt. l lu.ler Gcurgc 1rns J ennie· s acccpicd.
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By Kit Clyde.

"There it is, sir. One of the cleverest counterfeit s I ever
saw. Even the paper bears the stamp of genuine. Did you
ever see a better one?"
Sylvester Holcombe, cashier of the Northville Bank, was
the speaker, and he held what appeared to be a genuine
bank-note in his hand. His companion was a tall, :fi.nelooking man with English side whiskers, and though few
people would have guessed it, he was one of the keenest
detectives in America.
"I recognize the work," said Sidney Bent, the detective,
quietly. "It is that of Duncan :Foss, the clevenlSt engraver
iL the business."
"lndeed !" exclaime<l Uolcombe eagerly. "You feel sure
of that, do you ?"
"I do."
"But where is he now?"
"That is a question I1ot easily answered,' ' replied Bent
with a smile. "Foss is slippery and takes loug jumps. He
may be in '.Frisco by this time."
"Well," declared the cashier slowly, "there has been a lot
of the green goods circulated in this region lately. We
ham stopped fully twenty of the bills, and the .figures have
varied in value from five to twe;nty dollaJ:s."
"Yes," agreed Bent. "He has no doubt unloaded a lot of
the stuff about here. Keep your eyes open."
"I will,'' replied the cashier. "'l'hen you will take his
trail ':"
"This very hour,'' declared the detective quietly. "Foss
ha: baffied the best of us, but I feel that I shall succeed in
cornering him th is Lime. Keep quiet and apprise nobody
of the fact that 1 arn in town."
"Very well, sir/' agreed Mr. Holcombe.
Sidney Beut with this left the bank. V cry soon he was
upon Lhe principal street o! Northville.
He went about his case in a shrewd and systematic manner. He was not over well acquainted in Northville, buL
long e.xperi uce had taught him how to select the likely
ones as the agents of the green goods mun.
.-\. fortunate l'hance had enabled him to get a clue. When
he hnu alighted from the train that morning he had seen a
hack-drive r giving in change a number of the spurious
bilk It TequireJ ouly a glance .for the detective to identify them.
'l'he unfortuuat e r eteiver of lhe bills would be <luped to
the extent of fou1· or five 1lollars. Oruinarily Bent would
have denounced the spurious bills, but sut:h an act would
h:.wc been fatal to hiti plans. So he contented himself with
~imply marking the cauby.
1le was satisfied at once that the fellow was one of the
gn·en goods man's agents. lt was now his cue to shadow
thi ~ !'a;;cal in hope::; of locating the bigger one.
~u Rent direeted his footsteps to the railroad station.
A, lu1·k lm<l it he Jonnu his man there.
'!'he <letedive'8 mind was made up at once as to what
e;om~e lie shoulu pufoue.
Tlc Weill Jiredly up LO lhe cau-driver and said in a hurried way:
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"Drive me at once to Prospect lfoad. 'J'hat is two miles
·out, is it not?""·
"Aye, sir," cried the cabby readily. "I ~L1ppo.;e ,yo n
want to be dropped at the briage r''
"Yes, that will do."
"Very well, sir."
"One moment."
"Yes, sir."
"What will your fare be?"
"Two dollars, please."
"All right. Make haste."
'11 he detective leaped into the carriage, and the door was
shut with a slam. He was driven rapidly out of the town.
Bent had a purpose in this. He knew that Prospect
Road was a lonely locality. In due course of time the carriage came to a halt not far from a bridge which spanned a
small stream .
The driver descended and opened the door. Bent leapeJ
out and tendered him a fhre-dollar bill.
The cabby's hand went down into his pocket and he
drew out three crisp· new one-dollar bills. 'rhe detecti\'e
took them in change. There was no mistaking them, and
his hand suddenly came out of his hip-pocket to cover the
astounded driver with a revolver.
"Hands up!" he demanded, sternly. ''Those bills are
counterfei t."'
The cabby was livid in countenanc e, and trembled like a
lea£. However, he obeyed, and held up his hands.
"Eh, what's that, sir!" he spluttered, in terror. "I
didn't know it, sir; I'll swear I didn't."
"Don't lie," reiterated the detective, sternly. "Give me
your name!"
"Dan Brickett."
"Well, Dan, where did you get those bills? 'l'here's no
use in bealing about the bush. I am onto you, and know
all about it."
"About what, sir?" stammered the terror-stric ken cabby.
"I know that you are handling green goods . 'rhat means
twenty years for you behind bars if I choose to haul you
up. But I am alter bigger game. If you want to save
yourseli tell me the truth."
"I will, 1 will!" cried the terrified villain. "If you
won' t jug me for it. 1'm a man of family, you know."
"Then you ought to be in better busines-,'' deela:eJ the
detective, sternly. "'I'ell me where Dnucan Foss is;"
Dan Brickett was now complelely in the detectil'e·:;
hands. He broke down at once and Bent had no difficnltv
whatever in drawing i.he whole truth from him.
.,
"You see, ;ir,'' conresscd the villain . "Jfoss guined my .
confidence and I bought a lot of the stu ff of him. 1 ean't
tell you where he is now, but I can tell you where he will be
to-morrow morning."
"Where?"
"At the Union Uotd. H e will r1'µ:i"l<'r under i.hr name
of Henry Montelair. I was to meet him there and gel
some more stuff.''
"Are you telling rne the truth;>''
"On my honor. si r. "
".row, look here, Hrickdl. 1l 1roll'l p:ly you to lie ln <•I<' .
If Foss is not at tl1e Onion !T o(« l to-1~1on·ow morning u;1
you go. lf he. is, and if you will help mr:: to jug hi111 f'I
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tllP lips of the green goods man, and a revolver flashed in
hi.s hand. Jt was all done in a hdnkling.
Crack! cra1·k !
Dan Brickett. threw up hi:> arm::: with a hor.:>e cry and
fell. 'I'he detedive's life was spared by a mirarle . The
bullet struck a steel match-box in liis pocket over his heart
and gla11ced off.
Bent threw himself upon the counterfeiter, but Foss
writhed out of his grasp and :fled down the stairs. Tne deleHive followed in hot pursuit, but the green goods man
reached the street first.
.\ carriage was passing. Foss leaped into it, and gave
1.he word to the driver, who whipped up his horses. Away
they dashed and the detective in pursuit.
But t he horses, of course. distanced the detective, though
lie kept on up one street ancl through another for over an
hour. vainly seeking for the carriage.
.Just as the shops were opening in the early morning the
detective turned a C'Orner and saw thr carriage he was in
quest of just drawing up to the curbing.
In an instant he had spoken t o au ofl.ieer, who grasped
horse ·s bits. '!'hen Bent sprang to the cab door.
the
him.
wacl confident that i.he person in the cab was his man.
He
asked.
he
arrive?"
to
]foss
expect
you
do
"What time
"Indeed, sir, l hardly know. • Tot before. morning, I But to his amazement a very indignant and richl.1· dressed
young lady sprang out.
think."
'· \\' hat i.; thi;; insult!'" she cried, angrily. .. \\ h.1 have
"I will give you my reason for asking," said the destopped my team thus?"
you
wink
a
had
uot
have
l
nighid
and
tective. "For two days
Ber1t was completely tak,eu abach. He bowe1l and stamaf sleep. I fear l cannot stand i l longer. I think J will
retire, and as soon as Foss couH.>3, will you come to my mered excuses and then spr,rng upon tht~ driver'-: Lin., exdaiming furiou:>ly:
door? I will leave it, open an,d yuu c·a.n awake me."
•'(Jome, you sc:oundrel. \ll1 ere ii:; the rnao you hacl in your
for
that
Jo
will
'"l
Brickett,
"Very well, sir," agreed
caniage u.n hour 8ince r 'l'elJ me the lrutb or I'll have you
you."
Indeed it did seem to the exhausted detective that behin d bars. 1 am a detective.''
'·l left him at the Red Bridge. :<ir, " replied the 1lriver,
Da.ture must surely succumb if he did not indulge ai once
fear. ' ·\\' as it wrong, sir? "
i;imulating
would
he
eircumstances
other
Under
in a few hours' sleep.
'·You know he was a t.:rook."' tried Liu' dctec:ii1e, angrill·.
have remained awake and on the w::itc:h all night. But he
Bent, much diseomfited and imprPs-.:ed Lhat lte had Jost
had faith in Bric:kei.t, so he wenL to his room and retired.
game, was about to move away wheJl a ~tartling thing
his
He slept soundly for some time, but was suddenly
urred.
occ
awakened by a slow silent whistle.
ln an instant he sat bolt upright in bed. aod there io the
..\. lrernendous uproar \\a~ h.:aru iu 1be stori' opposite ,
half-open door, with an uplifled C'andle in onP ha.nd uou a and then he saw the young Jau.\ of the carriag1' t•0rne msl1 water pii.cher in the oi.her, was 1.he night porter, Dan ing nut, with ihe ~torekeeper irnd two dC'1ks in hot pursuit.
B rickett.
'.l'he detective, astonnded beyond meaoeu(_e. at onc•p .:prang
" Brickett!" exclaimed the dt::tedive, now thoroughly forward. 'l'he richly dressed young Ltdy matle for the earriage, and there was cornered by the :'Lo rckerper.
awake, " he has com e?"
"Police!" shouted the excited merchant . "Arrr ~ i her!
sir."
egister,
r
to
bout
a
desk
the
at
is
" He
8he has pa:>sed rounterfeit bill:; in my torr. :::lhe i~ the
"What is the time?"
"A little after four, bir. Be came on ihe early train. I one!''
8ic1uey Bent, the detec:Live, stood for a. moment like on e
brought ye some water to wash wilh, sir .. , •
a trance. ,All in that instant a starLling suspicion overin
an
in
and
twinkling,
a
in
bed
of
out
was
detective
'l'he
incredible short space of time had washed himself and whelmed him. 'l'h cn he recovered himself.
'· J will take charge of her!" he crjed, ::;pri nging forWtlrd.
dressed. All lhis ll'hile Brickett had been in lhe corridor
'·Good!'' e.i.clainwd the storekeepe r, drawing buc-k. "J
on the watch.
a ppe~n agaj n ~f. her."
will
green-goods
lhc
with
~lflirs
the
up
A bell -boy was coming
Straight lo the police station Bent and bis bil'd were
man to show him to his room. 'l'he delec:ti ve by this time
drircn. J Lere the most sta.Jing surpriee of ::ill wa,; acwas in the shadows of the corridor.
lhe <l.elecli1e. Any quantity of grern good~ ll'as
corded
a
A.s the c:ounterfeitel' a<lvanced Hrnl saw that hr W<lS
lhe per:<on or Lhc .!Jl' iSOller. 'l'heu t111• whore
upon
found
phyin
etferninate
indeed,
rnan,
very slender, smooth-faced
mystery leaketl ouL. 'l'he pri,oner wu,; JJOl a man :li'ter all,
sique.
" Dun can Foss, your arr m.r pri-one1· ! ~lake no r esi·.;t- but. i11 Ja<'l, :1 wo111::i11. Dun can Fo-" wu~ only lit.• :.ilia• and
pt>r~onn,,I ol' the mo,;t cle1·e r lady <:0111Jfl'l'foih:1· 1•11· 1· Ln0 1rn
ance on peril of yom life ."
America, whose real u:rn1e wu;:; ~Lll'y .Ford.
in
e::>c:.ipcd
cry
stiiling
$.J The effect was electrical. .l 1;harp,
agree that youT case will newr get into court, and yoll
shall have a l'e\HTLl ueqides."
"Done!" c·ried .BriC'kett, e\eiledly. ·· J 'm youl' man,
boss. \\hat do vou want me tu do?"
"Simpl) help "m_, lo bagm> man."
Brickett Wib thoughtful a moment.
'· l '1e got it!" he ('r:ied, duddenly. ·· ~Iy brother is nigl1t
porter at the Union Hotel. J'll get him to take my place
on the cab, and I'll take his place. 'l'hen I can be on hand
in 1.he hotel to help ye and let ye know just when our man
tomes in."
''Good!" cried the detective triumphantly. "You've got
the idea exactly, Dan. Drive me to the Union Hotel at
once."
~rhe detective leaped into the cab, and Brickett sprang
upon the box. Back to the city he drove.
At the hotel Bent registered and was assigned to a room.
At the usual hom· that evening the night porter came,
but instead of the regular incumbent, it was his brother
Dan.
.Bent managed to see Dan and have a com·enatiou with

police

11 .
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NEWS OF THE DAY
The kaiser, who recently celebrated his fifty-third l;irth Annie Oakley (:Jlrs. Frank E. Butler), the noted exhibition shooter, has just joined the Young Buffalo Wild day, is the posst>ssor of nearly ninet-y estates, the biggest of
West show in the \Vest. For several years l\1iss Oakley which has an area of 25"0,000 acres. But this is not all.
Emperor Wilhelm holds the record as the ow11er of castles,
has been the star of this show.
which now number close on sixty. In Potsdam alone he
The new Philadelvhia Athletic Club, recently organized possesses thirteen, while one built for his majesty at Posen,
by Charles II. Genslinger, the noted promoter of "million- in Prussia, took over five years to erect and cost £250,000.
doUar" athletic clubs, is making plans to take an active Another ca~Uc, in Alsace, which had fallen into ruin, he
part in trap shooting matters. \\' ork will soon begin on had resiorecl at a cost of £60,000. But, not content with
the club house to co t $1 ,000,000, and it is expected thaL that, last year he bought a villa in C'orfu, built for the late
at the same time a fine Lrap shooting field will be laid out. empress of Austria. The kaiser seldom resides in his
castles. They are merely kept up for politic:al reasons.
The club already has 2,000 rnern be rs.
Hans Wagner will not be merely the nominal captain
of the Pirates this sum mer. J le will be the ac:hrnl leader.
And if the club wins the National League pennant
Wagner will share the glory of victory with Fred Clarke.
thereby rounding out his wonderful career on the diamond .
'l'hat is the hope, and it will be his aim during the summer.
If the Dutchman does not have a great year a:: a player
it will not be on account of his .failure to get away good.

Competition among the moving picture film companii::s
has now become so keen that different concerns handling
foreign productions are invoking every precaution guaranleed them by the copyright laws to prevent other companies
from importing the same or similar pictu res. One firm has
informed the Second Assistant Postmast:!r-General that it
was sending to Washington for copyright a three-roll feature film made in Paris which it intended to exhibit in the
United States at an early date. "We ha,·e information
that attempts will 'be made to import piratical copies of thili
1
film,' 1 the firm said, "and we "°ould respectfully request
that you notify all customs ports to prevent such importation through the mail."

It is rarely that one dog shoots and kills another, yet
this recently happened near Winnipeg, Manitoba. A shotgun had been tied to a stump to kill prairie wolves. From
the trigger a string entered the barn, 200 feet away. When
a wolf was seen eating at the meat bait it was planned to
pull the string and kill the animal. While one dog was
The pennant of the battleship Maine is to have a perenjoying a meal off the meat another playfully caught the manent home in Chicago. It has · been presented to the
8tring in his mouth ancl pulled it, the other dog getting Spanish War Veterans of Chicago by George C. Mages,
the entire cliarge of shot.
and will be received with appropriate ceremonies on Decoration Day. It will be placed among the historic relics that
Jack Ferry's recent Tecovery of his watch at Hot now adorn the walls of Relic Hall in the Public Library
Springs, Ark., after the lapse of a year, is considered Te- Building. Mr. Mages, who was in Key West, Fla., when
markable by the Pittsburgh players. Most of the old men :1ews of the blowing up of the Maine was received, charhave lost articles of rnlue in Hot Springs and one of the tered a yacht and went immediate!.~· to Havana Harbor in
first thmgs the recruits are warned against, is leaving the hope of being of aid to the sailors. For the part he
articles of jewelry or money 1ying in their rooms. Ferry took in the affairs he was prei>ented with the pennant. Mr.
has just found out the name of the honest colored maid and Mages is now seriously• ill, and he expressed the desire t o
intends to reward her handsomely, for the watch in addi- place the pennant in proper care before his death.
tion io its intrinsie worth hacl a sentimental value to its
OWnP.J".
A daily seryice each way between New York and Europe
is being discussed in shipping circles as a possible outcome
"The eagles are carrying off my lambs and kids until of the efforts of Albert Ballin, director general of the Hams
the increarn thi::i ) ear will be next to nothing,'' declared burg-American Line, to establish a commun ity of interest
'l'om 8eavey, while in Eugene, Ore., the other day from between that line and the White Star, the Cunard, the
the Mohawk Yalley. '"Xo less than twelve of my young North German Lloyd and the French lines. }fr. Balli n
animals have been taken, and there is nothing I can do, was recently in England, and it is stated that he proposed
for the la ~r protects the eagles. J don't dare shoot one, to the British lines a scheme involving the extension of
even if it is carrying off my property. Why, last summer the pooling system to saloon and second-class passengers, as
:Myron Craige, a you11g farmer living over in tbe Camp well as the adoption of a sailing programme providing for
Creek nPighborhood, sliot one of these birds and the game the departure of a big modern trans-Atlantic liner daily
warden arrested him. 'l' he killing of the bird cost him from both Arneric:a and Europe, and the withdrawal of a
$25. Since the State pa~sed the law protecting the eagles nmnber of the older vessels. 'rhe latter, it is pointed ou t,
they have multiplied in this part of the country and are are able to obtain passengers only at cheap far es, aJld oonaequently greatly damage the modem shipa.
getting bold."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
club to eYen up An cigltL-c·lub (;ircuiL b'orfeits o.f $500 each
'l'HA IN WHEC l\:S 'J'H E:IR Jl01IE.
were po~ted " ·ith an Jndianapolis bondiug company for the
slighLwcrC'
Ohio,
:Jfr. and )frs. Frank Judge, of Dayton,

league circuit. The playing seheclu le provides for the
opening of the season on ~fay 5. Game· will be played only
on Sundays anJ holi<lays.

lY injured the othel' ntght when two Cars or a southbound
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton freight train left the rails,
orertnrnecl their home, and reduced it fo a mass of debris.
'J.'he cars rushed clown an embankment and struck the
house squarely in the center, burying J uclge beneath the
ruin~. His wife escaped through an open door. DcfectiYe
air brakes are believed to have cau~ed the accident.

POMPEH HAD REAL SALOON.
Further remarkable discoveries have just been made in
the ruins of Pompeii. 'J'he excavators have come on several
balconies, one of which, the first to be unearthed, is complete.
.Five skeletons have been found. Apparently they are the
bones of natives overcome while attempting to escape from
the eruption . A most interesting di~covery is that of a
complete wine shop, with bronze and glass amphorre, or
jars, bronze lamps and :m ivory safe, which contained a
quantity of silYer coins.
:Many frescoes and an electoral inscription huve been uneoyered .

SEE-SAW MAY COS'J.' LIFE.
Edward Williams, a fourteen-year-old boy, was thrown
from a see-saw in Uniontown, X. J., the other day, ancl
may die as the result of a joke by a playmate.
Williams was on one end and Henry Roberts on the
other, when Roberts, to pl:\\' a prank on his chum, \rho was
high in the air, jumped off.
Williams came clown on his head and lay senseless. Dr.
Brown, who examined the boy, founJ his sku1J fractured.
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'I he machrne has been patented by a ".'\ onregrnn rnah:h

IKCR~~SED co.s1'. OF BULLE~S.
The cost of bllrng a soldier m battle 1s gorng. to be ap. .
.
.
.
preciably mcreased by the nse m the market price of lead.
h :f lf'l th B T h w
f t
t 'd
'l'h
ar
. c car n ge rnanu ac urers w 0 . u 1 · e n 13
Office contracts are at present supplvrng large orders placed
.
·
.
.
some months ago at old pnces, but the new contracts will
· of 1e:i cl , w h.1e h Irns
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t ·
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.
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1e rass or t1le car l'lClge case a Ye tuso wcrea!le in prH:e.
In fad, nearly all the base metal,; haYe gone up,'' said the
London manager of a well-known manufaduring hom•e.
"Tl1C' rise in lead has also increased the price of sporting
carlridgeR from 5 to 'I~ per cent., so tl1aL shooting partridge and phearnnts will cost you more .. ,

I

company.

'fEA M .EQUlPl\1 E)[T.
The cost of eq nipping a m<ljor leagne ba$elmll team of ~25
players is somewhere in the neighborhood of $:2,500 each
spring, according lo a rerenl stiilerneut by Thomas 0.
Davis, of the ~ew York Llmericans. Herc :ne the items:
Sixty dozen baseballs, $1,080; JO dozen bats, $120; IJO
nniforrns ancl ~5 S\reater~, *800; li:1 sc•:;. and plalc~, $·2.5;
ma~ks, che<lt protector~, t le., $.)(); ·!;) sliding pail~, $8.);
movable batting rngr, W(W: i1Kid<>nL1J,.., )j;lOO; tota l, $:2,;3:.!0.
The players pmcha'e iheir 01rn gl1l'. es allll spikNl ::;hoes,
and their own bat bni?·~ and toe plates. The :-;alaries of a
ground-keeper and a~-;i :-J:rnb nmount lo $2,000, wl1ilP
$5 00 is spent for sodd ing anJ loam.

JIEARTY BA'l'b;Rs A'l' AQUARIUM.
bigge~i

:fish now at the Aquarium, New York, and
also, among the tislief;, the biggest eater, i::; a je\\'fish that
Drri1cd hrte from l'-ey \\'est, Fla., Orto1er 17, 1911. This
ffah is file feet in Jen gt Ii an cl weighs 250 pounds. Tt has a
big. bulky body ancl a big head, which would mea.mre about
fifteen inches across at the base of the jaws. Jts big month
opens wide ancl Jeep; it could Lake in the bottom of a
waler bllC'ket.
'l'his big ftah could cu. ily take codfish weighing fonr or
fiYe pounds apie('e whole, but they clon't feed it that way.
A S1X-CLUB LK\GFE.
It was definitely detern1i11ed nL a meeting held rec·entl.v, 'J'hey give it for food cod!i::ih and herring, tlre herring
that the lrn1iana League wil l be a s ix-C'lub organizaLion, whole, but Lhe (;Odfish cut up in Rlrips, weighing about a
with franchi se:; hrlcl by lilllll<lgcr~ o[ .lndinnapol i~ 'l'a"tl• l'OUlld nnd a ]rnlf e:Jt·h. ()f C'OcifislJ and hening together
'fells, Cambl'iJgu < ' i ly, hol Ii ;l s road learn,.:, n nd .\.rnll'r.~on, t.hi:-l big Ji s li eat~ alJ011l l1·11 pounds cLllly, se1enly µoll11ds a.
Kokomo, Xew C'a~tte and l·:lwood as the home t<':nns. \l'('l'k.
!JI' all llie thrt' ll <' l'~ i11 th e .\q11ariu111 Lh<'l'<' i:-\ l111L one that
Greenwood anc1 Alrx:rnd ria Iii rd applications al a p1 ·p 1 io11,.:
meeting, but iL 1ras leal'llcd ye,,ll'nla,1 tl1al the m:mage1t1!'nl rau, rnorC', thal i>l'ing tl1r :-ie:i Ji,rn, wl1id1 lal:es lwE'.nty
of the Alexandria Club l1ad del'ided 1.o play inuepemlrnt JH111nds of food daily; .l>11t li1r ~f:'tl lion j,; ,•ight fret loug and
bill. Greenwood coulcl not lie Lal.ca on without anotlie1· ll'eigh:; GOO pounds.

The

VALUES FROM $1.00 to $3.00

~~WE SH!PoNAPPROViil

'JJU(ll"'"' " etnt dt/osit , prepay the hete: h ;
and allo"' 10 DAYS l'RI!!!! TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learu our
tmh.tanl "/ ,Pricu uad ,,.~,..11t/01u •ffer.r

ICNOT SCARPPIN
Roman gold thuah. Set with Frendo
di1UDOnd•. Will wear for years.
Send ~ oents In coin.

oa highest grade

model bicycles.

fb1~;~1~

:fd:ry!! !:~~ [~~'!u:?::,~t :~"~(.~~

and leara our TJIO"dtr/ul~r~:ui'tc"m Oil irlt
sample bicycle rotor to your town.

LADIES' BROOCH
(Butterfl:r)

RIDER AGENTS

Roman gold fini•h. Blue enamel.
French diamond. Equal in ap~nce
to one worth Sos.oo. Warnnv.d to

wear.

191 :J

FACTORY PRICES

:~'ki~~~l:

w:ca-o~~l~i~:!r ~~n ':! 110!th::r:~~l~CA.
TIRES, Coaater.. •ra'• rearwhoela,

lamp•, repa!u and all sundrlas at half tuu.J ;rtcC.3.
Do Not Wa;t; write today for our s;«Utt 0§1.-.

Send ~ centa In cols.

MllAO CYCLlll CO,, Dept.J:'2ij2'o

WATCH FOB
Gold fini!lh, extra qua.llty. Shows ten
doll~ In value.

A 1pecial offer for a
limited time. Guara.nteed In value.
Sesd aS cents in coin.

GREE •• BACKS

Pack of" 51,000 Stage Bille
11
a.ud
present., lOo: 8 packs, 2lSc.
- - - - - - - - Send t"or a. pack and •bow
t.be boya whu.t. n. W ..&.D you co.a·ry.
C. A... Nlchoh~, Jr., Box UO, ChlU, New Tork.

CUFF BlTITONS

Make $20

Rolled rold. Will wear
for yea.rs. See cuts. Nothing like this offer at the
price.

CHICAGO

a Day

wtth ourwonder!ulChairlplo n PIGturo
Mar:hlne. 'l'aS.:es, develop11, tl.nishea

•

~~c:it~r~r~~~t~ie~ei,~,~c~!:

earu. Photo Poat <.;ards a.nd Button•

Cut R, 25 cents per pair.
Cut M, 50 cents per pair.
The extra ch&r&e is ror
monol[f&m.
SCROU.. RING
11
Latest scroll design. Rolled plate.
Gold signet ring. Ha.nd engraved with
any: initial desired. Engraving a.Ion•
will cost that much.
Our price 15 cents only.

alJtbe1-aset Youco!nmon~a:J.7·

w;:,~t9.: B:;~~~!V:~~n ivr~~~

for Free Book, Testtmonla.18, ete.
AlllERl<OAlt l'IJIHUTE PHOTO <00,

4o7Nehoc Blk.

Chlcaso, Ill.

as accurate and 1·.,.Jinble
IS t he world-renowned

R,tt-f!1!!!$!Lfl·!IN§
big gBme l'ifle thut the
famous hunters use?
The No. 6 single shot bas
tapered barrel, c-ase-hardened
frame, genuine walnut stock and
fo re-end , rifle butt plate, rear and
tan g pct>p Right,
Shoots .112 short •. ~ long and
.29 long ritfo cartridges. Also
m11de to shoot .82 short rim-fire
cartridges.
You 'I! actually be surprised at
its moderate price. Ask your
dealer.

Send all -urs u

FULTON JEWELRY SHOP
96 Fulton Street
New York City
THE LITTLE GEM TELEPHOYE.
The tranemlttor In
this
telephone
la
made from the best
imported parchment:
with
ordinary
uae
will last a long time;
can be lllade In any
length
by
adding
cord; the only real
telephone
tor
the
tnoney; ea.ch one put up In a n eat box; fully
lluetrated, with full directions how to uH
the'm. Price, 12c., postpa.ld.
WOLFF NOVEL'l'Y CO., 29 W. 28th St., N. Y.

FREE-Set of targets. W rfle to-clay
~.!I1ll-&~

THE TOl\I-TOllI DRUM.

-the perfect ehoo!int combinatioa

Hold the drum In one hand
Uld with the thumb ot the other
reettng aga.lnat the 1lda of th•

REMINGTON AR:WS-UNION
METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.

~W;;' ~:n1g~~~~~ t~te ~~m;!~~
hand (as Indicated In the cut).

&ttl!.ln a• ~rea.'t1;~~1l ~a;;/~~ ~\e~J K~~;:,~leT~~
mo vable s ounding board can be adjusted tor
either heavy or light playin g. They are u1ed
e.xtenslvely in achoc 11 for marc hing.
Price, lOc. each, d elivered free.
J. KENNEDY, aos \Veat 127th St., N. Y.
CARD THROUGH TIIE HAT TRICK
With tbls trick you barrow a hat, and appar-

~~:~~g~bo~he a cc~r0dw u:,

without Injuring the
card or hat. 'l.'he opcr·
at1on can be reversed,
the pert'ol'mer seemfngly
puehlnir the ca.rd down
through the crown Into
the hat ago.in. It le a.

and Interest the closes:r~t~e1~~~c~nd ~~t~~;i~~
la almo1t Impossible. It la so s im ple that a
rh1ld can learn how to perform it Jn a tew
m.1nute.!.
Price 10 cent. each, by mall, post-paid
M. O'NEILL, 425 W. 56th St., N. Y.
1

•
.

BAPID CIGARETTE lllAKER.
Th I s Uttle a 1· t I c I e
should be in the poclcet
--,

____ _ _ _

of every r;:moker.

With It

appearance

f ar

perfect cigarette can be
made Jn ten seconds. You
will find them equal In
&

and

su-

perior in quality to commercial ones, at le11
than a quarter or the coat. WJth our clgarelte maker in your posses!llon. you can smoke
a pipe or dgaretle at pleasure, as It's ju•t a •
eA.SY to roll a cigarette aa to fl.11 a pipe. Every

parl of the cl:;arette n1aker 11 hanclsomely
nl ckel- pla.t Pd.
Pr1ce, lUc., or 3 for .JOc. by
mall, postpaid.

WOJ...F.F NOV1'L'J:Y CO., 29 W. 26tb tiit., N. Y.

Do You Want a Rifle

1~0

BROADWAY
New York Cit)'

EVERY-BOY

ji
~- ~

l'if~\

:,e I\

~

lns
OWN lOY MAKER
T"113 bow
nuko 'Enilnes,
Camerns.

t<>
Micro:icopea.

'ftsle-

Ui~:." E~s. ~hl~

Tackle,

An:lm~I

Tr&lll · and

ft;~'?a "it;,~ c~~c1;'ns"t1'f ~~~

200
illc.str&tion•.
•i~ or
ll'ook I• 6:<7.
ThlA ltl'ent
book with & LOT o! VERY inte:·orttlli c\rculan
J>O'tP•ld tor only 10 cen1L
CJ, I:. Gl.a,.:.e & c.,, Box 504 J.e Ro:r, N. Y.

Here is an innocent, and
verr laugbo.ble practical
Joke. It oon•i•ta of a card,

.. ut

MAGIC 1tIIRROR.
Fat a.nd lean tunny ra.cca. B:r
looking tn these n1irrors upright
your features become narrow and
elongated. Look Into It sldewlse
and you r phlz broadens out 1n
the mo1t comJco.l manrier.
Size
S'hxZ~ Inches, in o. handsome Imitation morocco cawo.
Price, lOc. each, po1tpnld.
H. 1''. L.IL.°"G, 215 W1>lworth St., B'klyn, l•. Y.
ANARGmST BOi\IBS.
They are small r.lan
Tfal.s, and r o n t A. I n a
I I q u Id cbemlcal that
produces a h o r r 1 b I e
odor. Whan dropped In
a roo .. they will make
eve . y p e x~on prosent
rush out, ho!dtnx theJr
noe~s.
In a few mlr1utea the smell .... m di•·
appear. PrrtectJy ha.rm ..
No danger or any evil e!Yect. '!'be only

leos.
r18k 11' that :roar f riends may make you smel1
one ot the bombs yours~lf , i f the y ca.tch you..
Pri f"'i:i, tOc . a box, Qr 3 tor 25c., by mail, postpald.
\l OL:t.l:' .NOV.11:.1..'l ' l '-'v., C~ \\'. :llitb 1111., l.'I, L

post.a.l sh~e, blackened on oue

side, except n. white circle :n
the center. On t.he other
ls &D intere1ttng sentence,
rlnted in splral form, so tha.t one ha:i to keep tu:-n·
f,DI'
the c :i .rd around and a.round. in order to r ea d ll.
'l'be turning or the oard causes the tlnrk side tO
bln.oken tbe reader's ftDgero.
Price 10 centa each by ma.ti, poatpald.

J. KENNE DY, 303

w..,.t

127th St., N. Y.

NAIL PUZZJ,E.
Mode ot Z metal nail•
linked together.
Keeps
folks cuesaing; easy ro
take them apart when ]rou
know
hol\~ .
Direl'tions
with eYery one.
Price, 6o., postpo.ld.
WOL1''F NO\"ELTl' CO., 29 W. 261h St., N. Y.

ITCH P OWDER.
Gee whiz! '.Vhnt tun
you can have wi lh
t b i s stufl'.
M oisten
the tip of your lin~("lr,
1
1
,"\"'rit11'57<~d

VANISHING AND REAPPEARING EGG.-Very
fine. easy to perforn1 and
it produces a n1arvelous
and mystifying ef!ect. Eg;;;
Is 1nad 0
to appear
vanish l'lght before

eyes.

and
the

~~· \~~ b~x.tt~·;1cl'~: if;~1~

Beautifully made.
Prlctt, 25c.
'\I. O"NF.JLI.,
4'25 W . 5Gl·h St., N. Y.

Th<i

hit

and yet by simply passing
the hand o'"er H, the per•
..."""~"'=z:CJ;JP for1ner causes Jt to do so.
This trick af!ords great
a musement, nnd 1s of convenient size to carry
1Lbout, •....••••....•....•.••. • ..•.. Price, 10~
J. KENNEHY, ~03 We!>t 127tb St., N. Y.

FOUR WE?!:liS (A LOUD BOOK).
llaa the absolute and exact
sh ape ot a book in cloth. Up·
on the opening of the book,
after having it set up accord ··
ing to directions furnished, a
loud report similar to that ot ,
a nistol-shot will l>e he1rd,
mu Ch to the amazement and
surprise of the victim. Cape
6

LITTLE RIP'S TEN-Pl :r\S.
In each set thdro are
ten pins and two bowlinJ; balls, pacl<ed in a
beautifully ornamented
box. With one of these
1nin iaturc sets you can
play ten-pi ns on )·our
dining-room table just
as well as the game
c a n bo played in a regular alley. Every g::im.o
k n OW!l to professlonal bowlers can be worked
with these pins. Pi-Jee. lOc . per box by mail,
postpaid.
H. 1... LANG, 215 '\'ahvortb St., D'klyn ., N. Y.

*
ft

~

7

'fh<'ll

ln a minute he wlll
feel as if he bad the
•even years· !tc-h.
Tt
will make him seralcb. ronr, squ1nu <!Dd
make fares. Dut it is perfectly harmless, as
it is made from tho seeds of wild r oses. The
horrible itcl-. stops in a fe1: minutes. or can
be chec!crd !!nmedrnt~ly by rublJini:; the s1Mt
with a wet cloth. \\'llil e It is working, yvu
will be apt to laugh your suspeullcr buttons
off. The best joke or all. Price lo cems u
box. by mull, postva1u.
WOLFF NO\'lCLTY CO .• 29 W. 2Gth St.. N. Y.

/~:Jl ¥i'Jlarlty
?e 1';~~~
ot
this little
. .
~~~;~~ \~
cannot be Tl.Hlde to lie down,

0

sli<"k .

a.

Bot•

toy stor~~ ~ri~:.n::~~ ;Uyc~~ai~ po~~;:1~~
R . F. LANG, 216 Walworth St., B'klyn, N. Y.

will

~bake bands with your
\ 1' i c ll
or drop a
~ p eck down his oa<"k.

/~~
, .,
· w~. !l!.~ffel!.

at any

JUlll l'rNG CARD.-A
pretty little trick, easy to
perform. Ef!ect: A select~d
card returned to the
uock jumps high into the
afr at the performer's co1n1nnnd. Pack 1~ held tn one
hA.nd. Price of apparatt1i::,
with f'nough cards to per·
form the trick, JOc.
)I. O'NEILL,
425 W. 56tb St., N. Y.

l

I
I

~·JIB

Ult

DF.VJL'S CARD 'J'RICK.-Frorn thre"

cards held In the hand anyone ls askc ...l \O
n1entally select o:H~.
All three cards are
placed in a hat and the performer rem.ove!L
firnt th e two that the a.udienoe did not select
and passing the hat to them. their card i1as

GOOD LCCK DAJ"l{S.
Ornamental as "·en as useful.
Made of hlgh~Y nickeled hrass.
It holc:s jus< Crnc Dolla.1.
When
filled • !t open s itself.
Rcmat:is
lo cked until refilled. l!an be used
:u.• L wntchcharm. Mon<'Y refuntlcd if not satisfied.
Price, 10c.
by mall.
L. SF.:>TARF.Nl>.
317 Winthrop St., Broob.lyn, N. Y.

mysteriously van!shcd.
A
great c limax:
highly recommcndocJ.
Price, lOc.
11. 1' . J,ANG, 215 Walworth St., B'l<lyn., N. Y

SNEEZING l'OWDEB.
The gre~test fun-n1aker ot
.. hen1 all. A small amount

ot this powder, when blown
in a
roo1n,
will
cau30
everyone to sneeze without
anyone knowJng where it
comes from. It is very Jtght, will noat in the
air for some tin1.e, and penetrate every nook
fe~~. cob°a~~i: r~~i:i· up1 5 g~[{1~~:t1Kn~ai~~;
bottle contains enough to be used !ron1 10 to
15 times. Price, by mail, lOc. each: 3 for !!:'.ie..
WOLFF NOVEI!.fY CO., 29 W. 2Glh Rt •. N. Y.
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BILLIARD BAJ,L.-A solid

billiard bo.11, beautifully made, can be made
to appear in the bare hands with the e:leevc:1
roll ecl back to el\>owe.
Very fine and easy
to do.
Price, 35c.
Al. O'NEILL, 425 W. 56th St., N. Y.

SrffiIT SLA'l'5':-)\"RITUW.-No trick has
e ver puzzled the :.;cientists more and created
a. gl'ealer sensaLion than the !am ...Jus spiritwrltinss wh ic.h apuea I' Uel ,, ecn sealed slates
SURPRISE PERFmm
whi ch have freely be en shown clen.ne<l. l·a1· ..:~
B OTTLE.
fully tied together ::tn<.l µ;l\ ea to a S)Jl't.'La.tor to
hold.
'l'hese spJi·its answl.!r qu<~st1ons.
Rolt.l
Tho!ie ln the Joke may freely
by us complete, slates n.nU se1,;rt!L t·:o c·hc.m - ha.nd. The wltnc.!.scs
smell the perfume in the bot! le,
l'rit:c, 7:Jc.
but the uninitiated. on removing , teal used.
M. O'NEILi,, 42~ W . 56th St .• N. Y.
the cork v1ill receive the co nte n ts
in his hands.
This is a simple . - - -- - - --- ·----~
and clever joke.
THE FL.LT l'l-: H-CY.
Price, lOc. each by mall, post- 1
This 111echanlcal flying
paid: 3 for 25c.
macldne is workt"'~l by a
l!ew prlnclpl'!.
It looks
H . F . LANG,
like a beautiful butter:l..G Wa.J""•o .. tb Street,
t1y, aUout 9 Inches wide.
ln action Its wing move·
Bl'oo klyn, :Iii', T.
men ls nrc exactly I Ike
those of a lh·e butterny.
Tt will travel
through the olr al>ot~t 23 feet. In the most
natural man1~er.
As n~·i ng tuys are a:! th•~
D ING-A-LI.:SG.
rage, this one Shflulll he a suurc·c or profit anU
A nl!w and interesting ga.me.
amusement to lJoth old a11d young.
Price,
10c. each by mall, postpnid.
It cons ists of a 911.! inch wooden
''K:SOCK-OUT" CARn TRJCK.-FITe card•
U.
t·.
LANG.
:.u;;
\Yahvo
rth
St..
B'ldyn,
N. Y. are shown, front 3.li<.l back, and there are no
racquet, with a cup r.ear the end,
two cards alike. Ycu place somo or them in
to which a bell is fastened by &
a hnn<.lkerchief ::ind ask any person to hold
14-lnch string. The object Is to
1 thc•m by the corn,,.rs in full view of the audl·
toss the bell and see how often it
encf"\. You no\V t ake the r emaining cards ancl
request anyone to name nny card shown. This
cn.n be brought back into the cup.
Price, 12c. each, "t>CStpald.
~t~'\~~ t~~~ ~:6;J1e~;u} 11ceo.u~~"l£ t°of i;~.~si~.~~dl~~~~
i'I. O'NEILL,
your hand nnd ptrn~ 1nto the ho.ndk<:.rchlef,
where it will be founrl among the other eards.
425 W. 56th St., N. Y.
At the wor~ "f;o!" you show that t.he chosf'n
I card has v:tnisi1ed, lc:'avint; absol ut ely only
; two cards. The h:indkerchi<'f fs unfo\rlecl hy
e.ny person, and in 1t is found th o 1.dc-nt)cal
1 cartl.
Price, !Oc..
'l' JI E
SI'OTTER,
~1. O'NEILL, >IZG W. 56th St., N. Y.
OR THE EJHJCA'fED DIE.-The performer
exhibi ts
a
die.
The .\ce of
Spndes antl fi ve cards
(.".•~
'fHE I'RD:'a.re now taken fron1
c,1·:ss
\'Oa pa ck. '.rhe .\ce of
'"'·
·· ''"' GI C .\ l' D
Spades is thoroughly
£§'
·~ io~/ ~!\-a;;
shuffled w Ith the
'/ are held
in
"" other
cards. which
the form of i fan and a
are then p1acer1. face
upoctator is .requested to
down in a row on
th e table. The die is now thrown, and as H
m<'ntally seli:.-ct one or the
e mbodied with EUJ>Prhuman intelligence, the
fot;r.
The cards are now
TIIE Ul"LTlPLYJ!l:G conK:;. \ smull
e xact position of thr- Ace is indicated. With.t
shuffled and one iH op,.nly
round box. is shown to be" c1npt.Y n.nU one of
out touching the cliP, tbe "QCrformer picks up
.. · '
taken a"·ay and plat·ed i'rl
th
e l'pe:,..tatoi·s is allowed to place three corks
the cards, gin=s th~n1 a complete shuffle and hfs pocket.
1'he perfm·mer remarl\Pi th at he 1 ht ft.
•rltc cov~r iR put on and the box. Is
a gain spreads thern out. The <lie is rolled as
has taken the card mentally selected by th~
h ander] to <me of the !';pec1 a tors. \11,·ho, upon
before by any person, and Js neen to come to spectator. The thr('e. c•ards ar_c now displayed
r O!JH•\·ing the ~·O\'Pl". find~ Rh rorl<.t:i In th,. box.
a. stop with the locating number uppermost. n.nc1 the selected card i[. founrl to be missing.
Tht"<'C' or lhP c-orJ·-; ')!"~. ni'l..v madf' to vaJ'llsh as
'The ca.rd is tun1ed over and !ound to corre- 'RcaC'hing in his poc-ke-t the performer r C'tn•'l\'es mystf'!riously
as they C3me. ~/cry deee1:..tivP-.
gpond in posillon.
Pr ice, 15c. and Pxhibits the chosen card.
Price, 15c.
1 rkc-, t.Jc.
H . F. LA...,.G, Zli> Wnlworth St., B"klyn, N. Y.
J . .li.i':NNbiJl", ~o• We•t 127th St., N. l.
n. F. LA .·c, 2t;; IVo!\vortb St .. B'~lT!l, ... ll'.
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MAPOLEON 'S ORACULUlll AND
No. L
D~AU DOOK ~Contalnlng the great oracle
ot human d estiny; also the true meaning of
almost any kind of dreams, together with
cbarm1, cerQmonles, and curious games of
oaN!:L

Jfo. 2. H OW T O DO TRICKS.-The great
IMll9k ot magic and card tricks, containing full

lUt.M1ctfon en all the leading card tricks of
the day, a lso the most popular magical llluotona a s performed by our leading magicians;
e very boy should obtain a copy of this book.
Jfo. S. HOW '.1'0 FLffiT.-The arts and
w ll.a of tlirtation are fully explained by this
little b ook. Besides the various methods of
hand k erchief. fan, glove, parasol, window and
b at fl irtation, it contains a full list of the
lan g u age and sentiment of tlowers.
Ne. • · HO'V '.1'0 DANCE ls the title of
t hla li t tle book. It contains full instructions
In th e art of dancing, etiquette in the ballroom and at parties, how to dress, and full
<.l!rectlons tot calling off in all popular square
d ances.
No. 5. HOW T O MAKE LOVE.-A comp lete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
giv ing sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
.
be observed.
Ne. 6. HOW T O B ECOME AN ATHLETE.
- Giving full instruction for the use of dumb.t>elJ s, Indian clubs, parailel bars, horizontal
bars a n d various other methods of developing
a g ood, healthy m u scle; containing over s ixty
111ustratlon s.
No. 7. HOW T O KEEP BffiDS.-Handiaome ly illustrated and containing full instruclion s for t h e management and training of the
r ana ry, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, par'~':,~· c.arii'i>wtio BECOl\IE A VENTRILOQ UIST.-By Harry Kennedy, Every in tel IIte"&nt boy reading this book of instructions can
maate r the art, and create any amount of fun
tor himself and friends.
No. 10 . H OW TO BOX .-The art of selfCentalnlng over thirty
def ense made easy.
llla stratlons &! guards, blows, and the differEvery boy
ent posi tion• of a good boxer.
• h oul d obtain one of these useful and instruclive b ooks, as it will teach you how to box
w ith ou t an instructor.
N o. 11. HOW T O ' VRI TE L O VE-LETTERS.
-A mos t complete llttle book, containing full
d irectio n s f or wr iting love-letters, and when
~~u ,;i;e ant: e:i'.1. giving specimen letters for
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LET TER S T O
LADIES.-Givin g complete instructions for
w rlt!n g letters to ladles on all subjects; also
letters of ln t roductjon, notes and requests.
No. 1 8. HOW TO DO I T; OR, BOOK OF
ETJQOE TTE .-It is a great l!fe secret, and
one that every young man desires to know all
about. T h ere's happiness ln it.
No. 14. HOW T O l\IAKE CAND Y .-A compl e t e h a n d-book for making all kinds of
can dy, tee-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 18. H O W TO B ECOllIE BEAUTIFUL.
-On e cf t he brightest and most valuable
little b ooks ever given to the world. Everybody wis h es to know how to become beaut!ful, b oth male and fe m ale. The secret ls
eJ: m p le, a nd almost costless.
No. 20. HOW T O ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A complete compendium of
gam es, sports, card diversions, comic reclta:~~:· e~~~~taT~!;,~~~~ fo r parlor or drawingNo 21. HOW T O HUNT AND FISJJ.-The
moo t comp lete hunting and fishing guide ever
p u bllshed. It contains full instructions about
gu n s, h unting dogs, traps, trapping and fish~~t t ogether with description of game and
No. 22. HOW T O DO SECOND SIGHT.Hell er's second sight explained by his former
assistan t, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
aecr e t dialogues were carried on between the
magician and the boy on the stage; also givIng a ll the codes and signals.
No. 28. H OW T O EXPLAIN DREA111S.Th ts little book gtves the explanation to all
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
u nl ucky days.
No. 24 . HOW TO WRITE LETTEUS T O
G ENTLE:HEN.-Cotainlng full directions for
w rl ting t o gentlemen on all subjects.
No. ~. HO W T O BECOl\IE A GYl\INAST.Containing full Instructions for all kinds of
gy mnastic sports and athletic exercises. Emb1·aoing th trty-ftve illustrations.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND B UILD
A. BOAT.-Fu ll y !llustrated. Full Instructions
are given In t his li t tle book, together with In=~~i:.~:.1ot~s J:'!:i~~'?'mlng and riding, companion
No. :117 •• HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
RECITATIONS.-Contalnlng the most popular
sele ctio n s in u se, comprising Dutch dialect,
F rench di alec t , Y ankee and Irish dialect
p looee, to ge t her w ith many standard readings.
N o. ts. HOW TO TELL F ORTUNES.EverJ"o•e lo d esirou s of knowing what his
ruta"" llte w lll bring forth , whether happiness
or ,.l.M,,.-, w ea l t h o r povert y. You can tell
by a glanoe a t th is little book.
N o . ~. HOW TO BECOME AN INVEN T OR.
- EIVE!llW bQ:J' shou ld kno w how inventions origlnated. 'l'his book QXpl a lns them all. giving
e xamples In e lec tri city, h yd r aulics. mag netlsin. optlolil, pne umatics, mech a n ics, et c.
For

No. 60. HOW TO B ECOlllE A PHOTOGBA·
No. 80. HOlV TO COOK.-One of the most
Instructive books on cooking ever published. PHER.-Contalnlng useful Information reIt contains recipes for cooking meats, fish, gardtng the Camera and how to werk it; a lae
game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes how to make Photographic Magic Lant ern
and all kinds of pastry, and a grand collec- Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
Illustrated.
tlon or recipes.
No. 62. H OW T O BECOlim A. WEST POINT
No. 31. HOW T O BECOME A SPEAKER.
-Containing fourteen lllustratlons, giving the l\ULl'.l'ARY CADET.-Explalr.s how to ga
different positions requisHe to become a good admittance, course ot Study, Examinations,
speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also con- Duties, Start of OfHcers, Post Guard, Police
taining gems from all the popular authors of Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy
should know to be a cadet. By Lu Senarens.
Prose and poetry.
No. 68. HO W TO BECOME A NAVAL
No. 32. H OW T O B E H AVE.-Contalnlng
the rules and etiquette of good society and CADET.-Complet6 Instructions of how t o
the easiest and most approved methods of gain admission to the Annapolis Naval Acadappearing to good advantage at partie s, ba11s, emy. Also containing the course of lnstruc·
the theatre, church, and In the drawing-room. tion , description of grounds and bulldlngs,
No. 35. HO W TO PLAY GAlllES.-A com- historical sketch, and everything a boy should
plete and useful little book, containing the know to become au officer Jn the United Stat01
rul es and regulations of blll!ards, bagatelle, Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
.
backgammon, croquet, dominoe s, etc.
No. 36. HO\V TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS. l\IAClllNES.-Contalning full directions for
-Containing all the leading conundrums of making electrical machines, Induction coils,
the day, amusing riddles, curious catches and dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully 11witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN lustrated.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-The most
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing useful and prac tical information ln the treatment original joke book ever published, and it is
It contains a
of ordinary diseases and ailments common to brimful of wit and humor.
every family. Abounding in useful and effec- large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
. etc., of T e rrence Muldoon, the great wit, hutive recipes for general complaints.
No. 39. HOW TO RAI SE DOGS, POULTRY, morist, and practical joker of the day.
No. 66. H O W 'J'O DO POZZLES.-ContainPIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A usefu l and inIng over three hundred interesting puzzles and
structlve book. Handsomely lllustrated.
No. 40 . HOW TO l\IAKE AND SE'J.' TRAPS. conundrums, with key to same. A complete
-Including hints on how to catch moles, book. Fully illustrated.
HO \ V T O D O ELECTRICAL
No. 67.
wease ls, otter, rats, squirrels and birds. Also
TRI CK S.-Contalnlng a large collection of lnhow to cure skins. Copiously !llustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END struct!ve and highly amusing electrical tricks,

~t~~·~/~~eE l:t~~Kj~~~n~";.1:J"tya f~:a;.,~~t

tof::.h~s. wi1:8~ll~,~r~\!,0 C'irn~)ch A;~W~~:

famous end men. No amateur minstrels ts
complete without this wonderfUl little book.
No. 42. TUE BOYS OF NE\V YORK
STUMP SPEAICER .-Containlng a varied assortment of stump speeches, Ne·g ro, Dutch and
Irish. Also end men's jokes.
HO\V T O B ECOl\IE A MAGI CIAN.
No.
-Containing the grandest assortment of mag!cal Illusions ever . placed before the publlc.
Also tricks with cards, incantations. etc.
HOW T O WUJ'.l'E I N AN ALNo. 44.
B OM.-A grand collection of Album verses
suitable for any time and occasion; ernbracIng Lines of Love, Affection. Sentiment, Hu-

-Containing over one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals. By
A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEI G H T-OF-HAND.
-Containing over fifty of the latest and best
tricks used by magicians. Also containing the
secret of second sight. Fully Illustrated.
HOW T O DO MEC H ANI CAL
No. 71.
TRICKS.-Contalnlng complete Instructions !or
performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
Fully illustrated.
No. 72. HO\V T O DO SIXTY TRICKS
\ VITH CARD S.-Embraclng all of the latest
~;a~!o':i'.:'.st deceptive card tricks, with illus-

Ve r ses
No. 45. '.l'H E B OYS OF NEW YORK l\llNSTREL GUIDE AND JOKE B OOK .-Something new and very instructive. Every boy
should obtain this book, as it contains full
instructions for organizing an amat ..ur minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW T O JllAKE AND USE E L ECTltlCITY.-A description of the wonderful
uses of electricity e.nd electro magnetism; together with full instructions tor making Electrlc Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A. M., M. D. Containing over tlfty lllustrat!ons.
No. •8. HOW T O BUILD AND SAIL
CANOES.-A handy book for boy•, containing
fu1l directions for constructing canoes and the
most popular manner of sallln~ them. Fully
Illustrated.
No. 4 9. H OW T O D E B ATE.-Glvlng rules
for ~~ndu~tln~ deba}es, ~u~l~~~ ~o~t d,:' ba~:~
p~g~ur?~g is;;:,~~.:.'tionn on' thee ques~rons
~-;;res
given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND
ANI111ALS.-A valuable book, giving instructlons in colJecting, preparing, mounting and
preserving birds, animals and Insects.
HOW TO DO TRICKS W I TH
No. 51.
CARD S.-Containlng explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary
cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand; of
tri cks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of
specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvlng
the rules and full directions for playing
Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-five, Rounce,
Pedro Sancho, Dra.w Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of
cards.
No. 53. HOW T O WRITE LETTERS.- A
wonderful little book, telling you how to
write to your sweetheart, your father, mother,
sister, brother, employer; and, i n fact, everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 5 •. H OW T O K EEP AND 111ANAGE
P ETS.-Glving complete Information as to the
manne r and method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding, aed managing all k!mi s <>f pets;
also giving full Instructions for making cages,
Fully explained by twenty-eight Illusetc.
tratlons.
N e . 55. HOW TO C OLJ, ECT STAJllPS AND
COINS.-Containlng valuable information regardlng the collecting and arranging of
stamps and coins. Handsomely lllustrated.
HO\V TO B E COl\IE ~ ENN o . 56.
GINEER.-Contalnlng full instructions how to
become a locomotive engineer; also directions
for bull dlng a model locomotive; t &gQth Qr
wi th a full d e scription of ever ythi n i; an e n ginee r should kn ow .

No. 78. JIOW T O DO TR,J CKS WITH N UM;B E R S.-Show!ng many curious tricks with
tlgures and the mag1o o! numbers. By A. An·
derson. Fully illustrated.
No. 74. H OW T O WRI TE LET TER S COR·
RECTLY.-Contalnlng full instructions far
writing letters on almost any subject; also
rules for punctuation and composition, wi t h
specimen letters.
No. 75. HO\V TO B ECOllm A CONJURER .
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice,
Cups and Balls, Ha.ts, etc. Embracing t·hlrtysix illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL F ORTUNES BY
T H E H AND.-Contalning rules for telllng
fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, or
the secret or palmistry. Also the secret ot
telllng future events by aid o! mole, mark•,
scars, etc. Illustrated.
No. 77. H O W T O DO FORTY T RICKS
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T O DO THE BLAC K ART.Containing a complete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight-or-Hand, together
By A .
A~tJ1er~~~Y u~°e~~:[;g,1 experiments.
No. 79. JJ O W T O B ECOME AN ACTOR. Containing complete instructions how to make
up tor various characters on the stage; together with the duties of the Stage Manager,
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property Man.
No. 80. GUS Wfl,LIAllJ S' JOKE BOOK.Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
funny stories of this world-renowned German
comedian. Sixty-tour pages; handsome colored cover containing a half-tone photo of
.I
the author.
No. 81. H OW T O l\mSl\JERJZE .-Co11lalning the most approved methods of mesmerism;
also how to cure all kinds of diseases by
animal magnetism. or magnetic heallng. By
Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S., a uthor of "How
to Hypnotize.'' etc.
No. 82. HO\V T O DO P ALMISTRY .--Containlng the most approved methods of readIng the lines on the hand, together with a full
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a cter by the b11 mps on the h ead. By Le•
H • go Koch, A.C.S. Fully lllHtra ted.
No. 83. HOW T O HYPNOT IZE.-Contalnlng
valuable and instructive information regardIng thQ sclQnce of hypnotism. Also explain Ing the most approved methods whicll a r e
employed b y tbe leading hypnotists of the
world. By Leo HUl\'O Koch, A.C.S.
Mo. 8'. HOW TO B ECO J IE AN A UTHOR.
-Con tain in g Informati o n r egard la g eho!ce of
oub,iecte, the use ol w o rds a nd U1.Q m anner of
pre p at"inc an d s wbm.it tl ng m an•sorlpt. Also
co ntain in g val u a b le i nfor m a tion as to the
neatness, leglbUlty and gen e ral composition of
manuscr ipt.
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